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ABSTRACT 

 

Background 

P2X7R is a nucleotide receptor that binds extracellular ATP and is present on the 

cytoplasmic membrane of numerous cell types, including all inflammatory and immune 

cells. P2X7R plays a key role in inflammation, mediating activation of the NLRP3 

inflammasome and release of cytokines such as IL-1β, and in regulating several cell death 

mechanisms. Espression of P2X7R was found in both the bulb and the ocular adnexa. 

Furthermore, on the ocular surface P2X7R is activated by chemical or mechanical sources 

of exogenous stress, leading to inflammation, apoptosis and cell proliferation. At the retinal 

level, abnormalities in P2X7R function have been linked to neuronal loss in glaucoma and 

neuroinflammatory processes in age-related macular degeneration and diabetic retinopathy. 

Based on a careful analysis of the recent literature on the involvement of P2X7R in the 

pathogenesis of various ocular diseases, this observational interventional study was 

conducted, aiming to: 

- asses the presence of the soluble form of the purinergic P2X7 receptor (sP2X7R) in aqueous 

humour and vitreous humour; 

- compare sP2X7R levels in healthy conditions and in the presence of various ocular or 

systemic pathological conditions with ocular involvement, underlying an inflammatory 

pathogenesis, such as: glaucoma, Fuchs endothelial dystrophy, pseudoexfoliatio, age-related 

macular degeneration, diabetes mellitus and retinal detachment; 

- compare sP2X7R levels in aqueous humour and vitreous humour with those in serum. 

 

Methods 

The patients enrolled in the study are represented by subjects undergoing eye surgery at the 

Ophthalmic Clinic Unit of the Sant'Anna Hospital of Ferrara. In the group of pathological 

subjects there are aqueous humour and serum samples taken from patients with different 

ocular pathologies who underwent planned cataract extraction surgery and vitreous humour 

and serum samples from patients with retinal detachment who underwent vitrectomy 

surgery. The control group included aqueous humour and serum samples from patients 

undergoing cataract extraction surgery in the absence of other eye disease and vitreous and 

serum samples taken from patients undergoing vitrectomy for macular hole or macular 

pucker. 
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Results 

In this study, the presence of a soluble form of the P2X7 receptor (sP2X7R) was assessed, 

which was found to be detectable in aqueous humour and vitreous humour using a specific 

ELISA kit. The concentrations of sP2X7R in aqueous humour control group are in the range 

of 3.89-93.87 pg/ml and in pathologic groupd the concentration range from 3.55 to 277.4 

pg/ml. In vitreous humour the range is 4.21-76.92 pg/ml in the control group, whilist in 

pathological condition the range was 28.52 to 284.57 pg/ml.  

The Kruskal-Wallis Chi-squared on the equality of the medians of the groups, both control 

and pathology groups of the acqueous samples, (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 18.254, df = 

10, p-value = 0.05082) estimates a p-value slightly above the test reliability limit (p=0.05), 

confirming that the median value of the sP2X7r concentration measured in the pathology 

groups, when all the data are considered together, is significantly different from the control 

group. Despite the finding of high maximum concentrations of P2X7r in its soluble form in 

the disease groups, analysing each pathology group compared to the control group, statistical 

analysis using Dunn's Test to perform the pairwise comparison of the groups with the 

Bonferroni's correction factor, failed to confirm a statistically significant difference. 

The non-parametric hypothesis test performed with the Kruskal-Wallis Test on the equality 

of the median of the groups in Figure 20 (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 4.6481, df = 3, p-

value = 0.1995) does not allow the initial hypothesis to be rejected with probability p-value 

= 0.1999 (Talbe 17). The test result therefore does not allow the assertion that there is a 

significant difference between the P2X7r content in the vitreous of healthy patients and 

patients with the studied eye diseases 

 

Conclusions 

In this study the presence of the soluble form of the P2X7 receptor in aqueous humour and 

vitreous humour was tested for the first time, and the ELISA kit used proved to be a 

reliable tool. In the global examination of pathologic groups it can be stated that sP2X7R is 

a marker of ocular inflammatory status in, but the stratification analysis failed to prove a 

significant correlation with the single pathology. 

 Those data reflect a local and time-limited reality, but could lay the groundwork for 

further investigation. 
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CHAPTER 1: THE P2X7 RECEPTOR  

  

Generalities on the P2X7 receptor  

The P2X7 receptor (P2X7R) is a member of the P2X receptor subfamily (P2XR), which 

is part of the P2 nucleotide receptor (P2R) family. The P2X7R, which is present on the 

cytoplasmic membrane, binds extracellular ATP and, depending on the agonist 

concentration and time of stimulation, can behave either as a selective cation channel or 

as a non-selective membrane pore capable of allowing the passage of molecules with 

masses up to 900 Da [1] [2].   

The receptor is widely distributed in human tissues and expressed in numerous cell types 

including neurons, dendritic cells, fibroblasts and endothelial cells. In addition, P2X7R is 

expressed by all inflammatory and immune cells, belonging to both innate and adaptive 

immunity. Its activity has been best characterised in the monocyte-macrophage lineage, 

including dendritic cells, microglia and osteoclasts, but it is also present in T lymphocytes, 

B lymphocytes and their precursors [3] [4].   

The P2X7 receptor has been extensively demonstrated to play a key role in both 

inflammation and immunomodulation under both septic and sterile conditions [5] [6], 

including the inflammatory response developed in allergic reactions [7]. In addition, 

P2X7R mediates the activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome, the release of cytokines, 

such as IL-1β and IL-18, chemokines and oxygen free radicals [5], promotes the 

proliferation and differentiation of T lymphocytes [8] and the activation of several 

transcription factors. In addition, depending on cell type and agonist binding, P2X7R can 

act as a cytotoxic receptor regulating various cell death mechanisms such as apoptosis, 

pyroptosis and necrosis [9] [10]. Its function in neoplastic cell growth processes and 

tumour progression has been documented. This makes P2X7R a potential target for anti-

inflammatory and anti-tumour therapies [11] [12].  

Although the function of the receptor has been well characterised under pathological 

conditions, in which high concentrations of ATP in the extracellular environment trigger 

multiple inflammatory processes, accumulating evidence suggests that P2X7R also has a 

basal level of tonic activation in healthy cells and tissues, supported by physiological 

amounts of endogenously released ATP, where it probably regulates cellular ion balance, 

supports mitochondrial metabolism and thus ATP synthesis, promotes motility and 

supports cell proliferation and differentiation [13] [14]. 
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Inflammation and DAMPs  

Inflammation is an essential defence mechanism involving components of innate 

immunity and is a key homeostatic response to protect the body from exogenous or 

endogenous sources of tissue or cellular damage. The main targets of the inflammatory 

response are:  

-  localising and eliminating the initial cause of the injury, such as pathogenic 

micro-organisms or toxins, and the products of that injury (e.g. damaged cells and 

necrotic tissues)  

-  initiate reparative processes, promoting healing.  

It develops through reactions that take place at various levels: vascular responses; 

responses based on the coordinated activity of specialised cells of the lymphoid and 

myeloid lines, which are responsible for the innate and adaptive immune response; 

responses linked to the intervention of plasma proteins of inflammation.   

Inflammation may be acute or chronic, depending on the nature of the stimulus, the 

duration of the reaction and the result achieved in terms of elimination of the noxious 

agent and damaged tissue. Usually when the acute inflammation, which mainly involves 

neutrophil granulocytes, succeeds in eliminating the noxious stimulus, the reaction is 

extinguished. However, if the target is missed, a chronic response may occur. Chronic 

inflammation, which may follow acute inflammation or have a slow and insidious onset, 

lasts longer and is associated with the presence of macrophages and lymphocytes, the 

formation of new blood vessels, fibrosis and tissue destruction.   

However, inflammation can become a source of damage or disease because the same 

inflammatory mechanisms have the capacity to damage healthy tissues as well, where 

conditions arise in which inflammatory reactions are inappropriately directed towards 

host tissues or, because they are not adequately controlled, damage healthy cells and 

tissues. Inflammatory reactions are at the basis of many types of diseases and therefore 

many research efforts are aimed at identifying mediators and biomarkers that allow early 

recognition of the inflammatory process or factors that may be potential therapeutic 

targets to prevent or treat the resulting damage [15].  

A crucial role in triggering the inflammatory process is played by PPRRs (Primitive 

Pattern Recognition Receptors), receptors present on the surface of innate immunity 
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cells such as monocytes, macrophages, dendritic cells and neutrophils, which are able to 

recognise and bind two classes of molecular patterns: PAMPs, Pathogen-associated 

molecular patterns, expressed or released by pathogenic microorganisms, and DAMPs, 

Damage-associated molecular patterns, expressed or released by host cells during damage 

or cell death. The acronym DAMPs refers to different classes of molecules that are 

normally sequestered intracellularly and released after cellular damage; once in the 

extracellular space, DAMPs activate the immune system by interacting with specific 

receptors to trigger protective and regenerative responses [16]. One of the oldest and most 

conserved DAMPs is extracellular ATP, which performs this role by binding to purinergic 

P2X receptors, of which P2X7R is one of the most relevant.  

The role of ATP in inflammation   

Adenosine-5'triphosphate (ATP) is a ribonucleotide consisting of a nitrogenous base, 

adenine, a pentose sugar, ribose, and three phosphate groups. The hydrolysis of the two 

pyrophosphate bonds, which bind the three phosphate groups to each other, allows a 

considerable amount of energy to be released. For this reason, it is universally recognised 

that ATP plays a central role in maintaining the energy homeostasis of cells: While it is 

the main product of reactions such as oxidative phosphorylation, cellular respiration and 

fermentation, it can also be regarded as an energy donor in most endoergonic processes, 

i.e. a series of reactions in which energy from the hydrolysis of pyrophosphate bonds is 

used to support cell survival and to enable cell proliferation and motility [17]. Mammalian 

cells contain intracellular ATP concentrations of between 5-10 mmol, and even higher 

levels of ATP are stored within special storage structures such as synaptic vesicles. At 

non-adrenergic and non-cholinergic nerve endings in the central and peripheral nervous 

systems, ATP acts as a neurotransmitter by binding to purinergic receptors, while at the 

level of dense platelet granules, once released it amplifies ongoing platelet activation 

through an autocrine and paracrine mechanism [18] [19].  

Signalling by extracellular ATP  

In complex multicellular organisms, cells communicate through different types of 

molecules, which are used in a variety of ways: they can diffuse in intercellular space, 

they can be transferred through intercellular channels shared between one cell and 

another, or they can be released into extracellular space via the vesicular system. 

Theoretically, all living cells are able to release variable amounts of this nucleotide into 
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the extracellular environment to exchange information between cells of the same kingdom 

(eukaryote-eukaryote or prokaryote-procaryote cell), but also across different kingdoms 

(prokaryote-eukaryote) [20]. Although it is generally accepted that purine nucleotides 

appeared among the primordial mediators of cell-cell communication, it is only in recent 

decades that the role of ATP as a ubiquitous extracellular messenger and in particular its 

character as an inflammatory mediator of the immune system has been highlighted.   

In recent years, the mechanism of signalling via extracellular ATP has received extensive 

experimental support, especially after the development of techniques that allow direct 

measurement of ATP concentration in different pathophysiological contexts such as the 

tumour microenvironment (TME), the inflammatory microenvironment (IME), at 

ischaemic sites and in regions of tissue injury [21] [22].  

The most important and recent advance in this field has been the introduction of the 

pmeLUC (plasma membrane luciferase) probe, a chimeric protein that, being sensitive to 

ATP concentrations in the micro-millimolar (µmol-mmol) range and insensitive to other 

nucleotides, allows the semi-quantitative measurement of extracellular ATP levels in 

living organisms [23]. As a result of this groundbreaking research work, the role of 

extracellular ATP in inflammation and immunity has been supported by direct in vivo 

demonstration that inflammatory sites contain high concentrations (hundreds of µmol/L) 

of ATP, as opposed to the interstitium of healthy tissues where the concentration is below 

the nanomolar (nmol) range [24].  

There are several stimuli and mechanisms by which ATP is released into the extracellular 

environment to perform its mediating function. ATP can be released from damaged or 

dead cells through damage to the cytoplasmic membrane, which is why it is considered 

one of the first and most important DAMPs. Given that ATP from the cellular processes 

of glycolysis or oxidative phosphorylation is normally present at very high physiological 

intracellular concentrations (mmol/L) and higher than in the physiological extracellular 

environment, where it is found in minimal quantities, it can be deduced that this difference 

in concentrations across the negatively charged plasma membrane generates a strong 

gradient towards the extracellular environment. This gradient is both chemical and 

electrical because at physiological concentrations of Mg 2+and Ca2+, one ATP molecule 

carries two negative charges. Given these premises, it can be deduced that any breach in 

the integrity of the plasma membrane will cause a timely outflow of large quantities of 

ATP which, being soluble in an aqueous environment, will quickly diffuse into the 

extracellular environment due to its low molecular weight and electrical charge [25]. In 
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the extracellular space, ATP undergoes rapid enzymatic degradation by ecto-

nucleotidases, soluble or plasma membrane-associated enzymes that not only control the 

half-life of ATP as a receptor agonist, in order to avoid over-stimulation or desensitisation 

of the purinergic receptor, but also generate its metabolites such as  

ADP or adenosine, which are also ligands of specific purinergic receptors [26]. The main 

metabolite of ATP is adenosine, which is a potent immunosuppressive agent capable of 

attenuating the inflammatory reaction and can be considered as a component of a negative 

feedback signalling system, an additional control factor of most homeostatic systems [27]. 

In addition to efflux in passive mode, ATP can also be released from intact cells through 

active mechanisms involving different pathways that can be dependent on vesicular 

transport, as in constitutive or regulated exocytosis, or using transmembrane channels and 

proteins, such as pannexin-1 and connexin-43, the CALHM (Calcium homeostasis 

modulator) ion channel and the P2X7 receptor (P2X7R) [28] [29]. Several pro-

inflammatory stimuli have been found to trigger the extracellular release of ATP, 

although the signalling pathways involved in many cases have not been identified or fully 

characterised. Immune cells are able to release ATP in response to bacterial PAMPs such 

as endotoxins (e.g. LPS, lipopolysaccharide) to signal the presence of microorganisms, 

but at the same time bacterial colonies are able to release ATP to shape the mucosal 

immune response and establish a controlled tolerance between commensal 

microorganisms [30]. It has been shown that the accumulation of LPS in the cytosol of 

human macrophages triggers the release of ATP through the activation of pannexin1 [31] 

[10]. No less important is the fact that infections by intracellular bacteria and protozoa 

trigger the release of high amounts of ATP, which on the one hand promotes the 

propagation of damage and on the other hand triggers an immune response [32]. It is 

worth mentioning that reactive oxygen species (ROS) are involved in multiple 

intracellular signalling pathways [33], just as hypoxia, a condition commonly found at 

inflammatory sites, is another well-known factor in promoting ATP release [34].  From 

the above considerations, it can be understood that the high intraextracellular gradient of 

ATP, its release into the intercellular environment in response to different stimuli, its high 

solubility in water, its rapid degradation by membrane nucleotidases that regulate its 

extracellular concentration, and the presence of specific purinergic receptors, make ATP 

a true extracellular messenger, a ubiquitous mediator involved in septic and sterile 

inflammation. This signalling system has a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), so the release 
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of even small amounts of ATP from the cell generates a very strong signal because it leads 

to a high increase in extracellular fractional concentrations [11].   

Purinergic receptors  

Generalities   

Purines and pyrimidines, the building blocks of all living organisms, are the main 

constituents of nucleotides and nucleosides, ubiquitous molecules that perform a variety 

of functions as basic building blocks of nucleic acids, coenzymes, allosteric modulators, 

energy intermediates, intracellular and extracellular messengers [35]. During evolution, 

complex multicellular organisms, from plants to higher mammals, have developed a 

signalling system that exploits the release of ATP as an extracellular messenger; 

interestingly, although in plants and animals they evolved from different proteins by gene 

recombination [36], receptors for extracellular ATP are widely expressed in all phyla, 

where they regulate similar protective responses for cell survival and tissue homeostasis. 

A radical change has occurred in recent years where a large body of scientific evidence 

has shown that nucleotide signalling governs some of the most essential immune 

responses; In particular, it has been observed that ATP accumulation in IME and TME 

produces multiple effects and supports various processes such as inflammatory cell 

migration, specifically macrophage and neutrophil chemotaxis, antigen-driven 

proliferation of T lymphocytes, cell differentiation to Th1 or Th2, and killing of 

intracellular pathogens, activation of NADPH-oxidase [37], maturation and activation of 

the NLRP3 inflammasome and release of IL-1β and IL-18, and can also facilitate the 

release of cytokines, chemokines and growth factors, production of ROS and nitrogen 

radicals, stimulation of stromal or tumour cell growth and even possess direct toxicity 

effects [38] [39]. 

Classification   

Purinergic receptors are divided into two families: P1 receptors, selective for adenosine, 

comprising four subtypes, A1, A2A, A2B and A3, and P2 receptors, selective for purine 

nucleotides, comprising two subfamilies with distinct pharmacological profiles: 

metabotropic G-protein-associated P2YRs and ionotropic P2XRs. Eight members of the 

P2YR subfamily (P2Y1, 2, 4, 6, 11-14) and seven members of the P2XR subfamily 

(P2X1-, 2, 4, 6, 11-14) were identified. 

7).  
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P2Y receptors (P2YR) show a higher affinity for ADP, UDP, UTP, UDP-glucose, or 

UDP-galactose, except for P2Y11R which is the only ATP-selective one. In contrast, the  

P2XRs have ATP as their preferred physiological agonist, whereas they are inactive for 

other nucleotides [40].  

P2XRs are ionotropic receptors whose subunits associate to form ion channels for the 

transit of monovalent (Na+, K+) and bivalent (Ca2+) cations. The subunits (P2X1-7) can 

combine to form homo-multimers or hetero-multimers. When three ATP molecules bind 

to the extracellular portion of a P2X receptor, a conformational change takes place that 

generates a rapid opening, in the millisecond range, of a channel that makes the plasma 

membrane permeable to positively charged ions, causing an increase in intracellular Ca2+ 

and Na+ and a simultaneous decrease in the intracellular K+ concentration. Opening of the 

channel leads to depolarisation of the cell membrane and initiation of 2+Ca-dependent 

signalling events downstream. Only the P2X7R has the peculiarity of forming a non-

selective membrane pore when exposed for longer to higher concentrations of the agonist. 

P2X receptors are widely expressed in different human and animal tissues: at pre- and 

post-synaptic endings of the nervous system, or in various types of muscle cells, such as 

those of cardiac muscle, skeletal muscle and smooth muscle fibrocells of the bladder and 

vas deferens, but also in epithelial cells, endothelium and platelets [41] [42]. Little is 

known about the functions of P2X5R and P2X6R in the immune system, with the 

exception of the up-regulation of P2X5R in CD34+ leukaemic myeloid cell 

subpopulations and T lymphocytes [43] [44]. In contrast, the role of P2X1, P2X4 and 

P2X7 receptors has been better characterised in human immune cells. P2X1R has been 

associated with the regulation of metabolism, T-lymphocyte proliferation and neutrophil 

overflow. P2X4R has been implicated in the activation of the transcription factor NFAT 

and the modulation of T-lymphocyte responses [45]. In this panorama, the P2X7 receptor 

stands out as the only member of the family  

P2XR with a firmly established role in multiple inflammatory and immune responses. 

Nevertheless, P2Y receptors are also variously implicated in several inflammation-

related, ATP-associated responses, such as chemotaxis, release of proinflammatory 

cytokines and stimulation of platelet granule component release. Incidentally, the 

different selectivity of P2YRs suggests that other nucleotides could also act as DAMPs 

[46] [47].  

Table 1. Classification of P2 receptors (Di Virgilio et al., 2017)  
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Receptor  Preferred agonist  Coupled 
mechanisms  

Transduction 
mechanism  

Intracellular 
signalling  

P2YRs              
P2Y1  ATP, ADP     

Gq/G  

   

   

   

PLC activation 
and IP3 
production   

   

   

   

Ca2+ increase  

   

   

P2Y2  ATP, UTP  

P2Y4  UTP  

P2Y6  UDP  

P2Y11  ATP  G/G-Gs q11 

PLC activation 
and IP3 
production   

Stimulation of 
adenylate cyclase  

   

   

Increase in 
Ca²⁺/ cAMP  

   
P2Y12  ADP     

J/o  

   

   

   

Inhibition of 
adenylate cliclase  

   

   

   

Decrease in 
cAMP  

   

   

P2Y13  ADP  

P2Y14  
UDP-glucose  

UDP-galactose  

Receptor  
Preferred agonist  Assembled subunits  Mechanism  of 

transduction  
Intracellular 
signalling  

P2XRs              

P2X1  
ATP  

   

   

   

   

   

   

P2X1, P2X2, P2X4, 
P2X5     

   

Cation-selective ion 
channel  

   

   

   

   

   

Increase in  
 Ca²⁺ and Na⁺  

   

   

   

P2X2  P2X2, P2X3, P2X6  

P2X3  P2X3, P2X2  

P2X4  P2X4, P2X6  

P2X5  P2X5, P2X1  

P2X6  P2X6, P2X2, P2X4  

P2X7  P2X7  

Ion selective channel 
for cations,  

Increase in 
Ca²⁺ and Na⁺,  

     Membrane pore  
non-selective  

Decrease in K + 
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Genetics, protein structure and function of the P2X7 receptor   

The P2X7R is an ATP-dependent homotrimeric membrane ion channel, i.e. formed by 

the assembly of three identical P2X7 subunits. Rapid stimulation with low concentrations 

of physiological (ATP) or synthetic agonist Bz-ATP [2',3'-O-(4-benzoylbenzoyl)  

-ATP], generates the opening of a cation channel 0.7-0.8 nm in diameter that allows the 

influx of Na+ and Ca2+ and the efflux of K+, leading to a large increase in intracellular 

Na+ concentration and depolarisation of the plasma membrane. Ca influx 2+increases the 

intracellular Ca2+ concentration, thereby activating calcium-dependent signalling 

pathways, while K+ efflux, by lowering the cytosolic Ca concentration, promotes the 

activation of additional processes such as assembly and activation of the NLRP3 

inflammasome. Prolonged stimulation with high concentrations of ATP (0.5-1 mmol) 

causes the opening of a non-selective pore with a larger diameter (4nm) that is permeable 

to hydrophilic solutes of molecular weight up to 900 Da, which are normally not diffusible 

through the membrane, such as choline, methylglucamine, ethidium bromide, YO-PRO-

1 or lucyfer yellow. This also causes the efflux of low molecular weight cytoplasmic 

solutes, including ATP itself. The purinergic P2X7 receptor does not undergo 

desensitisation, so the pore formed by ATP stimulation remains open as long as the 

agonist is present in the extracellular environment, and closes after its removal. 

Macropore formation, which requires the presence of the intracellular C-terminal tail of 

P2X7, has been associated with NLRP3 inflammasome activation and P2X7R-mediated 

cytotoxicity [48] [49] [50].  

In fact, recent work shows, through detailed electrophysiological analysis of the human 

and murine P2X7R, that the increase in conductance through the macro-pore, rather than 

occurring only after prolonged stimulation by the agonist, occurs without delay after 

P2X7R 'gating' allowing both large (e.g. YOPRO-1) and small cationic fluxes to pass 

simultaneously [51] [52]. YOPRO-1) and small cation fluxes and that permeability to 

organic solutes is an early and intrinsic property of the channel itself that does not require 

progressive dilation of the channel [51] [52].    

The gene encoding for P2X7R is located in humans at the level of the long arm of 

chromosome 12, at 12q24.3, centromeric and close to the gene for P2X4R (12q24.32). 

The sequence homology between P2X7 and P2X4 monomers is 41%. A number of single 

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have been identified and some of these genetic 

variants, present in the coding region, result in gain-of-function or loss-of-function 
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versions of the receptor, some of which are associated with different disease conditions. 

The selection of mutated alleles may in fact be due to selective environmental pressure 

exerted by infectious agents or chronic inflammatory conditions [53] [54].  

Nine different human isoforms of P2X7 subunits resulting from alternative splicing 

processes were identified and the full-length canonical form was named isoform A  

(P2X7A). The human truncated B variant is probably the isoform that has been best 

characterised in terms of its pathophysiological role and has been associated with cell 

growth, mesenchymal cell differentiation and tumour progression. Truncated variants are 

mostly non-functional, but it has been seen that some of them can behave as positive or 

negative modulators of the canonical A isoform [55] [56] [57].  

Each P2X7 monomer is a protein of 595 amino acids that assembles into a trimeric 

complex to form the three-dimensional functional form of P2X7R. The P2X7 monomer 

has a short intracellular N-terminal residue (26 aa), an extended extracellular loop (282 

aa), two transmembrane helices TM1 and TM2 (approximately 24 aa each) and a long 

cytoplasmic carboxy-terminal tail (239 aa). The extracellular loop contains pockets for 

binding to agonists and antagonists. In the C-terminal tail, there is a sequence homology 

site for the TNF receptor (TNFR1) and an LPS binding site homologous to that found on 

serum LPS binding proteins in the acute phase. The carboxy-terminal tail is crucial for 

the formation of the membrane pore that gives P2X7R its high conductance, and the 

presence of extra amino acids in this portion distinguishes it from other P2XR receptors 

[50]. Without this tail, the P2X7B splicing variant forms a receptor lacking the ability to 

form the macropore, while retaining ion channel activity [57].  

Information on the tertiary structure and general architecture of the P2XR receptor family 

in both the closed (apo) and open (ATP-bound) forms was obtained by homology from 

the resolution of the crystallised structure of P2X4R in zebrafish, of the human P2X3R 

and the P2X7R in the panda (Ailuropoda melanoleuca) and this allowed us to specify the 

three-dimensional structure of the P2X7R, the ATP binding site, the interaction between 

the subunits and the mechanism of membrane pore opening [58] [59] [60]. 

The three-dimensional structure of the P2X3, P2X4 and P2X7 monomers was assimilated 

to the shape of a dolphin and the various subunit domains were made to correspond to the 

anatomical parts of the dolphin: the two transmembrane helices (TM) form the tail and 

the segments of the extracellular region form the various body sections i.e. head, side fins 

and dorsal fin. (Figure 1). Dolphin anatomy is now generally adopted to identify specific 
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regions in the tertiary structure of P2X7 subunits and also to describe the architecture of 

the P2X7R.  

The ATP binding sites are located on the extracellular domains, at the interface between 

two adjacent subunits, between the dorsal fin of one subunit and the tail and left fin of the 

adjacent subunit, while the ion channel is formed by the TM2 helix of each subunit [58].  

Comparison of the apo and ATP-linked crystallised structure suggests the mechanism of  

"gating and channel opening:  

Binding to ATP triggers a major conformational rearrangement whereby the monomers 

change their orientation towards each other, thus behaving like rigid bodies without 

altering their configuration. During this process, the head domain of the monomers 

approaches the dorsal fin of the adjacent units, while the TM domains change their 

orientation towards each other, thus generating a pore formed by lateral fenestrations 

lined by the TM2s of each monomer. The process of channel formation allows for the 

rapid flow of Na+ and Ca2+ inwards and the flow of K+ outwards. Both inward and 

outward ion fluxes are critical in the implementation of P2X7R-activated responses. The 

onset of the current is followed by a phase of inactivation, called desensitisation, and 

recovery.  In the other receptors of the family, prolonged exposure to the agonist would 

cause inactivation of the receptor, but a peculiar feature of the human P2X7R (and also 

possible in P2X2R and P2X4R) is the absence of desensitisation under continuous agonist 

stimulation, which instead promotes further rearrangement with reorientation of the three 

monomers that allows transmembrane flow to hydrophilic molecules. This progressive 

increase in activity is a property called facilitation [61] [62].  

Homology models based on the structure of P2X3R explain that ATP binding of P2X7R 

causes a reorientation of the three monomers and the formation of a so-called 'cytoplasmic 

cap' consisting of the N- and C-terminal segments and partially covering the end of the 

transmembrane pore. Another interesting property of the increased conductance of 

P2X7R is its reversibility upon ATP removal. This property has been exploited to trap 

normally non-permeable low molecular weight aqueous solutes such as nucleotide 

analogues, fluorescent probes and anticancer drugs in the cytoplasm of different cell types 

[63] [5]. 
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Architecture of human P2X7R reconstructed using homology models based on the 

crystallised structure of human P2X3R. (A) The monomer in its secondary structure (left) 

and representation of the molecular surface (right); the shape of the monomer compared 

to the figure of a dolphin, subdivided into the various regions. (B) Schematic 

representation of trimeric P2X7R in the closed state and (C) in the open state. (D) Detail 

of the ATP-binding site. (E) (F) Schematic representations of the conformational changes 

of the receptor in the transition from the closed, to the open and to the desensitised state. 

(Di Virgilio et al., 2017)  
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The role of the P2X7 receptor in inflammation  

The P2X7R receptor is unanimously recognised as the main ATP sensor during 

inflammation and the most potent stimulus for NLRP3 inflammasome activation and thus 

mediates the maturation and secretion of Interleukin-1β (IL-1β) of the early phase of the 

immune response [64]. Synthesis of pro-IL-1β, a 31 kDa immature protein, begins with 

activation of the nuclear transcription factor NF-κB. Maturation into the bioactive 17 kDa 

form requires cleavage by caspase-1, which in turn is activated from pro-caspase-1 

through formation of the inflammasome. Without this conversion, pro-IL-1β is rapidly 

degraded by the proteasome [65] [66].  The NLRP3 inflammasome is a multi-protein 

intracellular complex formed by the assembly of four components that create a 

heterotetramer consisting of a central NLRP3 protein, which is a structural, scaffold 

protein, to which other proteins are associated when the immune cell is activated: an 

adaptor protein ASC, pro-caspase-1 and the sensor protein Nima-kinase 7  

(NEK7). The NLRP3 inflammasome is activated by ATP but can also assemble in 

response to PAMPs from infectious agents, other DAMPs or chemical and physical agents 

that cause cellular damage [67]. When the NLRP3 component is activated, the adaptor 

protein ASC is recruited, which brings NLRP3 into contact with pro-caspase-1. 

Activation of caspase-1 is an autocatalytic phenomenon. By bringing several caspase-1 

elements next to each other, as these are proteolytic enzymes, they are self-activated by 

self-proteolysis releasing the activated caspase-1, which can act on pro-IL-1 and produce 

mature IL-1. This assumes that since the formation of the initial heterotetramer, for 

proteolytic activation by self-proteolysis to occur, several heterotetramers must come into 

contact with each other, bringing into contact several pro-caspase-1 molecules. In fact, 

the mature inflammasome is a penta- or heptameric structure composed of the aggregation 

of 5 or 7 heterotetramers that form a cytoplasmic superstructure [68].  

  

Membrane pore function is a prerequisite for NLRP3 activation, suggesting that a major 

reduction in intracellular K+ is required to trigger the process, although the underlying 

molecular mechanism has not yet been elucidated [69]. Recent evidence suggests that 

localised modification of the intracellular ionic microenvironment directs the recruitment 

of inflammasome components and facilitates their assembly in the vicinity of the P2X7R 

itself, and that decreased intracellular K+ enhances the interaction of NLRP3 with the 

NEK7 protein, a sensor of the ionic concentration of the microenvironment in which the 

inflammasome is located. NEK7 is required for P2X7R-driven inflammasome assembly 
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and evidence of this is the fact that ATP-stimulated NLRP3 activation is abrogated in 

NEK7-deficient bone marrow-derived macrophages [70].  

In addition, P2X7R is a strong stimulus for the externalisation of active IL-1β as it is the 

main driver of multiple release mechanisms, such as passive release following cell death 

or secretion through lysosomes, exosomes or plasma membrane-derived microvesicles 

[71] [72].   

Following the results of some recent evidence, an alternative model of P2X7R activation 

in inflammation has been formulated according to which the binding of PAMPs to 

membrane receptors or sensors in the cytoplasm triggers the controlled release of ATP 

and autocrine/paracrine stimulation of P2X7R. This leads to the inference that stimulation 

of P2X7R activates intracellular effector systems (e.g. the NLRP3 inflammasome) and 

further amplifies the effect of other pro-inflammatory agents by releasing ATP, which in 

turn acts as an inflammatory stimulus [73].  

P2X7R also promotes inflammation through the activation of different intracellular 
pathways  

which may also be associated with inflammasome formation. One example is the 

activation of the transcription factor NF-κB, probably through an adaptor protein that 

interacts with the C-terminal domain of P2X7R, to enable the expression of genes 

encoding for several components of the inflammatory chain including IL-1, TNF-α and 

cyclooxygenase (COX) enzymes [74]. Expression of COX-2 and activation of COX-1 by 

P2X7R has been associated with the occurrence of fever and inflammatory pain, which is 

why it could be considered a potential target for new drugs, alternative to non-steroidal 

anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), such as aspirin [75] [76]. Other signalling pathways 

associated with P2X7R are Ca-dependent2+ activation and translocation into the NFAT 

core to promote lymphocyte and osteoblast proliferation, a process that can also promote 

tumour cell multiplication [77] [78].  Other pro-inflammatory cytokines secreted upon 

P2X7R activation include IL-6 and IL-1α, albeit through inflammasome-independent 

pathways, and other inflammatory mediators such as prostaglandin E2, leukotriene B4 

and thromboxane A2. Furthermore, stimulation of macrophages via P2X7R leads to the 

release of VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor) suggesting its involvement in 

regeneration and neoangiogenesis processes [79] [80].  
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Inflammatory signalling pathways activated by P2X7R: activation of NLRP3 

inflammasome, synthesis and release of IL-1β and IL-18; activation of NF-κB via MyD88 

and promotion of IL-1β gene expression; NFAT 2+factor-dependent activation leading to 

IL-2 synthesis, lymphocyte proliferation and down-regulation of GSCKβ factor. In 

addition, stimulation of P2X7R promotes activation of HIF-1α and subsequent VEGF 

release.  

(Adinolfi et al., 2018)  
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The role of the P2X7 receptor in cell death  

The P2X7 receptor is considered a cytotoxic receptor and a potent activator of cell death, 

which can occur by different mechanisms depending on cell type, agonist concentration 

and duration of binding. In the absence of bacterial-derived products, as is the case in 

sterile inflammation, the most common type of cell death triggered by P2X7R is necrosis 

[5]. P2X7R is not only linked to cell necrosis, but its stimulation in mouse lymphocytes 

has been observed to lead to oedema and cell lysis. It has also been shown that the P2X7 

receptor, activated by binding to ATP, allosteric modulators or pathogens, promotes 

pyroptosis in mononuclear cells, a type of caspase-1-dependent inflammatory cell death 

[81]. In human cells, pyroptosis can be triggered by caspases-1, -4 and -5 [82]. 

Stimulation of the receptor by ATP can lead to the release of cytochrome-C from the 

mitochondria and the cleavage of caspases-3, -8 and -9, which are directly linked to the 

mechanism of apoptosis [83].   

Soluble form of P2X7 receptor  

Research recently conducted at the University of Ferrara has led to evidence that a soluble 

form of the full-length P2X7R receptor (sP2X7R) is released into the blood under both 

healthy and pathological conditions. Specifically, sP2X7R was found to be present in both 

plasma and serum regardless of storage mode. In contrast to the low concentrations found 

in healthy control subjects, levels of the soluble form are much higher in different 

pathological conditions including infectious diseases, ischaemia, cancer and other 

conditions such as autoimmune diseases and trauma. By measuring levels of C-reactive 

protein (CRP), considered a systemic inflammatory marker, it was observed that sP2X7R 

levels correlated with CRP levels. Furthermore, taking into account a PCR cut-off of 

3mg/dL, considered to indicate a systemic inflammatory state, a significant increase in 

sP2X7R concentration was found in subjects with PCR>3 mg/dL. These results indicate 

that the measurement of plasma sP2X7R could complement the assessment of PCR and 

other markers currently used to investigate a subject's inflammatory status. Possible 

sources of the plasma soluble form of the receptor include peripheral blood mononuclear 

cells (PBMCs) isolated from peripheral blood. PBMCs isolated from healthy subjects 

release sP2X7R into the culture medium after stimulation with BzATP [2',3'-O-(4-

benzoylbenzoyl)-ATP], an ATP analogue, and to a greater extent after pre-stimulation 

with LPS, simulating an inflammatory condition on an infectious basis in vitro. Finally, 

the study showed that plasma sP2X7R is present to a large extent associated with 
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microvesicles/microparticles (MVs/MPs), i.e. heterogeneous populations of particles of 

different sizes and cellular origin [84].  

 

CHAPTER 2: P2X7R AND EYE DISEASES  
  
P2X7R locations and functions in the eye  

Purinergic receptors are abundantly distributed in the various ocular segments and 

perform many functions in the physiological field, but dysregulation of the biomolecular 

processes involving them can also contribute to the development of ocular pathologies.  

The P2X7R receptor is expressed both in the eyeball and in the ocular adnexa. On the 

ocular surface, this receptor is activated by chemical or mechanical sources of exogenous 

stress, such as by contact with ophthalmic solutions containing preservatives or 

surfactants, or by corneal abrasion, leading to inflammation apoptosis and cell 

proliferation. In the case of corneal injury, the P2X7R receptor acts, in coordination with 

P2Y2R, to ensure appropriate tissue repair by promoting epithelial cell adhesion to the 

basement membrane, coordinating Ca2+ mobilisation, rearrangement of the cytoskeleton 

and formation of a normal stromal collagen structure. At the retinal level, the P2X7R 

receptor and abnormalities in its function have been potentially linked to neuronal loss 

occurring in glaucoma and hereditary retinal degeneration, as well as contributing to 

neuroinflammatory processes occurring in age-related macular degeneration and diabetic 

retinopathy [85].   
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Table 2. Expression of the P2X7R receptor in the eye structures of different species. 
(Dutot et al.,2017)  
Fabric  Cells  m-RNA Protein Species  

   
Cornea  

   

Corneal epithelial cells     Human  

Section of cornea     ⁺  Mouse  

Corneo-limbal epithelial cells  ⁺  ⁺  Human  

Conjunctive  

   

Conjunctival epithelial cells     ⁺  Human  

Calico cells     ⁺  Rat  

Crystalline  

   

Lenticular fibres  ⁺  ⁺  Rat  
Epithelial cells     ⁺  Human  

   

   
Retina  

   

   

   

   

Müller cells  ⁺  ⁺  Human  

Section of retina  ⁺  ⁺  Rat  

Retinal Ganglion Cells  ⁺     Rat  

Retinal pigment epithelium cells (ARPE-19 cell line)  ⁺  Human  

Retinal pigment epithelium cells (primary culture)  ⁺  ⁺  Human  

Retinal pigment epithelium cells   ⁺  ⁺  Mouse  

Photoreceptors  ⁺  ⁺  Rat  

Ciliary body  Epithelial cells   ⁺     Bovine  

  

P2X7R as a therapeutic target  

The P2X7 receptor has recently attracted particular interest as a potential therapeutic 

target due to its wide involvement in ocular diseases. Several highly selective P2X7R 

inhibitors are currently available, some of which are in phase 1 and 2 clinical trials for the 

treatment of certain chronic inflammatory diseases [86] [87] [88] [89]. Understanding the 

exact functioning of the molecular mechanisms associated with the P2X7R receptor in 

the context of ocular diseases would be important in order to adopt new therapeutic 

strategies to prevent the onset of visual symptoms or slow down the progression of disease 

processes towards more advanced stages and thus limit their impact in terms of visual 

disability.   

Topical administration of medication, in most cases in the form of eye drops, is usually 

used to treat diseases of the anterior segment of the eye, particularly the cornea and 

conjunctiva. In this regard, hyaluronic acid or sodium hyaluronate (HA) is considered to 

be a potent modulator of the P2X7 receptor, and pre-treatment with this molecule is able 

to reduce P2X7R-mediated oxidative and apoptotic damage induced by sodium lauryl 

sulphate, an anionic surfactant with irritating power, and benzalkonium chloride, a 

quaternary ammonium salt that is widely used as an antimicrobial preservative [90] [91].  
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Although oral administration is not a very efficient way of delivering a therapeutic 

molecule to the eye, the administration of omega-3-rich fatty acids, such as 

docosahexaenoic acid DHA and eicosapentanoic acid EPA, combined with Brilliant Blue 

G, a potent selective P2X7 receptor antagonist, has been shown to prevent the 

neurocytotoxic effect of amyloid β in age-related macular degeneration (AMD) [92].   

To date, no P2X7R inhibitors are commercially available for the treatment of retinal 

diseases, but several antagonists of this receptor, which attenuate IL-1β production, have 

been found to cross the blood-brain barrier. The NJ55308942 molecule reduces Ca2+ 

conductance through P2X7R and IL-1β release from blood monocytes and cultured 

microglia. In addition, in experimental animal models, following oral administration at 

increasing doses of this compound, there is an increase in the number of P2X7 receptors 

occupied by microglia, suggesting that it is able to cross the blood-brain barrier. 

Consistently, treatment with JNJ55308942 in mouse models of chronic stress reduced 

inflammation and the subsequent clinical signs associated with it [93]. Given the 

similarities in the structure of the blood-brain barrier with the blood-retinal barrier, it is 

likely that several brain-permeable receptor antagonists, including JNJ-55308942 or JNJ-

5417446, could be effective in the treatment of P2X7R-associated retinal disease [94].  

Recently, dimeric nanoparticles have been developed that are able to reduce or increase 

P2X7R conductance, inhibit membrane pore formation and IL-1β release in macrophages 

and T cells, and in experimental in vivo models of allergic contact dermatitis and 

glomerulonephritis have been shown to be effective in attenuating the inflammatory 

process [95].   

Against this background, further studies are needed to analyse the potential of various 

P2X7R antagonists and inhibitors in ophthalmological diseases.  

  

The following is a review of the most recent knowledge concerning a potential 

involvement of the P2X7R receptor in the pathogenesis of several ocular diseases.  

  

Diabetic eye diseases  

Diabetes mellitus is one of the most prevalent metabolic diseases in the world. The 

potentially fatal condition affects more than 422 million people worldwide and its 

prevalence is expected to grow to 592 million by 2035 [96] [97].  

 Diabetes mellitus develops when the endocrine pancreas is no longer able to synthesise 

insulin and/or when the body becomes resistant to it due to persistently high blood glucose 
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levels. The 3 main types of diabetes are Diabetes Mellitus type 1, Diabetes Mellitus type 

2 and Diabetes Mellitus type 3.  

Diabetes Mellitus Type 2 and gestational diabetes. Chronic hyperglycaemia and failure to 

control the condition leads to various microangiopathic complications at the tissue level, 

the most common of which in the visual system are diabetic keratopathy and diabetic 

retinopathy [98].  

Diabetic keratopathy  

Diabetic keratopathy or diabetic corneal epitheliopathy is a degenerative corneal disease. 

Some of the clinical features present at the corneal level in a patient with diabetes are: 

delayed corneal re-epithelialisation with impaired wound healing, reduced corneal 

sensitivity (hypo-anesthesia), neurotrophic ulcers and corneal oedema. These features are 

mainly caused by the fact that local hyperglycaemic conditions lead to multiple effects on 

corneal tissue, including: changes in corneal epithelial basement membrane composition, 

deposition of advanced glycation products (AGEs), damage to corneal nerve endings, 

reduced tear secretion and oxidative stress.  

It is also known that the hyperglycaemic environment leads to abnormalities at the stromal 

level and at the level of endothelial cells, whose morphological changes and altered cell 

density are some of the factors that lead to neovascularisation and increased corneal 

thickness [99]. Furthermore, during the initial phase of diabetes, morphological changes 

are observed in the nerve fibres, which become thicker and degenerate due to the 

accumulation of advanced glycation end products (AGEs).   

In addition to chronic hyperglycaemia, the cornea is also subject to high levels of 

inflammation and oxidative stress, hallmarks of diabetes in all tissues. The interaction 

between AGEs and their receptors (RAGE) causes the formation of oxygen free radicals 

and the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines. In the human eye, AGEs have been 

detected in the corneal stroma, Descemet's membrane, the basement membrane of the 

corneal epithelium, the lens and the lamina cribrosa. In a study in mouse models of 

diabetes induced by streptozotocin injections, AGEs immunoreactivity levels in the 

cornea were higher than in non-diabetic controls, and were localised to the epithelium, 

corneal stroma and endothelium, as reflected in the expression of the oxidative DNA 

damage marker 8-OHdG. Furthermore, treatment with the AGEs inhibitor 

aminoguanidine prevented the development of diabetic corneal structural abnormalities, 

such as degeneration of intracellular organelles, formation of cytoplasmic vacuoles and 
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oedema in the corneal stroma. In Western blot analysis, caspase-3 protein expression was 

significantly increased in diabetic corneas compared to non-diabetic controls, indicating 

that corneal cells also undergo apoptosis. In addition, the activation of NF-κB and its 

elevated presence in diabetic corneas suggest that the AGE/RAGE interaction leads to 

NF-κB activation, which promotes increased oxidative stress and transcription of pro-

apoptotic cytokines, thereby mediating corneal tissue damage in diabetes [100].  

  

Mankus et al. found that P2X7 receptor expression is increased in corneal epithelium 

samples from diabetic donors compared to age-matched controls [101].   

Using a mouse model of pre-diabetes type 2 with diet-induced obesity (DIO), changes in 

corneal sensory nerves and P2X7R expression were characterised under diabetic 

conditions. A significant reduction in sub-basal nerve plexus density associated with 

increased tortuosity and decreased diameter was observed. In addition, P2X7 mRNA 

expression was significantly higher in the corneal epithelium of DIO mice and, after 

abrasion, the increase in transcription was more intense in the central regions of the 

abraded area, where the cells migrated after injury, and in the peripheral areas surrounding 

the abrasion. The re-epithelialisation process was slower and incomplete in DIO mice 

compared to controls, suggesting that dysregulation of P2X7R expression may be 

associated with the altered healing process in diabetic corneas. While in non-diabetic 

controls P2X7R is more highly expressed at the main wound margin, it is less specifically 

distributed in DIO mice. This feature allows us to hypothesise that normally the purinergic 

receptor may play a role in promoting protein migration and cytoskeletal rearrangements 

at the healing margin of a corneal wound, whereas in diabetic conditions this activity is 

dysregulated [102].  

  

Diabetic retinopathy  

Diabetic retinopathy is the most frequent microvascular complication of diabetes mellitus 

and includes all the pathological and functional changes observed in the retina as a result 

of chronic exposure to hyperglycaemia. It affects approximately one third of patients with 

type 1 and type 2 diabetes, with the risk increasing in proportion to the duration of the 

disease and the levels of glycated haemoglobin HbA1c. Diabetic retinopathy is the 

leading cause of visual impairment in the working-age population, accounting for 15-17% 

of cases of blindness [103].  
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Development of diabetic retinopathy  

The progressive development of diabetic retinopathy follows different clinical stages that 

are set out in the International Classification or Severity Scale of Diabetic Retinopathy 

and Diabetic Macular Oedema drawn up in 2003 [104].  

  

Table 3. Diabetic retinopathy (DR.) severity scale (Wilkinson et al., 2003)  
Clinical stage  Retinal injuries  

Non RD  No injuries  

Mild non-proliferative RD  Microaneurysms only  

Moderate non-proliferating RD  Any or all of the following signs: microaneurysms, 
retinal haemorrhages, hard exudates, cottony 
nodules; not associated with other lesions of severe 
non-proliferative RD  

Severe non-proliferating RD  Any of the following signs and no signs of 

proliferative retinopathy: more than 20 intraretinal 

haemorrhages in all 4 quadrants; significant venous 

beading in 2 or more quadrants: IRMA (intraretinal 

microvascular abnormalities)  

prominent in 1 or more quadrants  

Very severe non-proliferating RD  Two or more criteria for severe non-proliferating 
RD  

Proliferating RD  One or more of the following: neovascularisation 
vitreous/pre-retinal haemorrhages  

High-risk proliferating RD  One or more of the following: neovases on the disc 

greater than or equal to 1/3 of the disc area retinal 

neovases at least ½ the size  

of the haemovitreous disc area  
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Table 4. International diabetic macular oedema (EMD) severity scale. (Wilkinson et al., 
2003)  

Level of severity of macular oedema  Ophthalmoscopic signs  

Mild EMD  Retinal thickening or hard exudates at the level of 
the posterior pole, but distant from the centre of 
the macula  

Moderate EMD  Retinal thickening or hard exudates approaching 
the centre of the macula, but not involving the 
centre  

Severe EMD  Retinal thickening or hard exudates involving the 
centre of the macula  

 

 

Pathogenesis of diabetic retinopathy: the role of inflammation  

During diabetic disease, various systemic metabolic changes develop, such as 

dyslipidaemia and hyperglycaemia, which are the starting points in the pathogenesis of 

the complications of this disease. In the eye, chronic exposure to high levels of glycaemia 

leads to the activation of various biochemical mechanisms such as the polyol and 

hexamine pathways, the activation of protein kinase C isoforms and the non-enzymatic 

glycation of proteins, which are the molecular basis for the initiation of pathological 

processes characteristic of diabetic retinopathy such as retinal microangiopathy, 

inflammation and neurodegeneration, causing structural and functional changes in the 

retina leading to irreversible impairment of visual function. 

  

OXIDATIVE STRESS AND MITOCHONDRIAL DYSFUNCTION  

Hyperglycaemia induces disruption of the electron transport chain at the level of the inner 

membrane of the mitochondria leading to the production of oxygen free radicals (ROS), 

such as superoxide anion. ROS are harmful to the mitochondria themselves by inducing 

oxidative damage at the level of the mitochondrial DNA leading to a dysfunction of the 

respiratory chain and thus to increased production of ROS and the auto-oxidation of 

glucose. Over time, ROS production saturates the capacity of antioxidant systems and 

leads to exposure of retinal cells to oxidative stress. Intracellular oxidative modifications 

of lipids, proteins and DNA promote further mitochondrial damage, inflammation, 

apoptosis and subsequent tissue effects. ROS-induced mitochondrial dysfunction also 

causes a reduction in ATP production and an increase in mitochondrial membrane 
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permeability, which leads to the release of apoptotic factors such as cytochrome c within 

the cell cytoplasm, inducing apoptosis in pericytes and endothelial cells. In parallel, 

hyperglycaemia promotes non-enzymatic glycation of serum, cellular and tissue proteins, 

leading to the formation of AGEs, the end products of advanced glycation. AGEs are able 

to bind to specific receptors called RAGE and activate the transcription factors NF-κB, 

STAT (signal transducer and activator of transcription), AP-1 (activator protein 1) that 

trigger inflammatory processes, neurodegeneration and loss of pericytes at the retinal 

level, components of the retinal vascular walls [105] [106].  

  
NEUROVASCULAR ALTERATIONS  

Oxidative stress together with the inflammatory process induces neurotoxicity leading to 

apoptosis of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) and hyperactivation of glial cells, in a process 

called neuroinflammation. Retinal ganglion cell damage is the result of oxidative stress, 

inflammation and hypoxia and emerges early, before the onset of obvious vascular lesions 

and before pericyte apoptosis [107] [108].   

Neuronal death or dysfunction of retinal neuronal cells promotes the process of reactive 

gliosis indicated by the up-regulation of glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) in 

astrocytes and Müller cells. Reactive gliosis is associated with increased activation of 

immune-related signalling pathways leading to increased production of pro-inflammatory 

factors and growth factors, contributing to vascular injury [109]. An elevated level of 

GFAP has been detected in the aqueous humour of diabetic patients without clinical signs 

of diabetic retinopathy or in patients with non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy.  

The first vascular changes observed are the loss of pericytes and thickening of the basal 

membrane [110]. The loss of the pericytes of the retinal capillary wall, which normally 

line the outside of the capillary endothelium, guaranteeing greater mechanical resistance, 

would appear to be responsible for the breakdown of the blood-retinal barrier and the loss 

of vascular tone. This causes a progressive deformation and widening of the vessels, an 

increase in permeability and proliferation of endothelial cells due to the deficit of TGF-β, 

which was produced by the pericytes. These changes lead to the formation of 

microaneurysms and intraretinal haemorrhages, two of the first clinical features 

observable ophthalmoscopically in RDNP. In addition, thickening of the basement 

membrane and disjunction of the tight junctions are the factors determining leakage from 

the retinal capillaries with passage of the intravascular contents, mainly represented by 

lipids, proteins and inflammatory mediators, into the interstitial space.   
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Figure 3. (a) Fundus ocularis photograph, (b) Fluorangiography and (c) SD-OCT of a 

patient with Non-Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy (RDNP) and Diabetic Macular 

Edema (EMD). In (a) hard exudates (arrows), microaneurysms and retinal haemorrhages 

(asterisks) can be observed. In (b) we observe multiple spots of hyperfluorescence 

prevailing in the areas where aneurysmal lesions and vascular leakage are present. In 

(c) we observe an SD-OCT where multiple intraretinal cysts (asterisk) and subfoveal 

neuroretinal detachment (arrow) are present. (Mesquida et al., 2019)  

  

On the other hand, retinal glial cells, i.e. Müller cells and microglia, EPR, and 

macrophages lead to the secretion of vascular growth factors such as VEGF-A and pro-

inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-1β, TNF-α, IL-6, IL-8, MCP-1(monocyte 

chemoattractant protein 1), contributing to vascular dysfunction. Persistent secretion of 

inflammatory mediators can lead to the establishment of a state of chronic inflammation, 

which has two main effects on the retina: the breakdown of the blood-retinal barrier and 

leukostasis.  

An alteration in the blood-retinal barrier results in an increase in vascular permeability, 

which has as its clinical consequence the appearance of hard exudates, due to the leakage 

of plasma constituents, especially lipids and proteins. As a result, fluids accumulate in the 

macula, leading to diabetic macular oedema, which, if left untreated, has the potential to 

impair visual function [111].  
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Pro-inflammatory factors lead to increased expression of adhesion factors on the surface 

of endothelial cells, in particular ICAM-1 (intercellular adhesion molecule 1) and VCAM-

1 (vascular cell adhesion molecule 1), where activated leukocytes adhere, triggering a 

process called leukostasis.   

Leukostasis is the determinant of retinal capillary occlusion and activation of the 

thrombogenesis process. The resulting ischaemia is one of the most severe complications 

of this pathological process and determines a progression of retinopathy towards an 

advanced form of proliferative type, where new vessels develop within the retina or optic 

disc. Indeed, hypoxia is able to activate the production of HIF-1α (hypoxia inducible 

factor) in endothelial and glial cells, which feeds the process of angiogenesis by 

increasing the production of VEGF-A in endothelial cells, glial cells, astrocytes and EPR 

cells, the secretion of which is also favoured by ROS, hyperglycaemia itself, AGEs and 

inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1β and IL-6 [112].  

The importance of inflammation in this phenomenon has been demonstrated by the fact 

that blocking inflammation reduces neovascularisation. In mouse models of choroidal 

neovascularisation, elimination of the factor MCP-1, which is responsible for recruiting 

monocytes to hypoperfused areas, and elimination of ICAM-1 or CD18 leads to a 

significant reduction in the process of neoangiogenesis: Similarly, inhibition of 

cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), which normally produces prostanoids, reduces VEGF 

production and the resulting vascular leakage in animal models of diabetic retinopathy 

and reduces neovascularisation in mouse models of proliferative ischaemic retinopathy 

[113]. 
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Schematic representation of the pathogenesis of damage and its progression in diabetic 

retinopathy. (Mesquida et al.,2019)  

  

MICROGLIA AND NEUROINFLAMMATION  

Neuroinflammation' is a process that plays a major role in the pathogenesis of diabetic 

retinopathy. The fundamental mechanism by which the process of neuroinflammation 

begins in response to tissue nerve disturbances caused by the metabolic dysregulations of 

diabetes is microglial activation. Under normal conditions microglia cells are represented 

by dormant macrophages located in the inner layers of the retina.  

In response to hyperglycaemia, dyslipidaemia, AGEs and oxidative stress, these cells 

become activated, retract their dendrites and assume an amoeboid phenotype whereby 

they infiltrate the deeper layers of the retina where they initially take on an anti-

inflammatory role mediated by M2 cells to delay disease progression. However, persistent 

exposure to diabetic conditions leads to the decline of the M2 response with the respective 

emergence of M1 cells that assume a pro-inflammatory role and, by activating the NF-κB 

and ERK pathways, contribute to neuronal damage by releasing neurotoxic factors such 

as glutamate, iNOS, caspases and TNF-α, IL-6, IL-1β and VEGF [114] [115].  
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CYTOKINES AND ANGIOGENESIS  

In support of the role of inflammation in the pathogenesis of diabetic retinopathy, several 

studies have shown a specific expression profile of various cytokines and 

proinflammatory factors in serum, aqueous humour and vitreous humour using protein 

array analysis techniques. Local pro-inflammatory biomarkers in ocular fluids, whose 

main source of production is retinal glial cells, correlate more precisely with the various 

stages of diabetic retinopathy and diabetic macular oedema than do their corresponding 

serum levels. These comparisons showed that:  

- IFN-γ, IL-1α, IL-3 and MCP-2 are higher in diabetic patients without clinical 

signs of DR than in non-diabetic controls.  

- Factors IL-1β, IL-3, IFN-γ, IFN-γ induced protein 10 (IP-10) and monocyte 

chemotactic protein 2 (MCP-2) are significantly increased in diabetic patients 

compared to controls;  

- Granulocyte-Macrophage Colony Stimulating Factor (GM-CSF), IFN-γ, IL-10, 

IP-10, Regulated And Normal T cells Expressed and Secreted (RANTES) and 

Soluble Tumour Necrosis Factor Receptor (sTNF-R) II are highly elevated in 

diabetics with mild DR compared to control cases;  

- Macrophage Inflammatory Protein (MIP-1b), GM-CSF, RANTES and sTNF-RII 

increase more in diabetics with mild DR than in diabetics without DR. In more 

advanced stages of diabetic macular oedema and proliferative diabetic 

retinopathy, increased concentrations of IL-6, VEGF, IL-12, IL-8, IP-10, MCP-1, 

platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) and ICAM-1 are reported in the aqueous 

humour, while IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α, IL-1β, VEGF, ICAM-1, MCP-1 and 

complement factors are increased in the vitreous humour [116].  

In addition to participating in the processes of neurodegeneration and apoptosis, the 

increased expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines in the diabetic environment promotes 

the creation of new vessels through the recruitment of endothelial cells, which are in turn 

induced to produce pro-angiogenic factors. Endothelial cells are extremely susceptible to 

cytokines, in particular IL-1β, TNF-α, and IFN-γ, which induce the production of IL-8, 

MCP-1, and Regulated and normal T cells Expressed and Secreted (RANTES) in them. 

In vitro studies have shown that endothelial cells respond more to cytokines than to 

elevated glucose levels, suggesting that diabetes-induced retinal vascular injury is 

primarily due to cytokine release from neighbouring cells rather than the direct effect of 

hyperglycaemia on endothelial cells themselves [117].  
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P2X7R in the pathogenesis of diabetic retinopathy  

P2X7R has been described at the level of ganglion cells, photoreceptors, amacrine cells, 

EPR and Müller cells and many studies in recent decades have linked P2X7R-related 

functions to the pathogenesis of diabetes.  

In a recent study in mouse models, in which diabetes was induced by streptozotocin (STZ) 

injections, a significant increase in P2X7R expression was observed approximately one 

month after the onset of induced diabetes and simultaneously the percentage of P2X7R-

positive peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) was increased compared to 

controls [118].  

The inflammatory microenvironment contains high concentrations of extracellular ATP, 

sufficient to trigger the opening of P2X7R and the release of the cytokines IL-1β and IL-

6, membrane metalloproteases and the production of ROS. In this regard, in mouse 

models of diabetes it has been observed that genetic deletion of P2X7R or its 

pharmacological inhibition protects against CD-40-induced release of TNF-α, IL-1β, 

ICAM, and NOS-2 over-expression in Müller cells [119]. Moreover, P2X7R activation 

represents a powerful trigger for VEGF release. Indeed, the expression of the NLRP3 

inflammasome, which can be activated by P2X7R stimulation, is increased in the vitreous 

fibrovascular membrane of patients with diabetic retinopathy and dysregulation of 

NLRP3 in hyperglycaemic transgenic mice leads to vascular leakeage and retinal 

neovascularisation [120].  

In a recent study in animal models of type 1 diabetes, it was found that hyperglycaemia 

induces increased P2X7R expression in the retina and that selective P2X7R antagonism 

reverses some of the diabetes-induced inflammatory effects in the retina, such as 

increased microvascular permeability and neovascularisation. This protective effect is 

accompanied in parallel by a strong inhibition of VEGF release and a normalisation of 

retinal IL-6 levels, thus supporting the hypothesis that P2X7R-related signalling plays a 

key role in promoting the inflammatory process and oxidative stress in the development 

and progression of diabetic retinopathy. [121]. Exposure of pericytes to high 

concentrations of glucose induces the activation of a P2X7R-mediated signalling pathway 

that promotes the acquisition by these cells of an inflammatory phenotype, as evidenced 

by the secretion of TNF-α and IL-1β. In the same study that demonstrated this 

phenomenon, it was also found that hyperglycaemia-induced damage in retinal pericytes 

leads to cell lysis, accompanied by the release of ATP into the extracellular environment, 

which in turn binds P2X7R on neighbouring cells, activating the inflammasome and 
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taking on the function of an inflammatory damage signalling device through an autocrine-

paracrine mechanism [122]. It was found that P2X7R ligand concentrations are not 

sufficient to induce apoptosis in controls, while they are able to induce cell death in retinal 

capillaries extracted from diabetic mice, suggesting that hyperglycaemia is able to 

increase the vulnerability of retinal vascular cells to P2X7R activation [123]. The ability 

of P2X7R to induce apoptosis in endothelial cells and retinal capillary pericytes, termed 

purinergic vaso-toxicity, is mediated by transmembrane pore formation, typically 

resulting from sustained stimulation of this receptor, and appears to play a crucial role in 

the development of microaneurysms, exudates and diabetic macular oedema due to 

disruption of the blood-retinal barrier [124].  

A new investigation has shown that Lamivudine, a recently discovered nucleoside reverse 

transcriptase inhibitor of P2X7R, is able to attenuate the progression of vascular and 

neurodegenerative lesions of diabetic retinopathy in mouse models, in which, compared 

to non-diabetic controls, administration of this molecule inhibits the formation of acellular 

capillaries and simultaneously allows maintenance of neuroglial function [118].  

Using drugs that target P2X7R could be an interesting prospect for the treatment of 

diabetic retinopathy in the future. Diabetic macular oedema is currently treated with 

intravitreal injections of biological drugs that antagonise VEGF, such as Bevacizumab, 

Ranibizumab and Aflibercept, or intravitreal implants of devices containing 

corticosteroids, such as Dexamethasone. These therapies are highly effective, but also 

impractical and invasive for patients who have to undergo monthly eye injections, so 

therapies based on small molecules that can be administered via minimally invasive 

routes, such as oral therapies or eye drops, would be desirable. Several pharmaceutical 

companies have developed highly selective P2X7R inhibitors, some of which are in phase 

1 and 2 clinical trials for the treatment of certain chronic inflammatory diseases. Some of 

these molecules are permeable across the blood-retinal barrier and may be available in 

the future for the treatment of diabetic retinopathy.  

  

Age-related macular degeneration  

Age-related macular degeneration is a degenerative disorder affecting the central area of 

the retina, known as the macula, responsible for high-resolution colour vision, and is the 

major cause of severe and irreversible visual decline in people over 65 years of age in 

industrialised countries. This maculopathy affects about 10% of the population over 65 

and more than 25% of people over 75.  
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The retinal pigment epithelium (EPR) is made up of a layer of pigmented cells located on 

the outside of the neurosensory retina and has multiple functions that are essential for 

maintaining homeostasis at the level of the photoreceptors, such as protecting the retina 

from excessive exposure to light, forming the blood-retinal barrier together with the 

vascular endothelium, and also playing an immune defence role at the level of the macula.  

The EPR undergoes numerous changes with age, which become clinically detectable on 

ophthalmoscopic examination when there are focal extracellular deposits of yellowish 

polymorphous material at the interface between the retinal pigment epithelium and the 

inner collagenous zone of Bruch's membrane. Drusen are made up of several potentially 

harmful molecules including: lipofuscin, a pigment composed mainly of lipids with 

esterified and non-esterified cholesterol, more than 120 different proteins such as 

amyloid-β, apolipoprotein E (APOE), clusterin, TIMP-3 (tissue metalloproteinase 

inhibitor 3) protein, proteins involved in complement regulation, immunoglobulins, acute 

phase proteins such as vitronectin and fibrinogen, together with zinc and iron ions. With 

ageing there is a progressive accumulation within the EPR cells of intracellular bodies 

containing lipofuscin that should normally be eliminated by the choriocapillaries [125].  

Classification  

There are several classification systems for AMD, used for clinical or research purposes, 
including:  

   

- conventional classification, dictated by clinical and evolutionary characteristics [126]:   

- Dry' form. The most common form, found in 90% of AWD diagnoses. It has a 

gradual progression with bilateral asymmetrical eye involvement and in 10% of 

cases it progresses to the wet form.   

The presence of soft drusen and areas of focal hypo- and hyperpigmentation is 

characteristic. Soft drusen appear on ophthalmoscopic examination as 

yellowish-white subretinal deposits with generally ill-defined borders and a 

tendency to confluence.  

The advanced stage is called geographic atrophy (AG) or areolar atrophy and is 

characterised by a progressive reduction in neuroepithelial thickness with defined-

edge chorioretinal atrophy affecting the retinal pigment epithelium, 
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choriocapillaris and photoreceptors. There are no signs of macular scar thickening 

(disciform scar) nor of oedema, haemorrhage or exudation.   

On fluroangiography, atrophic areas appear hyperfluorescent and associated 

with hypofluorescent areas. Focal pigment accumulations may vary in shape: 

punctiform, reticular or linear and appear as hypofluorescent areas on 

fluorangiography.  

 The loss of central vision occurs slowly over the years. In very early stages 

symptoms are modest and reading difficultiesmay occur due to blurred vision or 

altered size of some letters (micro- or macropsies); in more advanced stages 

positive scotoma, an area of vision loss in the centre of the visual field, and 

metamorphopies, in which straight lines may appear distorted or broken in places, 

may appear.  

  

- Wet' form. This is less common, affecting around 10% of cases. It has a more rapid 

course, leading to a significant reduction in vision within days weeks, and 

symptoms are often unilateral due to the tendency to affect one eye at a time.   

The clinical picture at onset is characterised by a sudden reduction in visual acuity 

and the appearance of metamorphoses, positive central scotoma and blurred 

central vision.  Peripheral vision and colour vision are generally unaffected. 

However, the patient may become legally blind in the affected eye (visual acuity 

< 20/200 in the better eye with corrective lenses), especially if treatment is not 

given.  

The main pathophysiological alteration is choroidal neovascularisation (NVC), 

caused by an imbalance between angiogenetic and antiangiogenetic factors. It is 

characterised by the proliferation of abnormal blood vessels that originate in the 

choroid, penetrate through Bruch's membrane and spread below the EPR and/or 

below the neuroretina and, in association with the proliferation of fibroblasts, 

form a fibrovascular complex that alters the normal architecture of the 

choriocapillaris, Bruch's membrane, EPR and photoreceptors, leading to the 

formation of subretinal scars.  

Characteristic is the presence of retinal and subretinal macular oedema, grey-

green dyschromia under the macula, haemorrhage in the retina, subretina or below 

the EPR, retinal or subretinal lipid exudation. Focal macular oedema or 

haemorrhage may lead to the elevation of a macular area or localised detachment 
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of the retinal pigment epithelium. Finally, untreated neovascularisation results in 

submacular disciform scarring and subretinal fibrosis.  

Based on fluorangiographic appearance, NVC can be divided into two 
subgroups:  

Classical NVC: in early stages a delimited area of hyperfluorescence is visible and 

in late stages shows dye leakage; Occult NVC: characterised by the presence of 

late hyperfluorescence of undetermined origin or by detachment of the 

fibrovascular EPR.  

  

• Histological classification divides NCV into 3 categories:  

o Type 1 (or 'occult'), when the neovascularisation is localised below the EPR. 

Characterised by occult leakage to the FAG.  

o Type 2 (or 'classic'), when the neovascularisation is localised above the EPR, 

in the subretinal space.   

o Type 3 defined as retinal angiomatous proliferations (RAP), in which the 

neovascularisation develops in the context of the retinal layers and then 

progressively develops towards the subretinal space, creating a shunt with the 

choroidal circulation.  

  

• AREDS classification, Age-Related Eyes Disease Study, used in clinical practice and 

in clinical and epidemiological studies [127]. (Table 5)  
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Table 5. Classification scheme of Age-Related Macular Degeneration according to 

AREDS (Age-Related Eye Disease Studies). (Al-Zamil et al., 2017)  

  

Classification Category Clinical signs       

NO DMLE 

   

 
 
 
 
0-5 small drusen (<63µm in diameter) 

DMLE iniziale  

 

  
Multiple small drusen or a few drusen of 

intermediate size (63-124µm in diameter)  

or  

pigmentary abnormalities of the macula  

   

Intermediate DMLE  
    

Diffuse intermediate drusen or at least one 
large drusen (≥125 µm)  
or  
Geographical atrophy not involving   
the central fovea  

 
Advanced DMLE  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Geographical atrophy involving the central 
fovea  
or any signs of neovascularisation  
choroidal: subretinal haemorrhages, 
serous retinal detachment or 
detachment of pigment epithelium   
retinal, lipid exudates or fibrovascular scars.   
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Aetiopathogenesis of Age-Related Macular Degeneration  

The multifactorial pathogenesis of AMD consists of multiple activated molecular 

processes that have as their common denominator the dysregulation of the immune-

inflammatory system.  

Advancing age is accompanied, on the systemic side, by the emergence of a chronic low-

level inflammatory state, known as 'Inflammaging', which can be seen as an increase in 

serum levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines. As we age, various oxidative insults increase 

and accumulate, and the controlled mechanism of para-inflammation also increases. 

Systemic para-inflammation concerns the immune response  

Local ocular para-inflammation is the response of the eyes to insults occurring at the 

macular level, through which homeostasis is maintained at the level of the macula during 

the normal ageing process. The para-inflammatory response can become dysregulated as 

a result of multiple factors such as genetic predisposition, epigenetic changes or the 

intervention of environmental factors. The resulting chronic inflammation results in the 

loss of the immune privileged position possessed by the retina: there is activation of 

retinal immune cells, in particular microglia and dendritic cells, activation of the 

complement cascade and the inflammasome, with production of various pro-

inflammatory cytokines that then damage the EPR and photoreceptors and lead to the 

development of AMD. Chronic sustained inflammation at the macular level can also lead 

to scar formation resulting in loss of central vision.  

While ageing is the risk factor with the greatest impact, environmental factors that 

increase oxidative stress such as cigarette smoking, low antioxidant diets and 

phototoxicity from UV exposure also contribute significantly to the increased risk of onset 

and progression of AMD, along with the presence of various gene polymorphisms [128] 

[129].   

  

IMMUNOGENTICS AND COMPLEMENT  

Using wide-screening genomic techniques, some 52 genetic variants on different 

chromosomes related to AMD have been identified, many of which encode proteins 

involved in the regulation of the inflammatory and complement cascade in the immune 

system, but also proteins involved in mitochondrial function, collagen production, 

extracellular matrix production and angiogenesis.  

The most important genetic risk factor associated with approximately 50% of cases of 

AMD is the Y402H polymorphism of the CFH gene on the 1q32 locus whose function is 
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to downregulate the alternative complement pathway. Thus, the presence of this gene 

variant leads to reduced complement factor H activity with activation of the complement 

cascade and triggering of the inflammatory process at the subretinal level [130]. Smoking 

can also lower CFH levels, which means that smokers have an increased risk of 

developing AMD [131]. Dysregulation of the immune system and complement is in fact 

one of the fundamental pathophysiological alterations in the development of maculopathy 

and also plays a major role in the mechanism of parainflammation of the retina 

undergoing ageing. Certain activation products of the complement cascade, such as C3a, 

C5a have been identified in the drusen of eyes affected by AMD and are also elevated in 

the serum of patients with AMD, compared to controls in the same age group. In some 

studies, exposure of choriocapillary endothelial cells to C5a in vitro has been shown to 

upregulate ICAM-1, an adhesion molecule that binds leukocytes, and C5a has also been 

shown to promote IL-22 and IL-17A secretion in human CD4+ T cells isolated from 

patients with exudative AMD. Indeed, IL-17A in vitro induces angiogenesis in choroidal 

endothelial cells and induces apoptosis and pyroptosis in ARPE-19 cells, which are part 

of a cell line derived from the retinal pigment epithelium.  With the results of this research, 

it is possible to explain how cytokines derived from complement activation can induce 

neovascularisation and cell death at the macular level, two characteristics of neovascular 

AMD [132] [133] [134].   

  

OXIDATIVE STRESS  

Due to their high metabolic activity combined with high oxygen consumption and their 

polyunsaturated fatty acid content, EPR cells are usually prone to produce ROS, but daily 

exposure to sunlight and cigarette smoke contribute to making the EPR particularly 

sensitive to oxidative stress. A major function of EPR is heterophagy, a homeostatic 

mechanism aimed at autophagic degradation of materials from photoreceptor outer 

segments (POS) damaged by oxidative stress. Exposure to environmental factors, 

combined with a genetic predisposition for dysregulation of protective mechanisms, 

results in the continuous phagocytosis of this waste material by the cells of the retinal 

pigment epithelium, which are, moreover, aged and undividable. This leads to the 

accumulation in lysosomes of a non-degradable and self-fluorescent metabolite called 

lipofuscin, which inhibits the autophagy process by blocking the function of lysosomal 

enzymes and, in combination with oxidative stress, leads to the initiation of retinal 

inflammation. Lipofuscin is one of the key components of drusen and therefore it has 
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been hypothesised that it is these typical lesions that trigger the pathogenic inflammatory 

reactions that allow AMD to progress [135].  

Studies have shown increased serum levels of oxidative markers such as malondialdehyde 

(MDA), and 8-hydroxy-2-deoxyguanosine (8-OHdG) in subjects with AMD compared to 

controls. In addition, cultured retinal pigment epithelium cells from eyes with AMD 

showed increased levels of ROS, AGEs and markers of oxidative damage in nuclear and 

mitochondrial DNA [136].  

The EPR also possesses antioxidant systems that protect cells and photoreceptors from 

oxidative damage. Among these, the NRF2 (nuclear factor-erythroid 2-related factor 2) 

transcription factor-mediated signalling system, which is involved in maintaining 

mitochondrial metabolism by regulating several Krebs cycle enzymes, has been found to 

be altered and associated with retinal pigment epithelium degeneration in patients with 

AMD who are chronically exposed to cigarette smoke [137]. In addition, in vitro studies 

have shown that the antioxidant lutein can minimise the immune-inflammatory processes 

induced by oxidative stress in the retina by suppressing the activation of the NF-κB factor 

and inhibiting the expression of enzymes such as iNOS and COX-2, the main sources of 

free radicals [138].  

  

MICROGLIA, MACROPHAGES AND IMMUNOSENESCENCE  

Retinal microglia cells together with dendritic cells and choroid macrophages are among 

the immune cells that play an essential role in counteracting retinal malfunctions and 

allowing the maintenance of retinal homeostasis during ageing. In the neuroretinal 

structures, the para-inflammatory response mechanism, characterised by the breakdown 

of the blood-retinal barrier, is activated by a series of subclinical damages that lead to the 

production of endogenous molecules called "Allarmine", which, at ocular level lead to 

the activation of microglia and their migration to the subretinal level, while at choroid 

level the proliferation of macrophage cells occurs accompanied by the activation of the 

complement at the EPR-basal membrane interface [139]. Several studies have identified 

the presence of two different macrophage lines on pathological analysis of eyes with 

AMD: M1 macrophages, which are proinflammatory, have been associated with 

geographical atrophy while M2 macrophages, found at the level of NVC formations, 

express the proangiogenic protein VEGF, suggesting their involvement in the 

development of these neovascular lesions [140]. With ageing, adaptive immunity cells, 

such as T lymphocytes, also undergo changes known as immunosenescence, and it has 
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been shown that there is downregulation of CD28, a co-inflammatory molecule involved 

in the formation of antigen-specific responses, and upregulation of markers typically 

found in natural killer (NK) cells, such as CD56, which have a non-specific reactivity. An 

increased number of CD56+  T cells was detected in the serum of patients with AMD 

compared to controls. Furthermore, CD4+  T cells play a combined role with complement 

in establishing an inflammatory reaction underlying pathogenesis [141].  

  

CYTOKINES AND INFLAMMASOME  

High concentrations of multiple pro-inflammatory cytokines have been found in both 

ocular tissues and fluids and in the serum of subjects with AMD compared to age-matched 

controls, suggesting that the level of 'inflammaging', i.e. the low-grade systemic 

inflammatory response related to the ageing process, is more severe in patients with 

AMD. At the systemic level, IL-1β, TNF-α and IL-17 are elevated, where the production 

of the latter appears to be related to the increase in complement factor C5a [142].   

Increased systemic concentrations of IL-6, IL-18 and TNF-α correlate with CFH gene 

haplotypes and IL-6 levels correlate with both the onset and progression of maculopathy. 

In addition, IL-6, which has pro-inflammatory and pro-angiogenic properties, is increased 

in aqueous humour from eyes of patients with neovascular AMD. The cytokines IL-22 

and IL-17A, produced by the Th17 type of CD4-helper+  T lymphocytes, are elevated in 

the serum of patients with exudative AMD and were found in disease-typical lesions and 

not in normal macular tissue. In vitro, IL-22 induces apoptosis of human EPR cells, while 

IL-17A increases the production of proinflammatory cytokines produced by ARPE-19 

cells, such as IL-6, IL-8 and CCL2, and induces angiogenesis in human choroidal 

endothelial cells [143].   

A typical example of an age-related inflammatory response in the EPR is the activation 

of the NLRP3 inflammasome, which has been correlated with the pathogenesis of AMD 

because it is found in epithelial cells in lesions of both advanced forms of AMD. Several 

intra- or extracellular stimuli that are present in the eye during ageing can activate the 

NLRP3 inflammasome, such as AluRNA, β- substance, β- and β-substance. 

amyloid, A2E (a chromophore retinoid contained in lipofuscin and aldehyde derivative of 

vitamin A involved in retinal ROS production and subsequent mitochondrial damage), 

lipofuscin and oxidised lipoproteins. Depending on the stimulus NLRP3 is able to 

produce IL-18, IL-1β or both [144] [145] [146] [147] [148].  
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In a recent study, it was found that in vitro exposure of EPR cells to UVB induces ROS 

production and DNA damage. This contributes to IL-1β production via a signalling 

pathway involving the NLRP3 inflammasome, activated by K+ efflux triggered by 

extracellular ATP, whose production is increased by UVB exposure. IL-18 production in 

the same cells is stimulated by UVB and ROS but through cellular pathways independent 

of the inflammasome [149].  

A study group of patients with geographic atrophy showed higher concentrations of a non-

coding RNA sequence called AluRNA in EPR cells and lower concentrations of DICER1 

RNAase, an enzyme capable of cleaving and inactivating Alu-RNA. Alu-RNA is able to 

activate the NLRP3 inflammasome leading to the production of IL-8, which activates, via 

MyD88, caspase 8 responsible for apoptosis of EPR cells.  

[150]. As shown in a study conducted in mouse models of EPR, activation of NLRP3 by 

Alu-RNA does not occur via Toll-like receptors (TLRs), although these are present in the 

retina, but via P2X7R [151].  

Another study conducted in vivo in mouse models also found that activation of NLRP3 

by β-amyloid, a component of drusen, is linked to activation of pathways leading to 

apoptosis of EPR cells and pyroptosis of choroid cells [152]. Furthermore, research has 

shown that amyloid-β induces apoptosis of Müller glial cells via a P2X7R receptor-

mediated signalling pathway and that this cytotoxic effect is inhibited by incubating 

retinal cells with lipid solutions containing high levels of omega-3, such as 

docosahexanoic acid DHA and eicosapentanoic acid EPA, combined with Brilliant Blue 

G, a potent selective P2X7 receptor antagonist, protecting them from neurodegeneration 

[92].   

Another study showed that in EPR cells and ARPE-19 cells, in which inflammasome 

activation had been induced with different types of stimuli such as lysosomal membrane 

permeabilisation, hydrogen peroxide-induced oxidative damage lipofuscin-mediated 

phototoxicity and activation of the P2X7 receptor by BnzATP, demonstrated that the 

application of selective NLRP3 inhibitors inactivates the inflammasome regardless of the 

stimulus applied to activate it [153]. 

 

The role of P2X7R in the pathogenesis of AMD  

Based on in vitro studies, a study group has proposed a model of a P2X7R-dependent 

signalling pathway involved in the mechanisms of senescence and apoptosis of the retinal 
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pigment epithelium and in the pathogenesis of the two typical forms of AMD. 

Endogenous and exogenous tissue insults such as trauma, infection, oxidative stress and 

inflammation lead to ATP production and promote tissue expression of P2X7R. 

Extracellular ATP-activated P2X7R promotes ROS production, accelerating the process 

of EPR senescence and amplifying the inflammatory process underlying the early stages 

of maculopathy. Activated P2X7R induces apoptosis in EPR cells through a mechanism 

mediated by the influx of extracellular Ca2+ and the formation of the membrane pore 

pannexin-1 and also leads to dysfunction of the lysosome-phagosome system, which 

triggers an altered autophagy mechanism. Indeed, P2X7R has been observed to lead to 

ROS production by macrophages, induce lysosome alkalinisation, lipid oxidation and 

reduce phagosome clearance in ARPE-19 cells [154] [155]. ATP binding to the receptor 

also triggers K+ efflux which induces activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome leading to 

IL-18 secretion. All these pathways are involved in the mechanism of EPR degeneration 

and the genesis of the dry form of AMD. On the other hand, P2X7R can lead to the 

activation of p38 which in turn mediates the secretion of IL-8, Monocyte Chemoattractant 

Protein-1 (MCP1) and Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF). IL-8 and VEGF are 

pro-angiogenic factors that promote the growth of neovases leading to the wet form of 

AMD. MCP-1 is a chemokine capable of attracting activated mononuclear phagocytes 

that on the one hand kill the cells  

EPR contributing to the dry form and on the other hand induce vascular growth, 

participating in the neoangiogenesis of the wet form [156]. Subsequent research 

conducted in vivo, including the use of knockout animal models for P2X7R or 

pharmacological inhibitors of the receptor, has confirmed this model, demonstrating that 

P2X7R is a key protein in the macular degenerative process that characterises AMD. 

Among these studies, we would like to mention the one mentioned above in which, in a 

mouse model of a non-neovascular form of AMD, Alu-RNA indicates the activation of 

NLRP3 via P2X7, leading to degeneration of pigment epithelium cells. In addition, the 

same research group, again using mouse models, demonstrated that the application of the 

nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor NRTIs, a drug commonly used against HIV, 

inhibits the P2X7R-NLRP3 inflammasome complex in dry Alu-RNA-induced forms of 

AMD and improves the outcome of the laser-induced neovascular form [157] [158].  
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Schematic representation of P2X7 receptor-mediated signalling pathways involved in the 

pathogenesis of AMD. (Yang & Chen, 2014)  

  

Increased levels of ATP were found in aqueous humour samples from exudative AMD 

patients with subretinal haemorrhages and in corresponding mouse models, application 

of the P2X7 receptor antagonist Brilliant Blue G (BBG) prevented photoreceptor 

apoptosis, suggesting that ATP-mediated P2X7 activation may contribute to the 

development of these lesions in subjects with advanced exudative AMD [159].   

In P2X7R/SOD-1 double knockout mice, the absence of P2X7R can be shown to prevent 

the accumulation of microparticles within the EPR and the choroid and block the action 

of oxidative stress in the retina [160].  

Furthermore, oxysterols, oxidised derivatives of cholesterol, have been shown to 

accumulate in drusen during AMD and P2X7 receptor activation plays a key role in 

oxysterol-induced retinal degeneration in human pigment epithelium cells [161].  

Finally, underlining the importance of P2X7R in the pathogenesis of AMD, genetic 

investigations have shown that a haplotype containing two rare genetic variants of P2X7R 

and P2X4R is associated with an increased susceptibility to the onset of AMD [162].   

Based on this information and using a 'P2X7 null' mouse model in which a loss of P2X7R 

function was induced, a recent study suggested that the P2X7 receptor normally acts as a 

scavenger in retinal macrophages and microglia and that in the absence of P2X7R, altered 
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phagocytosis by these cells leads to the accumulation of photoreceptor-derived debris at 

Bruch's membrane and age-related loss of EPR cells and photoreceptors [163]. 

 

Glaucoma  
The term glaucoma refers to a heterogeneous group of optic neuropathies characterised 

by the progressive degeneration of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) and their axons, which 

make up the optic nerve, due to altered fluid dynamics in the anterior and vitreous 

chambers of the eye. Glaucoma is considered the leading cause of blindness in the world 

and it is predicted that more than 76 million people will be affected by 2020. Early 

diagnosis is made difficult by the fact that symptoms often appear late in the course of 

the disease, so that therapeutic measures are applied when irreversible loss of retinal 

neurons has already begun. In general, the decline in visual function becomes detectable 

when more than 30% of RGCs have been lost, although it has been observed that 

symptoms, i.e. gradual loss of peripheral vision followed by progressive loss of central 

vision, are reported by patients even later [164].  

  

Types of glaucoma  

In the past, increased intraocular pressure (IOP) was considered the primary marker for 

the diagnosis of glaucoma, but it has been observed that many individuals with elevated 

IOP do not show clinical signs of glaucoma and optic nerve damage, and up to 50% of 

glaucoma patients have IOP within normal ranges.   

Primary glaucoma is related to anatomo-functional alterations of the eye that compromise 

ocular hydrodynamics and can be distinguished into three types [165]:  

  

- Primary open angle glaucoma (POAG)  

It is the most common form of glaucoma and accounts for more than 80% of cases in the 

Western Hemisphere. Risk factors for primary open-angle glaucoma include: older age, 

positive family history, African ethnicity, thinner central corneal thickness, systemic 

hypertension, diabetes and myopia. Clinically, POAG is diagnosed when the following 

are present: open angle, IOP>21 mmHg and visual field loss associated with degeneration 

of ganglion cell axons (optic neuropathy). The corneal iris angle, i.e. the anatomical angle 

formed between the iris and the cornea, is open in POAG as it is in the normal eye, but 
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the aqueous humour drainage mechanism at the level of the trabecular meshwork is 

altered, while production at the level of the ciliary body is usually normal.  

  
- Normal pressure glaucoma (NTG)  

It is present in about 30% of patients with POAG. Intraocular pressure is within the normal 

range, 10-21 mmHg, but optic nerve damage and visual field deficits typical of glaucoma 

are present, following an "hourglass pattern". Risk factors include female sex, race (more 

common in Japanese than Caucasians), vascular dysregulation and low blood pressure. 

Normal tension glaucoma evolves very slowly, but progression can be continuous even 

with very low blood pressure. The presence of haemorrhages in the optic papilla is often 

characteristic of disease progression [166]. Patients are likely to express gain-of-function 

mutations in genes involved in sensitivity to mechanical stimuli, which would make them 

hyper-sensitive to modest increases in IOP.   

- Primary closed angle glaucoma (PCAG) The disease is caused by 

disturbances of the iris, crystalline lens and retro-lenticular structures that prevent the 

drainage of aqueous humour by narrowing the corneal iris angle. It is more common in 

Asian populations, women and people with high hypermetropia due to reduced anterior 

chamber depth. In about one third of patients with angle-closure glaucoma, an abrupt 

increase in IOP (often above 30 mm Hg) causes acute symptoms: violent eye pain, 

nausea and vomiting, conjunctival hyperemia, corneal oedema, pupillary mydriasis 

requiring immediate medical attention. An acute glaucoma attack, if not treated 

promptly, can lead to blindness in a short time.  

  

Secondary glaucoma reflects pathological mechanisms that elevate IOP above the normal 

range due to pathological increased aqueous humour production at the ciliary body and/or 

reduced drainage at the trabecular level. Variants include pseudoexfoliative glaucoma, 

neovascular glaucoma, pigmentary glaucoma and steroid-induced glaucoma. Other types 

of glaucoma are associated with cataract formation, some ocular tumours, uveitis, myopia 

and early-onset glaucoma (juvenile glaucoma). In inflammatory or uveitic glaucoma, 

glaucoma may result from obstruction of the drainage structures in the anterior segment 

as a secondary consequence of ocular inflammation [167].  
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Figure 6. Schematic representation of open angle glaucoma (left) and closed angle 

glaucoma (right). In PCAG, dislocation of the lens and iris obstructs the outflow of 

aqueous humour at the level of the trabecular system. (Wiggs & Pasquale, 2017). 

 

Glaucoma pathogenesis: the role of inflammation  

The mechanisms underlying the pathogenesis of glaucoma have for decades been 

identified as abnormalities in the regulation of intraocular pressure (IOP) and/or altered 

mechanical sensitivity of the eye cells. Although the contribution of IOP is responsible 

for a significant proportion of glaucoma cases, approximately 30-70%, it has been 

observed that at any level of ocular pressure, even normal, lesions typical of the disease 

can be observed, and that, despite careful therapeutic control of IOP, 15-25% of glaucoma 

cases progress to more advanced optic neuropathy. For these reasons, the pathogenetic 

role of neuroinflammation, oxidative stress and alterations in the blood-retinal barrier is 

emerging in terms of increasing importance [168].   

  

VASCULAR ALTERATIONS AND OXIDATIVE STRESS  

The impact of intraocular pressure in the pathogenesis of glaucoma is generally explained 

through two complementary theories: the mechanical theory, in which increased IOP 

causes direct compression of retinal ganglion cell (RGCs) axon fibres at the lamina 

cribrosa, where the axons join to exit the eyeball at the level of the optic papilla. 
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According to the vascular theory, the increased IOP would cause compression of the 

capillaries resulting in reduced blood flow to the optic papilla and leading to chronic 

ischaemic optic nerve damage [169].   

Many authors suggest that there is a multifactorial vascular insufficiency underlying 

glaucomatous optic neuropathy and that among the factors involved, in addition to the 

aforementioned mechanical vascular compression, is a reduced ability to self-regulate 

blood flow at the papilla level. In this regard, it has been observed that due to 

multifactorial predisposing causes such as genetics, ageing and lifestyle, the blood-retinal 

barrier and the blood-brain barrier surrounding the optic nerve are impaired in 

glaucomatous eyes. This leads to dysregulation of the vessel wall, resulting in the leakage 

of molecules that may be responsible for the establishment of the local inflammatory 

response, and an inability of the autoregulatory mechanism to maintain the blood supply 

to the papilla and optic nerve. This particular situation occurs during stressful conditions 

that can be generated either by an increase in IOP or by a reduction in local perfusion 

pressure due to low blood pressure. An impairment of the autoregulatory system then 

causes periods of relative ischaemia leading to reperfusion injury when flow is restored.   

A consequence of relative ischaemia is an increase in the concentration of endothelin-1 

(ET1) in the retina, where by activating caspase 3 it may be one of the factors responsible 

for RGC cell death, and in the choroid where it induces capillary vasospasm intensifying 

the hypoxic condition due to reduced perfusion. It has been observed that ET-1 may also 

stimulate the enzyme NO-synthase (NOS) to produce nitric oxide, thereby increasing 

oxidative stress and contributing to neuronal death, as well as inducing GFAP production 

at glial level, stimulating astrocyte and Müller cell proliferation [170].   

Under hypoxic stress conditions in the retina, HIF-α expression is induced, which on the 

one hand is a regulatory mechanism to protect RGCs, but on the other hand induces the 

production of NO, VEGF and activation of the NF-κB signalling pathway, which 

correlates with the synthesis of various inflammatory mediators including TNF-α and IL-

6.  HIF-α also correlates with RGC death because it is accompanied by increased 

expression of p53 and various pro-apoptotic caspases [171].  

The presence of HIF-α and hypoxia can also dysregulate the mitochondrial respiratory 

chain leading to increased production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which in turn 

create a vicious cycle that leads to damage to various cellular components, including the 

mitochondria, with the release of pro-apoptotic factors. Increased levels of oxidative 

stress markers from DNA oxidation and lipid peroxidation have been documented in 
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glaucoma patients or mouse models with elevated IOP. In addition to facilitating 

apoptosis of RGCs, oxidative DNA damage can also occur in the cells of the trabecular 

system, leading to increased resistance to aqueous humour outflow and thus contributing 

to elevated IOP and visual impairment [172].  

  

MICROGLIA, ASTROCYTES AND MÜLLER CELLS  

When damage or pathological phenomena occur in the retina, as in the glaucomatous 

process or with an increase in IOP, the retinal surveillance immune system, composed of 

microglia, astrocytes and Müller cells, is activated to protect the neurons. In particular, 

studies over the last few decades have shown that the phenomenon of neuroinflammation 

related to the pathogenesis of glaucoma takes place at various points in the visual system 

including: the vitreous chamber of the eye, i.e. at the level of the retina and the optic 

papilla, in the optic tract and at the level of the brain tissue, in particular at the level of 

the superior colliculus and the lateral geniculate nucleus, and at the level of the immune 

system of the peripheral blood, due to the infiltration of blood lymphocytes at the level of 

the optic papilla and the retina [173]. The cells that suffer the most significant damage 

are the retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), which belong to the layer of multipolar cells of the 

retina whose axons form the optic nerve at the optic papilla. Their dendrites, on the other 

hand, enter into synapses with the amacrine cells and the bipolar cells of the inner 

plexiform layer, located externally, and through which they receive visual information 

collected by the retinal photoreceptor cells, cones and rods.  

Astrocytes and Müller cells have been found to be activated under conditions of ocular 

hypertension. In particular, studies in animal models of chronic ocular hypertension have 

shown that levels of GFAP, produced by activated astrocytes, are elevated as early as 2 

hours after IOP elevation, and in DBA/2J mice, traditionally used as glaucoma models, 

Müller cell activation was detected even before IOP elevation.  

IOP. GPAF is a mediator that stimulates proliferation and infiltration of glial cells, a 

process known as astrogliosis [174].   

One of the theories correlating astrocyte activation with neuronal death of RGCs is that 

neurotoxic mediators can propagate through the connectins, the main components of the 

gap junctions that connect astrocytes [175]. Ischaemia can induce astrocytes to alter axon 

transport and induce biomolecular changes at the level of the lamina cribrosa and the 

extracellular matrix. In addition, ischaemic conditions stimulate the release of potentially 
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toxic factors for neighbouring neurons such as NO, TNF-α, TGF-β and glutamate, 

contributing to glaucomatous neuropathy [176].  

In the early stages of the disease process, the activation of Müller cells is intended to 

maintain the homeostasis and integrity of the retina, as they express several receptors 

related to cell growth and survival; however, when over-activated, they are able to release 

several damaging factors including TNF-α, IL-1 and NO, leading to the activation of 

receptors related to cell death and altering the homeostasis of potassium and H2O in the 

retina.  Müller cells usually perform the function of removing extracellular glutamate 

from retinal tissue to prevent its diffusion beyond synaptic spaces via GLAST, the main 

glutamate transporter, whose expression is reduced in glaucomatous conditions, 

contributing to the pathological process of excitotoxicity, neuronal death and 

photoreceptor degeneration [177].  

Microglia, retinal immunocompetent cells that act as sensors of neuronal damage, are 

among the first cell lines to be activated after the first glaucomatous damage events, 

before retinal ganglion cell degeneration occurs. In response to a damaging stimulus, 

microglia proliferate at the retinal level and at the level of the optic papilla and undergo a 

morphological change, assuming an ameboid inflammatory phenotype with the release of 

pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6 and TNF-α and reactive oxygen species such as 

nitric oxide (NO), harmful to RGCs, and increased expression of phagocytosis-related 

CD68+ proteins and major histocompatibility membrane complexes MHC I and MHC-

II. The extent of activated microglia cells correlates with the extent of axonal degeneration 

at the optic nerve head induced by the glaucomatous process [178] [179]. Various findings 

in animal models of glaucoma suggest that microglia activation occurs early and prior to 

elevation of intraocular pressure or signs of neuronal damage. Moreover, in experiments, 

inhibition of the activity of these cells by pharmacological molecules such as Minocycline 

or Azithromycin, an antibiotic with immunomodulatory properties, is able to stop the 

death of RGCs, improving their survival, modulating the local inflammatory state and 

preventing disease progression. In addition, in a model of acute ocular hypertension, 

induced by the injection of saline into the anterior chamber, it was observed that deletion 

of the CX3CR1 chemokine receptor reinforces neurotoxicity by modulating microglial 

activation [180].   
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Figure 7. (A) Example of phenotypic change of microglial cell from quiescent branched 

to reactive amoeboid. (B) Murine model of chronic glaucoma in which the number of 

microglia at the optic nerve head in the early stages of glaucoma correlates with the 

following late axonal loss. (C) Early stage glaucoma: microglia are labelled with CD11b 

(red), astrocytes with GFAP (blue) and both cell types show signs of hypertrophy with 

enlarged soma and thickened processes. (Križaj D, What is glaucoma?; Webvision: The 

Organization of the Retina and Visual System, 2019)  

  

Interestingly, investigations in experimental glaucoma models have shown that increased 

IOP is associated with higher numbers of M1-like microglia, with a pro-inflammatory 

phenotype, while few M2-CD86+ microglia have been detected between ganglion cells 

and optic nerve fibres. In the regulation of inflammatory responses, a reciprocal dialogue 

is established between microglia and astroglial cells: it has recently been reported that 

activated M1-like cells release IL-1α, C1q and TNF-α that induce the expression of the 

reactive A1 phenotype in astrocytes, which also has a neuroinflammatory function, 

leading to the expression of several genes, such as those involved in the complement 

cascade, that have destructive effects on synapses. Various components of the classical 

complement pathway, such as C1 and C3, are found to be increased in glaucoma mainly 

at the level of the optic papilla and the inner plexiform layer where they may play a 

protective role by coming into contact with the dendrites of retinal ganglion cells [181].   

Infiltration of monocyte-macrophage cells has also been shown to occur coinciding with 

the onset of glaucoma in DBA/2J mice [182].   

Importantly, other cell types, including neurons, astroglia and infiltrating leukocytes such 

as T cells, also participate in the neuroinflammatory process, and unravelling the 

molecular pathways that underlie the phenotype acquired by retinal cells in glaucoma 
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could be useful in finding better targets for treatment. To date, most of the information 

available in favour of the neuroinflammatory hypothesis has come from animal models 

and it will be important in the future to explore the biomolecular mechanisms involved in 

this process both in human subjects and in experimental models relevant to this disease.   

  

PRO-INFLAMMATORY SIGNALLING PATHWAYS IN GLAUCOMA  

From the point of view of the triggering of the inflammatory pathway, multiple 

investigations have led to the recognition of three main signalling pathways:  

  

- Toll-Like Receptor (TLRs) mediated signalling pathway  

Activation of innate immunity receptors TLRs in glial cells, microglia and astrocytes can 

occur through binding to oxidative stress products induced by glaucomatous conditions. 

Tenascin-C, an endogenous activator of TRL4, is a DAMP whose expression is elevated 

in astrocytes during glaucomatous optic neuropathy. Several studies have reported 

increased TLR2, TLR3 and TLR4 immunoreactivity of microglia and astrocytes in the 

retina and that stimulation of these receptors leads to activation of the NF-κB and MyD88 

mediated signalling pathway, which amplify the secretion of proinflammatory cytokines 

IL-1 and IL-6 contributing to the creation of an inflammatory environment and 

degeneration of RGCs [183] [184] [185].  

   

- Tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α)-mediated signalling pathway.  

The pro-inflammatory cytokine TNF-α is produced by astrocytes and microglia in the 

retina and optic nerve. Its release is induced by increased IOP, ischaemia and oxidative 

stress. Certain genetic polymorphisms have been linked to an increased risk of developing 

glaucoma. Several investigations have found increased levels of this mediator in the 

aqueous humour and serum of glaucoma patients. Intraocular injections of TNF-α in 

mouse models with normal eyes have been observed to induce death of oligodendrocytes 

and RGCs and axonal damage of the optic nerve comparable to that in glaucoma patients.  

TNF-α expresses its functions by binding to TNF-R1 and TNF-R2 receptors and in 

glaucomatous conditions has been shown to play a role in inducing neuronal death of 

RGCs, as genetic ablation of these receptors results in neuroprotection of retinal cells and 

the optic nerve in experimental glaucoma models [186] [187] [188].  

  

- P2X7 receptor-mediated signalling pathway  
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P2X7 receptor expression was found in retinal amacrine cells, retinal ganglion cells 

(RCGs), microglia and astrocytes from animal models of glaucoma. Increased levels of 

ATP and P2X7R activation have been demonstrated in in vitro and in vivo models of 

ocular hypertension. ATP is released from cells as a result of apoptosis and necrosis 

caused by elevated IOP or ischaemia during glaucoma. It has been hypothesised that the 

P2X7R receptor is capable of activating several molecular signalling pathways involved 

in microglia activation, RGCs cell death and the creation of an inflammatory 

environment. In a study in which injection into the eyeball of BzATP, a P2X7R agonist, 

was used to establish an animal model of chronic ocular hypertension, the level of Iba1, 

the characteristic marker of microglia, was found to be significantly increased, suggesting 

that stimulation of P2X7R in glaucoma could drive microglia cells into a reactive form. 

In this regard, pretreatment with a P2X7R receptor antagonist, Brilliant Blue G (BBG) 

reduces microglia activation and also provides some level of neuroprotection by 

preventing retinal ganglion cell death [189].   

Other research in animal models of glaucoma has shown not only that P2X7R activation 

is linked to microglia proliferation and activation but that RGCs death occurs through a 

P2X7R-NLRP3 mediated pathway. Indeed, the addition of a P2X7R inhibitor called 

A438079 or an NLRP3 inhibitor called Mcc950 on the one hand reduces the number of 

microglia cells present and on the other increases the survival rate of RGCs. Furthermore, 

the application of the NLRP3 inhibitor alone does not reduce the presence of transcripts 

of certain proinflammatory cytokines, implying that microglia are able to produce TNF-

α, IL-6, IL-1β, IL-18 and IL-11 through stimulation of P2X7R, but through an 

independent NLRP3 pathway [190].  

Pannexin-mediated mechano-sensitive ATP release stimulates P2X7Rs on RGCs and 

astrocytes leading to Ca2+ overload and caspase activation and, in addition, P2X7R 

stimulation due to mechanical stress on astrocytes or RGCs leads to IL-6 release [191].   

In retinas from DBA/2J mice, increased P2X7R activation in RGCs correlates with loss 

of function of the ERG gene and increased expression of caspase-3, mediated by increased 

activation of MAPK, JNK and p38, suggesting that P2X7R is involved in a pro-apoptotic 

mechanism, induced by elevated intraocular pressure, leading to RCGs cell death. 

Recently, it has been shown that in vivo P2X7R is involved in the mechanism of NMDA-

induced retinal damage leading to glaucomatous death of RCGs cells [192].   
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Stimulation of P2X7R in vivo has also been shown to lead to NMDA receptor activation, 

which is followed by a large influx of Ca2+ into RGCs, leading to neuronal death and 

retinal damage [193].  

In conclusion, the results of these studies suggest that the P2X7R receptor is involved in 

the pathogenetic mechanisms leading to the onset and progression of glaucoma, being 

responsible for the processes of neurodegeneration, inflammation and gliosis, which 

prevent proper tissue regeneration. Inhibition of P2X7R-activated signalling pathways by 

specific pharmacological antagonists could therefore be an interesting therapeutic 

proposal for the prevention and treatment of glaucoma in the years to come.  

 

Pseudo-exfoliative syndrome or PEX  

Pseudoexfoliative syndrome, commonly abbreviated as PEX, is an age-related systemic 

disorder resulting from the deposition of pseudoexfoliative material (PXF) in various 

organs and tissues.  

PEX affects around 60 million people worldwide, its incidence increases rapidly after the 

age of 50 and its geographical distribution is more concentrated in countries with a high 

incidence of PEX.  

Scandinavia, Greece and parts of Africa, where several epidemiological studies have 

shown a higher frequency in specific ethnic groups [194].   

PXF is an amyloid-like, grey-white, extracellular fibrillar material resulting from 

abnormal metabolism of the extracellular matrix and formed histologically from various 

matrix, basement membrane and elastic fibre constituents such as fibrillin-1, elastin, 

laminin, fibronectin, LTBP1 and LTBP2 (latent TGF-β binding proteins), clusterin and 

the cross-linking enzyme LOXL1 [195]. Fibrillar deposits have been found in or on the 

surface of all structures of the anterior chamber of the eye and appear to be produced by 

the epithelium of the pre-equatorial zone of the lens, corneal endothelium, endothelium 

of the trabecular meshwork, pigmented epithelium of the iris, and almost all cell types of 

the iris stroma, such as fibrocytes, melanocytes, endothelial cells, pericytes and smooth 

muscle cells [196].   

The deposition of white-fur material on the surface of the lens is the most consistent and 

important diagnostic sign of PEX. The classic pattern of the advanced stage consists of 

three distinct zones on the anterior surface of the lens that become visible when the pupil 

is fully dilated: a central disc that corresponds approximately to the diameter of the pupil, 
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a granular and stratified peripheral zone and a free intermediate zone created by rubbing 

the iris against the surface of the lens during pupillary movement [197].  

 
  

Figure 8. Classic presentation of lens with PEX. (Ritch & Schlötzer-Schrehardt, 2001)  

 

PEX is the most common cause of secondary open-angle glaucoma, called pseudo-

exfoliative glaucoma (PXG), which compared to primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG), 

has a greater increase in intraocular pressure (IOP), reduced visual function with more 

advanced visual field loss at diagnosis, worse prognosis and poor response to therapy 

[198].   

Obstruction of the trabecular meshwork by pseudo-exfoliative material or accumulation 

of free iris pigment at the irido-corneal angle are generally considered to be the most 

plausible causes of increased IOP caused by blockage of the outflow of aqueous humour. 

The severity of glaucoma and subsequent optic nerve damage has been related to the 

amount of PXF material present in the iuxtacanalicular region of the trabecular system in 

studies of organ donor eyes. However, it is still unclear why a proportion of patients with 

PEX develop glaucoma, although most will probably never do so [199] [200] [201] [202].  

In addition, PEX carriers are at high risk of developing various ocular pathological 

conditions that include angle-closure glaucoma, accelerated cataract formation, zonular 

weakness, droplet keratopathy or spheroidal degeneration, retinal vein occlusion and even 

decreased pupil dilation [203] [204].   

Alterations in the vascularisation and blood-ocular barrier of the iris occurring in PEX 

would lead to alterations in aqueous humour composition and consequently may 

dysregulate the metabolism of the lens leading to cataract formation. Weakness of the 

zonular apparatus combined with poor pre-operative pupillary mydriasis leads to an 

increased risk of intraoperative complications in cataract extraction surgery [205] [206].  
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Systemic fibrillar deposition includes the skin, heart, vessels, lungs, bladder, kidneys and 

meninges, and several epidemiological studies have shown that affected individuals are 

at increased risk of cardiovascular disorders such as coronary artery disease, 

hypertension, cerebrovascular diseases, abdominal aortic aneurysm, peripheral vessel 

disease, renal artery stenosis, but also Alzheimer-like dementia, sensorineural hearing 

loss and, recently, erectile dysfunction and pelvic organ prolapse [207] [208] [209] [210] 

[211] [212] [213] [214].   

  

Aetiopathogenesis of Pseudoexfoliative Syndrome  

The etiopathogenesis of the syndrome is multifactorial. The variability in prevalence 

among populations of different ethnicities and the tendency for family aggregation in 

which multiple members of the same family present with different manifestations of the 

syndrome have extended interest in hypothesising the involvement of various heritable 

risk factors. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the LOXL1 gene were the first 

to be highlighted, followed by the polymorphism in the CACNA1A gene, which encodes 

for the α-subunit of a 2+ Cauliflower-dependent channel, whose concentrations are high in 

deposited material [215].  

Altered expression of the enzyme LOXL1 (lysyl oxidase-like1), found in deposits in the 

ciliary body, lens capsule and other affected tissues, could be associated with 

dysregulation of elastin and collagen metabolism and lead to structural disorganisation of 

elastin in the lamina cribrosa of the eye [216]. Although SNPs of LOXL1 are very 

common in the general population, most carriers do not develop pseudoexfoliative 

syndrome, suggesting that other genetic, epigenetic and environmental factors may 

contribute to the development of the condition [166] [217].  

Molecular studies have revealed multiple disrupted pathways in PEX involving TGF-β1 

signalling, the function of matrix metalloproteinases MMPs and their endogenous 

inhibitors TIMP, which result in aberrant synthesis on the one hand and altered 

degradation of the extracellular material that makes up fibrillar deposits on the other [218] 

[219].  High plasma and aqueous homocysteine levels and reduced folate intake, which 

contributes to hyperhomocystinemia, are additional risk factors associated with the 

syndrome [220]. Dysregulated molecular pathways in the development of 

pseudoexfoliative glaucoma also include those that regulate mitochondrial function and 

the autophagy phenomenon, which is important for the degradation of misfolded proteins, 
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which would contribute to the accumulation of fibrillar material and a reduced response 

to oxidative stress [221].   

PEX is an age-related disease and therefore chronic exposure to harmful factors such as  

infections, UV radiation, environmental allergens and trauma alters the balance between 

oxidant and antioxidant factors, exposing ocular tissues to oxidative stress. Many research 

works have shown that a deficit in the cellular capacity to mitigate oxidative stress and 

exposure to a chronic inflammatory state contribute to the pathogenesis of PEX. On the 

one hand, reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as hydrogen peroxide (2HO2), lipid 

peroxidation products and advanced glycation products are elevated in the aqueous 

humour and blood, on the other hand there is a concomitant reduction in the levels of 

proteins and antioxidant molecules such as ascorbic acid and reduced glutathione. 

Oxidative damage is a trigger for degeneration of the trabecular system, causing a 

significant increase in intraocular pressure (IOP), which underlies the pathogenesis of 

glaucoma and associated neuronal lesions, which are also sustained by the lack of 

adequate local antioxidant defences. In the presence of reactive oxygen species (ROS), 

nitric oxide produces toxic metabolites called peroxynitrites and the resulting oxidative 

stress induces a chronic inflammatory process sustained over time, which is also 

responsible for fibroblast cell proliferation and neurotoxicity. Lower levels of nitric oxide 

(NO) were found in patients with PXG than in those with PEX and this could lead to a 

double negative effect contributing to both the development and progression of glaucoma 

because on the one hand the ocular blood flow is increased due to the vasodilating effect 

of NO on the endothelium, but on the other hand, since it has a vasoconstricting effect on 

trabecular cells, a reduction in NO leads to a reduced outflow of aqueous humour [222]. 

In addition, oxidative stress, tissue ageing and increased IOP induce the transcription of 

the NF-κB factor, which is widely involved in amplifying the inflammatory cascade. In 

this regard, a study conducted on daily dietary supplementation of docosahexaenoic acid 

(DHA), an omega-3 fatty acid, showed benefits in patients with PXG in terms of 

improving retinal function due to its inhibitory effect on NF-κB activation and cytokine 

synthesis and its protective antioxidant effect on the retinal pigment epithelium and 

photoreceptors [223].   

Local oxidative stress triggers a chronic state of inflammation accompanied by the 

production of several pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6, IL-17, TNF-α. In the 

pathogenesis of PEX, pro-inflammatory cytokines are involved in the regulation of the 

immune response, in the deposition and remodelling of the extracellular matrix, in 
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increased vascular permeability and in stimulating the secretion of other profibrotizing 

cytokines. Several studies have shown increased levels of TNF-α, IL-6, IL-17 in the 

aqueous humour of patients with early PEX and increased serum levels of IL-6 in both 

early and late PEX, thus suggesting that IL-6 contributes to the maintenance of the 

inflammatory process both locally and systemically and to the initiation of the fibrotic 

process underlying the pathogenesis of PXG. The levels of IL-17 and TNF-α in the 

aqueous humour remain high up to the stage of glaucoma while those of IL-6 continue to 

maintain an upward trend even after the onset of glaucoma.  

There is a reciprocal stimulation of the above cytokines in that: IL-6 activates the local 

synthesis of TNF-α and IL-17 by stimulating Th1 and Th17; among the most relevant 

effects of IL-17 are the stimulation of stromal cells to secrete IL-6, IL-8, the granulocyte 

growth factor GCS-F (granulocyte colony-stimulating factor), prostaglandin E2 and nitric 

oxide and the regulation of IL-6 and TNF-α release by macrophages; the increased levels 

of TNF-α during the development of PEX suggest that chronic inflammation underlies 

this process and further intensifies the process of fibrosis and release of fibrotic material 

due to inhibition of collagen phagocytosis by fibroblasts [224].  The fibrotic process, 

which characterises the development of PEX and contributes to the injury of the 

trabecular system in pseudoexfoliative glaucoma, begins when the immune inflammatory 

response and wound repair process develops in tissues damaged by oxidative stress. 

Damage to epithelial and endothelial cells is accompanied by the release of 

proinflammatory cytokines (IL-1, TNF-α, IL-6, IL-17) with activation of the fibrinolysis 

system of the coagulation cascade to repair the damaged vessel. Activated thrombin in 

turn activates fibroblasts, promoting their proliferation and differentiation into collagen-

producing myofibroblasts. Thrombin acts in conjunction with TGF-β release to lead to 

clot formation and increase vascular permeability to promote extravasation and 

recruitment of leukocytes to the lesion. The basement membrane, which lies beneath the 

epithelium and endothelium, retains the recruited leukocytes and matrix 

metalloproteinases MMPs degrade and release some of the basement membrane 

constituents increasing the extravasation of inflammatory cells at the damaged site. 

Inflammatory cells exploiting TNF-α can lead to the local synthesis of TGF-β, which 

together with CTGF (connective tissue growth factor) increases the secretion of EGF and 

IGF and accelerates the proliferation and differentiation of fibroblasts into 

myofibroblasts. These physiological processes are dysregulated and abnormally increased 
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in the pathogenetic process leading to PEX and PXG [225] [226].  A recent study also 

showed that the concentration of the proinflammatory protein  

YKL-40 was found increased in aqueous humour, but not in serum, indicating that it may 

be used as a localised inflammatory marker at PEX [227]. Also worthy of mention is the 

role of hypoxia due to occlusion of the iris vessels with pseudo-exfoliative material and 

gradual degeneration of vascular cells. It has been shown that conditions of iris 

hypoperfusion and hypoxia in the anterior chamber can up-regulate LOXL1 expression 

and that high levels of vasoregulatory molecules such as endothelin-1, a potent 

vasoconstrictor, and proangiogenic molecules such as VEGF are present in the aqueous 

humour of patients with PEX [228] [229].   
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Figure 9. Schematic representation of the fibrotic process triggered by oxidative stress 

during the pathogenesis of Pseudoexfoliative Syndrome. (Sarenac Vulovic et al., 2016).   
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Fuchs endothelial corneal dystrophy  

Fuchs' endothelial corneal dystrophy is the most common form of primary posterior 

corneal dystrophy and is the most frequent indication for corneal transplantation in the 

world [230].  This disease is characterised by a progressive loss via apoptosis of corneal 

endothelial cells and the sub-endothelial formation of extracellular matrix outgrowths, 

called guttae, at the level of Descemet's membrane.  

Fuchs' dystrophy affects around 4% of the population and typically occurs in the fourth 

to fifth decade of life with a higher frequency in women.   

Most patients in the early stages of dystrophy are not symptomatic: the presence of 

centrally located guttae in the cornea may be an incidental finding during a routine 

ophthalmological examination. Imaging detects a reduction in endothelial cell density, 

which should be at least 400-500 cells/mm2  to allow physiological maintenance of 

function, with abnormalities in cell shape and size. The progression of the pathology leads 

to an increase in the number of guttae, which become peripheral and confluent, an 

increase in corneal thickness and a corresponding reduction in corneal function. The 

reduction in cell density triggers the loss of ion transport activity, causing the corneal 

endothelium to be unable to maintain an appropriate fluid balance between the stroma 

and the aqueous humour resulting in oedema and loss of corneal transparency [231].  

 At this stage, worsening stromal oedema leads to a decline in visual function with blurred 

vision, especially during the day, due to reduced evaporation of fluid from the corneal 

surface and a consequent increase in oedema during the night. In the advanced stages, 

epithelial and sub-epithelial blistering can be observed, the rupture of which can cause 

pain and tearing, and increased inflammation in the anterior chamber, which can 

contribute to increased sensitivity to glare. Reduced corneal innervation can lead to 

neurotrophic keratopathy characterised by erosions, ulcers and corneal scar formation, 

but this is an uncommon clinical finding in countries with advanced diagnostic, 

monitoring and treatment techniques [232] [233].   
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Figure 10. Progression of Fuchs' endothelial corneal dystrophy observed with backlight 

and slit lamp biomicroscopy. (Matthaei et al., 2019)  

(a)(b) Early stage of corneal dystrophy in which central guttae of Descemet's membrane 

with clear, compact stroma are observed.  

(c)(d) As the disease progresses, the appearance of guttae at the periphery and stromal 

oedema cause loss of transparency of the cornea.   

(e)(f) Advanced stage in which epithelial bullae, stromal oedema and corneal haze are 

present.  
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Aetiopathogenesis of Fuchs' endothelial corneal dystrophy  

From a pathogenetic point of view, Fuchs' dystrophy is a complex multifactorial disease 

in which the interaction between genetic and environmental factors leads to the activation 

of processes of cell apoptosis and aberrant deposition of extracellular matrix. Sixteen gene 

mutations and/or single nucleotide polymorphisms of sporadic or hereditary origin have 

been identified. The proteins encoded by these altered genes cover a wide range of cellular 

functions such as DNA damage repair, regulation of the apoptosis process and secretion 

of the extracellular matrix [234].   

Oxidative stress is the major determinant in the pathogenesis of Fuchs' dystrophy and 

contributes, together with genetic and epigenetic factors, to the progressive degeneration 

of corneal endothelial cells, the loss of their hexagonal shape and the reduction in their 

density.  

A number of exogenous factors, such as prolonged daily exposure to ultraviolet radiation 

and pollution, cigarette smoking and diabetes, promote an imbalance between oxidant 

and antioxidant factors in a genetically predisposed individual, thus increasing oxidative 

stress [235]. Many studies conducted in recent decades have found an increase in the 

corneal concentration of ROS and their cytotoxic derivatives, such as advanced glycation 

products (AGEs) and nitrotyrosine, and other markers of oxidative DNA damage, such as 

8-hydroxy-2'-deoxyguanosine (8-OHdG). Oxidative stress leads to an accumulation of 

non-repairable DNA damage that blocks the proliferative capacity of cells and leads to 

premature senescence [236] [237].   

Analyses carried out using molecular biology methods such as PCR have also 

demonstrated a transcriptional down-regulation of antioxidant factors such as 

Peroxiredoxin 2,-3,-5 (Prx-2,-3,-5) and Superoxide dismutase (SOD) and of the 

transcription factor Nrf2, which coordinates the expression of various proteins involved 

in defence against oxidative stress in the nucleus [238] [239].   

The absence of Nrf2 induces perturbations in tissue homeostasis and activates molecular 

pathways involved in p53-dependent apoptosis in corneal cells [240]. An increased level 

of oxidatively damaged mitochondrial DNA and misfolded proteins found in the vicinity 

of guttae confirms the association between endothelial apoptosis and macromolecular 

damage caused by oxidative stress. ROS-induced cell apoptosis is also involved in the 

activation of NF-κB-mediated proinflammatory signalling pathways [241].   

In addition, the intracellular elevation of ROS leads to dysregulation of mitochondrial 

function and cellular synthetic capacity. Indeed, at the level of the guttae, senescent 
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corneal endothelial cells have been found to become metabolically active and assume a 

fibroblastic phenotype, caused by the production of profibrotic mediators such as TGF-

β1, which induce the endothelial-mesenchymal transition and the consequent increased 

subendothelial deposition of extracellular matrix. TGF-β1 is also involved in the initiation 

of apoptotic processes mediated by 'unfolded protein response' (URP) because it causes 

an overload of matrix proteins at the endoplasmic reticulum by increasing the formation 

of misfolded proteins. The guttae in turn create a toxic microenvironment around them 

that propagates the oxidant/antioxidant imbalance underlying the pathogenesis of 

dystrophy [242] [243].  

  

Uveitis  

The term uveitis refers to an inflammatory process affecting exclusively or predominantly 

the uvea, the middle tunic of the eye, composed of the iris, ciliary body and choroid; in 

fact, during uveitis, all structures of the eye may be affected.  

In industrialised countries, uveitis affects approximately 2 out of every 1,000 people, 

around 35 % of those affected suffer from severe visual impairment and this disease is 

the cause of 5 % of cases of legal blindness, mainly due to ocular hypertonia, macular 

oedema and retinal ischaemia [244] [245].  

  

Classification of uveitis  

On the basis of the anamnestic and objective information collected, four different 

classifications of uveitis have been drawn up to guide the differential diagnosis [246]:  

  

• Clinical classification. Based on the time of onset of ocular disease and the 

clinical course, uveitis can be subdivided into acute, which identifies uveitis with 

an acute onset and limited duration of less than 3 months, such as HLA-B27-

associated anterior uveitis; recurrent, which is characterised by repeated episodes 

separated by periods of remission lasting more than 3 months without treatment; 

and chronic, which is of persistent duration of more than 3 months or recurring in 

a period of less than 3 months after treatment is discontinued.  

  

• Anatomical classification. Uveitis is defined as anterior when there is 

pathological involvement of the anterior segment of the eye and is called iritis 
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when it involves only the iris and iridocyclitis when it involves the iris and ciliary 

body; intermediate uveitis involves the posterior part of the ciliary body, the 

vitreous cavity and the pars plana, the most peripheral portion of the retina; 

posterior uveitis involves the posterior segment of the eye and depending on the 

initial localisation one may speak of retinitis, retinochoroiditis, chorioretinitis or 

neuroretinitis. Panuveitis occurs when the inflammation affects all segments of 

the eye simultaneously.  

  

• Aetiological classification. Infectious uveitis is due to bacterial, viral, fungal and 

parasitic infections. Infectious agents can enter the eye from the outside  

(exogenous uveitis) or reach it via the blood stream (endogenous uveitis). The  

Non-infectious uveitis may be related to known systemic or local disease 

processes, mainly immune-mediated or autoimmune. The systemic diseases most 

frequently associated with non-infectious uveitis are: HLA-B27 associated 

uveitis, juvenile idiopathic arthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, inflammatory bowel 

disease, sarcoidosis, Behçet's disease (BD), psoriasis or tubular-interstitial 

nephritis (TINU). Approximately 25%-45% of uveitis in Western countries are 

not related to systemic diseases or to known ocular pathological entities and are 

therefore defined as  

"idiopathic'.  

  

Pathogenesis of uveitis: the role of inflammation  

Uveitis is a complex and heterogeneous group from an etiopathogenetic point of view as 

many genetic, environmental, comorbidity-related or underlying systemic disease factors 

play a role in determining its final phenotype.  

Under normal physiological conditions, the aqueous humour, the cornea and certain types 

of immune cells form a natural immune barrier to prevent the invasion of foreign 

pathogens.  

Inflammation in these tissues occurs when trauma occurs, when pathogenic 

microorganisms enter the ocular structures through a local injury or through the 

bloodstream, or when autoimmune responses are triggered after exposure to self-antigens. 

During these events the immune response is stimulated leading to the activation and 

proliferation of autochthonous immune cells in the eye.   
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In the pathological process leading to uveitis, a dysregulation of adaptive immunity, 

which normally represents the first line of defence of the autoimmune system, may 

develop. In recent decades, ocular dendritic cells have acquired an increasing role in the 

pathogenesis of uveitis. Dendritic cells are present at the peripheral margins and 

iuxtapapillary areas of the retina in mouse models, and in the human eye they are normally 

concentrated in the central corneal and limbal epithelium, the basal lamina and the sub-

basal nerve plexus. These cells possess phagocytic abilities and when activated lead to 

the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-12, IL-6. Human and murine 

dendritic cells express both MHC-II/HLA surface molecules, TLR4 and the receptor 

complex for LPS to it [247] [248] [249].   

Under pathological conditions they behave as antigen presenting cells (APC) and in a 

mouse model of uveitis, activated ocular dendritic cells were found at the level of the 

choroid, where they probably lead to the maturation of antigen-specific Th1 and Th17 

cells. In addition, in animal models it was observed that many autoimmune cells such as 

NK cells, serum dendritic cells and CD4+  cells infiltrate inflamed ocular tissues and 

interact with dendritic cells locally, promoting their mutual maturation. Interaction of 

ocular dendritic cells with NK cells leads to activation and maturation of both cell types 

and stimulates the secretion of cytokines such as INF-γ, TNF-α, IL-12, IL-15, 1L-18 

[250].   

Differentiation of Th17 cells is also stimulated by the presence of IL-1β, IL-6 and TGF-

β produced by APC cells. In addition to IL-17, Th17 cells express IL-22, IL-17F, IL-21, 

GM-CSF, IL-6 and IFN-γ, all of which play important roles in inflammatory processes 

and autoimmunity.  

In experimental models of autoimmune uveitis (EAU), treatment with anti-IL-17 antibody 

is sufficient to block the development of the disease. In humans, elevated levels of IL-17 

have been identified in the eyes of patients with "birthshot" chorioretinopathy (BSCR), 

"Vogt - Koyanagi - Harada" (VKH) uveitis, HLA-B27 uveitis and Behçet's uveitis. In 

addition to driving the expression of inflammatory cytokines, IL-17 stimulates the 

expression of metalloproteases, which are responsible for tissue damage, and chemokines, 

which attract leukocytes to the inflammatory site [251]. Binding of TNF-α to its receptor 

TNFR1 triggers the activation of a complex cascade of cellular signals mediated by the 

TRAF (TNF receptor associated factor) protein: downstream, translocation of NF-κB to 

the cell nucleus and activation of MAPKs lead to the production of inflammatory 

mediators. In the  
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EAU, neutralisation of TNF-α suppresses the disease process and it has been shown that 

TNFR1-deficient mice are resistant to the development of uveitis [252].   

In aqueous humour samples derived from human eyes, high levels of  

TNF-α in patients with HLA-B27 uveitis, idiopathic uveitis, VKH and Behçet's uveitis 

[251].  However, the levels of this cytokine in ocular fluids do not seem to reflect the 

degree of disease activity and do not correlate with the efficacy of systemic treatment 

with Adalimumab. Adalimumab is a humanised IgG monoclonal antibody that acts by 

inhibiting TNF-α and has been shown to be effective for the treatment of non-infectious 

intermediate, posterior and panuveitis uveitis, especially in adult patients who have had 

an inadequate response to corticosteroids or are intolerant to corticosteroid therapy [253] 

[252]. Several experimental studies in EAU models have demonstrated the importance of 

IL-6 in the pathogenesis of non-infectious uveitis. In an animal model of T-cell-mediated 

uveitis with IRBP-induced immunisation, researchers demonstrated that in IL-6-deficient 

mice, the absence of the cytokine resulted in a lack of stimulation of Th17 cells. On the 

other hand, systemic or intravitreal administration of anti-IL-6 receptor antibodies 

reduced the degree of inflammation in the uveitic process. This effect in EAU models 

appears to occur by suppressing the differentiation of both Th1 and Th17 cells, both of 

which are essential in the development of this animal model of uveitis [254] [255]. High 

levels of IL-6 are present in the aqueous humour of patients with uveitis, such as in uveitis 

caused by Toxoplasma gondii, in Fuchs' heterochromic cyclitis and in some forms of non-

infectious uveitis, including Behçet's disease, VKH uveitis, sarcoidosis, idiopathic 

uveitis, acute retinal necrosis and HLA-B27 uveitis. In addition, IL-6 plays an important 

role in the development of ocular complications resulting from the uveitic process such 

as neovascularisation and macular oedema [256].   
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Figure 11. (A) Uveitis in Behçet's disease. Red eye with collection of white fluid in the 

anterior chamber of the eye, called hypopyon. (B) Uveitis in Behçet's disease. Area of 

ischaemia and retinal inflammation causing retinitis (in white) and haemorrhages (in 

red). (C) Uveitis in Fuchs' heterochromic cyclitis. Presence of typical keratic precipitates 

in the posterior portion of the cornea. (Kenneth et al., 2006)  

A further study showed that VEGF and TNF-α factors, as well as IL-1β, can contribute to 

blood-retinal barrier breakdown in both experimental models of autoimmune uveitis and 

in patients with uveitis, probably by inducing the opening of tight junctions and increasing 

vesicular transport within endothelial cells. In contrast, IL-1β-blocking molecules inhibit 

the development of uveitis experimentally [257]. Many studies have linked the role of 

CD4+ T cells to the pathogenesis of autoimmune uveitis, but this is actually a rather rare 

occurrence because, on the one hand, the thymus normally eliminates self-reactive CD4+ 

T clones that form during cell development, while on the other hand the formation of T 

cells reacting against self antigens depends on the interaction of genetic predisposition 

factors with environmental factors. Regardless of the type of antigen they react against, 

whether self or external, CD4+  T cells involved in uveitis development are activated by 

antigen-presenting cells, such as ocular dendritic cells or macrophages, that possess 
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antigenic peptides on the outer side of the membrane as part of major histocompatibility 

complex type II (MHC II) molecules. Once activated, they can differentiate into Th1 and 

Th2 cells. Several animal models of anterior and posterior uveitis have shown a 

prevalence of Th1-CD4+ cells, which have a key role in triggering the inflammatory 

cascade. Their activation stimulates the secretion of IL-2 and consequently of other pro-

inflammatory cytokines such as INF-γ and TNF-α, which have been found in the ocular 

fluids and peripheral circulation of patients with uveitis. Once these cells are active in the 

injured tissue, the inflammatory process is maintained through the production of 

chemokines and cytokines, including from local cells such as those of the retinal pigment 

epithelium. It has also been shown that, during inflammation, retinal pigment epithelium 

and choroid endothelium cells expose adhesion factors such as ICAM-1, VCAM-1 and 

ELAM-1, leading to adhesion and extravasation of leukocytes in the eye and subsequent 

immune-mediated tissue damage [258].  

  

Macular Pucker or Epiretinal Membrane  

Epiretinal membrane or macular pucker is a relatively common macular pathological 

condition characterised by the formation of a thin fibrocellular membrane along the 

surface of the inner limiting membrane of the retina. It may manifest ophthalmoscopically 

as a translucent membrane, which may wrinkle, leading to deformation and progressive 

distortion of the macula, or cell proliferation and scar tissue formation may exert traction 

on the retina and lead to detachment causing impairment of central vision. The visual 

deficit can be very variable, ranging from none to severe with a very slow period of 

evolution. One of the main symptoms is metamorphopias, i.e. distorted images, but 

blurred vision up to loss of detail may also be present.  

Epiretinal membrane usually develops after the age of 50 and is more common among 

people aged > 75.  

In most cases, epiretinal membrane develops in an eye with no history of ocular disease 

and is therefore termed 'idiopathic', while a smaller proportion of patients develop pucker 

due to ocular inflammatory disease, retinal detachments, trauma and retinal vascular 

disease [259] [166]. It is usually preceded by vitreoschisis and posterior vitreous 

detachment (DPV); by tangentially stretching the retina it can cause macular hole.  
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Figure 12. Fundus oculi (left) and OCT (right) of macular pucker. (O.U. Ophthalmology 
Clinic,  

A.O.U. Sant'Anna of Ferrara, Prof. P. Perri)  

Pathogenesis  

For the pathogenetic mechanisms underlying the development of the idiopathic form of 

epiretinal membrane, a number of theories have been written concerning both the 

functions of multiple cell types such as glial cells, retinal pigment epithelium cells, 

fibroblasts and hyalocytes, and the role of cytokines and growth factors. Studies have 

shown that the predominant cell types in macular pucker samples are Müller cells and 

hyalocytes and that immunohistochemical investigations of surgically removed 

membrane samples show strong positivity for GFAP, CD68, CD163, vimentin and 

CRALBP protein, indicating the presence of glial cells and hyalocytes [260]. A study 

using real time PCR genetic analysis of vitreous samples from patients with epiretinal 

membranes showed increased expression of genes coding for IL-6, TGF-β2, VEGF-A, 

CXCL1, GFAP, RELA and tenascin C (TNC) compared to controls [261].   

RELA is a subunit of the nuclear transcription factor NF-κB, which is activated by many 

stimuli including hypoxia and the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-1β and TNF-α. NF-κB 

and the pro-angiogenic factor IL-8 are expressed in glial and endothelial cells and their 

expression has been associated with epiretinal membrane formation in later life [262].  

TGF-β2 is a growth factor that is elevated in the vitreous humour of patients with macular 

pucker and in its presence hyalocytes trans-differentiate into myofibroblasts, showing 

immunopositivity to the α-SMA 𝛼-smooth muscle actin) contractile protein, suggesting 

a role in the contractions that the epiretinal membrane generates at the vitreoretinal 

interface [263].  
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IL-6 is a pro-inflammatory cytokine reported to be involved in the activation of Müller 

cells by stimulation by microglia and epiretinal membrane formation in eyes with 

proliferating diabetic retinopathy and vitreoretinal proliferation, while the factor CXCL-

1 may be associated with the pathogenesis of macular pucker due to its role in 

inflammatory, angiogenetic and wound repair processes [264] [265].  

The hypothesis suggested by the above study is that in a TGF-β2-rich environment, the 

ageing of ocular structures and the destructuring of the vitreous humour accompanied by 

possible posterior vitreous detachment could stimulate the expression of RELA-NF-κB, 

IL-6 and CXCLI. Consequently, NF-κB stimulates glial cells to produce VEGF-A, which 

together with tenascin-C, promotes endothelial growth and, via CXCL1, stimulates glial 

cell proliferation. The increased production by glial cells and astrocytes of GFAP leads 

to a process of progressive fibrosis that characterises the formation of the epiretinal 

membrane.  

  

 
  
Figure 13. Illustrative diagram of the relationship between different factors whose genes 

have been found upregulated in eyes with idiopathic epiretinal membrane.  
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CHAPTER 3: PURPOSE OF THE STUDY  

This interventional observational study aims to:  

  

- Check for the presence of the soluble form of the purinergic P2X7 receptor 

(sP2X7R) in aqueous humour and vitreous humour.   

- To compare the levels of sP2X7R in healthy conditions and in the presence of 

different ocular pathological conditions underlying an inflammatory 

pathogenesis, such as: glaucoma, uveitis, Fuchs' endothelial dystrophy, 

pseudoexfoliation (PEX), diabetic retinopathy, myopia, age-related macular 

degeneration and retinal detachment.   

- Compare the levels of sP2X7R in aqueous humour and vitreous humour with 

those in serum.  

  

These diseases of ophthalmological interest, which can lead to a significant reduction in 

visual function up to and including blindness, are determined or complicated by altered 

inflammatory processes. Therefore, the identification and measurement of the soluble 

form of this receptor in aqueous humour and vitreous humour could indicate an 

involvement of sP2X7R in processes leading to the development of serious eye diseases 

and designate sP2X7R as a marker of the ocular inflammatory state.  

This evidence could be a prerequisite for targeted therapy.  

Inhibition of the activity of this receptor, supported by the current availability of various 

pharmacological inhibitors of the P2X7 receptor.  
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CHAPTER 4: MATERIALS AND METHODS  

 

Study groups  

The patients involved in the study are those who underwent eye surgery at the Ophthalmic 

Clinic Unit of the Sant'Anna Hospital of Ferrara, from March 2019 to May 2022.   

From February to September 2020, sample collection was suspended due to the 

shutdoown of the surgical activity caused by the Sars-COV 2 pandemic. 

The cohort of patients was divided into 2 groups with the following inclusion and 

exclusion criteria:   

Group 1 - inclusion criteria:  

• Patients with different eye diseases who are scheduled to undergo cataract 

extraction by phacoemulsification procedure  

• Patients with proliferating diabetic retinopathy, trauma, vitreal haemorrhage, 

retinal detachment with vitreoretinal proliferation who must undergo 

vitrectomy procedure 

• Both sexes  

• Age>18 years  

• Patients giving consent for participation in the study.  

Group 2 - inclusion criteria:  

• Patients undergoing cataract extraction surgery in the absence of other eye 

diseases  

• Patients undergoing vitrectomy for hole or macular pucker  

• Both sexes  

• Age>18 years  

• Patients giving consent for participation in the study.  

 

Refusal to participate in the study was considered as the only exclusion criterion for both 

groups.  
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Informed consent  

Candidate patients were selected based on the above-mentioned inclusion criteria, taking 

into account the specific ocular pathological conditions under investigation in the study 

at the time of the scheduled eye surgery at the Ophthalmic Clinic Unit of the Sant'Anna 

Hospital of Ferrara. After being informed about the procedures and the aims of the study, 

informed consent was collected, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the 

indications of the Ethics Committee for Biomedical Research (Comitato Etico di Area 

Vasta Emilia Centro della Regione Emilia-Romagna (CE-AVEC); ethical committee ID 

number: 461/2019/Oss/AOUFe).  

 

Sample collection and storage procedures  

Collection and preparation of aqueous and vitreous humour samples at the Ophthalmic 

Clinic of the A.O.U. Sant'Anna of Ferrara:  

• Aqueous humour samples were obtained by collection after paracentesis to access 

the anterior chamber of the eye during cataract extraction surgery or "closed-bulb" 

in the case of other procedures such as vitrectomy. This method of collection 

carried out early in the procedure prevents contamination of the sample with fluids 

and viscoelastic materials, used during surgery.  

Limitation of the sampling procedure: 

It is important at this point to emphasise the difficulties and limitations of the 

extracting procedure of the aqueous humour from the anterior chamber. 

The anterior chamber is the aqueous humor-filled space inside the eye between 

the iris (posteriorly) and the cornea's innermost surface, the endothelium 

(anteriorly). The depth of the anterior chamber of the eye varies between 1.5 and 

4.0 mm, averaging 3.0 mm. Its volume is about 250 microlitres (i.e. 0.25 ml) and 

aqueous humour is constantly produced by the ciliary bodies at a rate of 

approximately 2 μL/min within the anterior cavity.  

Extracting the aqueous humour from the anterior chamber logically reduces its 

depth, which is why the maximum amount that can be taken is around 0.1 to 0.2 

ml, depending on the anatomical features and any ocular pathology present, so 

that the anterior chamber is not excessively deflated and the surgical procedure 

can then be continued safely. Most of the samples taken therefore have a volume 

of 0.05 ml. (min 0.05 ml, max 0.5 ml). 
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Of 210 patients screened for the study and who accepted and signed the informed 

consent to participate, 206 samples were taken during the intervention (4 samples 

were not sufficient for collection). Of these, 168 samples were collected in 

sufficient quantity for the analysis procedure to be carried out.  

Minimum quantity of sample indicated per sampling: 0.05 ml.  

Total number of samples collected: 206 samples  

• Vitreous humour samples were obtained by sampling collected during minimally 

invasive 23-25 Gauge vitrectomy surgery. After placement of the 3 trocars to 

access the vitreous chamber, with the infusion line closed in order to avoid 

dilution of the sample, a 1 ml syringe was connected to the aspiration line, 

disconnected from the cutter to allow manual aspiration, the cutting speed was 

reduced to approximately 1000 cycles/min.   

The vitreous chamber contains the vitreous body and the average chamber volume 

is between of 4 to 4.4 mm3. Therefore, vitreous humor samples of approximately 

2–3 ml can be safely collected from each eye. As the volume of the vitreous 

chamber is larger, the amount of material that can be taken is thus higher (min 0.2 

ml, max 2 ml). 

The limitation to the collection of material stems from the relatively lower 

frequency of these pathologies (compared to cataracts), so there are fewer 

interventions in clinical practice. 

Of 50 patients who were screened for the study and accepted and signed the 

informed consent to participate, 48 samples were collected during the intervention 

and subsequently analysed. Only 2 samples were insufficient for collection. 

Minimum quantity of sample indicated per sampling: 1 ml.  

Total number of samples collected: 48 samples. 

• The biological fluids collected and catalogued, placed in special test tubes, were 

sent to the Chemical-Clinical Analysis Laboratory of the A.O.U. Sant'Anna of 

Ferrara and frozen at -80°C for preservation until use.   

  

Collection and preparation of serum samples at the Ophthalmology Clinic of the A.O.U. 

Sant'Anna in Ferrara:  

• Each of these patients was given a venous blood sample using tubes without 

anticoagulant before undergoing eye surgery. The venous blood sample was taken 
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from a peripheral venous access, which is placed in all patients attending the 

operating room, as a safety procedure for possible anaesthesia care during surgery. 

• The test tubes were sent to the Laboratory for Chemical-Clinical Analysis of the 

A.O.U. Sant'Anna in Ferrara where the serum was separated by centrifugation at 

300 rpm for 15 min at 4°C and divided into aliquots that were frozen at -80°C to 

preserve them until use.  

Total number of samples collected: 210 total samples collected and analysed. 

 

Sample analysis and measurement of sP2X7R concentration  

The concentration of soluble P2X7R (sP2X7R) in vitreous humour, aqueous humour and 

serum samples was measured using the human P2X7 ELISA kit (Cusabio, Texas, USA) 

at the Experimental Medicine section of the Department of Medical Sciences, University 

of Ferrara.   

  

ELISA is a quantitative enzyme immunoassay used to detect the presence of a substance 

using several antibodies to one of which an enzyme is bound. In the direct method, or 

variant  

The "sandwich" wells used in this specific kit contain an antibody specific for the antigen 

being measured. The plasma/serum, aqueous humour or vitreous humour sample 

containing the antigen being tested is then added to the well, followed by a second 

antibody bound to a biotin molecule directed against the antigen bound to the first 

antibody. Next, a biotin-binding avidin solution is added, which is conjugated to a 

horseradish peroxidase (HRP). The peroxidase converts a specific substrate (TMB) into 

a coloured product that will highlight the well in which the antigen of interest is present.  

  

The procedure began with the preparation of the reagents, which were brought to room 

temperature (18°C-25°C) before use. The tube containing the biotinylated antibody was 

centrifuged before opening and then serial dilution of 10 µL of 100x antibody with 990 

µL of diluent was performed. The tube containing avidin-HRP reagent was centrifuged 

before opening and then 10 µL of 100x avidin-HRP was diluted with 990 µL of diluent. 

Wash buffer was prepared by bringing to room temperature and shaking the solution to 

dissolve any crystals present and then diluting 20 mL of 25x concentrated buffer in 480 

mL distilled 2HO to obtain 500 mL of 1x wash buffer. The standard antigen solution was 
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prepared by centrifuging the tube at 6000-10000 rpm and the contents reconstituted with 

1 ml of sample specific diluent to obtain the stock solution of 1600 pg/ml. The tube was 

kept in agitation for at least 15 minutes before dilutions were made. 250 µL of diluent 

was inserted into each tube and 2x dilutions were made from the stock solution, taking 

care to mix each tube well before subsequent transfer. The undiluted standard solution 

acts as a high concentration standard (1600 pg/ml) while the diluent alone acts as a zero 

standard (0 pg/ml).   

This was followed by the preparation of the samples for testing. Samples were brought 

to room temperature and centrifuged. 100 µL of standard solution or 100 µL of sample 

was added to each well of the 96-well plate. The plate was then covered with an adhesive 

strip and incubated at 37°C for 2 hours. At the end, the contents of the wells were removed 

without rinsing and 100 µL of 1x biotinylated antibody was added to each well, the plate 

was covered with adhesive strip and incubated for 1 hour at 37°C. At the end of the 

incubation, 3 washes were performed with 200 µL of wash buffer each. After the last 

wash, the plate was inverted on absorbent paper for a few minutes to remove any residual 

buffer. 100 µL of 1x avidin-HRP was then added to each well, the plate was covered and 

left to incubate for 1 hour at 37°C. The washing procedure was then repeated 5 times. 90 

µL of TMB substrate was added to each well. The plate was then incubated for 15-30 min 

at 37°C in the dark. At the end of the incubation, 50 µL of stop solution was added to 

each well.  

  

Finally, the optical density of each individual well was determined at 450nm using a 

Multiskan FC spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific), within 5 minutes of the addition of 

the stop solution. The tests were performed in duplicate and the antigen concentration for 

each well was calculated by reference to the standard curve.   
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Figure 14. ELISA plate when reading the optical densities (OD) of the wells.  

  

  

  

 

  

Figure 15. Table with the values of the concentrations of the sP2X7R standard solution 

(pg/ml) and the corresponding optical densities (OD). Graph obtained from 

concentrations and OD of sP2X7R standard solution. In red, equation to derive the 

analyte concentrations knowing the OD of the sample examined.  
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Analysis of population characteristics and statistical analysis   

The analysis of population characteristics and statistical analysis were conducted using 

Graph Pad for Windows and Excel.  

For the numerical variables, Student's t-test was used and the chosen significance level is 

0.05; for the categorical variables, Fisher's exact test was used, reporting absolute 

frequencies and percentages.  

For the analysis of non-parametric variables, the Kruskal-Wallis test was used 1. Dunn's 

test is a continuation (post-hoc test) of the Kruskal-Wallis test on the comparison of 

ordered and ranked groups and takes into account Bonferroni's correction for multiple 

comparisons. For an explanation of the Dunn test and the non-parametric tests used in the 

report see "Alboukadel Kassambara. Package rstatix. Pipe-Friendly Framework for Basic 

Statistical Tests. CRAN November, 22". https://cran.r-

project.org/web/packages/rstatix/rstatix.pdf. 

All statistical analyses were performed in the R environment2 .   

                                                 
1 Kruskal, William H., and W. Allen Wallis. "Use of ranks in one-criterion variance analysis." Journal of the 
American statistical Association 47.260 (1952): 583-621 

 
2 R Core Team (2022). R: A language and environment for statistical computing. R Foundation for Statistical 
Computing, Vienna, Austria.  URL https://www.R-project.org/. 
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS  

 

Population characteristics   

The analysis of the demographic characteristics of the patients enrolled has already been 

assessed in a preliminary analysis, subject of a dissertation discussed in the academic year 

2019-20203, in order to refine the sampling technique and preparation and the sample 

analisys. We therefore report those partial data in relation to demographic characteristics.  

In order to analyse the characteristics of the test population, the samples collected were 

classified into two groups: the control group and the pathological group, consisting of all 

the aqueous and vitreous samples evaluated for each group. 

The average age of the control group is 72.7 ± 10.8 years, while the pathological group 

has a mean age of 73.9 ± 12 years. The difference between the means of the groups was 

not statistically significant (P>0.74, Student's t-test).  

In the control group (17 in total) there were 9 males (52.94%) and 8 females (47.06%). In 

the pathological group (23 in total) there were 13 males (56.52%) and 10 females 

(43.48%). The difference in sex distribution between the two groups was not statistically 

significant (P>0.99, Fischer's exact test).  

With regard to laterality, the right eye was sampled in 7 cases (41.18%) in the control 

group and in 12 cases (52.17%) in the pathological group. While the eye affected by the 

sampling was the left one in 10 cases (58.82%) in the control group and in 11 cases 

(47.83%) in the pathological group. Also for this parameter the difference was not 

statistically significant (P>0.53, Fischer's exact test).  

Finally, the presence of systemic comorbidities in the patients of the two groups was 

assessed: these were found in about 11 cases in the control group (64.71%) and in 13 

cases in the pathological group (56.52%). The difference was not statistically significant, 

with a P value of 0.74 (Fischer's exact test).  

From what has been analysed, it can be seen that the two populations under consideration 

have homogeneous characteristics.  

                                                 
3 Grad Student: Alessandra Marrocco 
Rapporteur: Prof Paolo Perri  Co-rapporteur: Dr Carla Enrica Gallenga 
“Determinazione della forma solubile del recettore P2X7 in umor acqueo, umor vitreo e siero in condizioni 
normali e patologiche: sP2X7R come indicatore dello stato infiammatorio oculare” 
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Table 6. Summary of population characteristics.  

  Group of controls (tot. 

n 17)  

Pathological group (tot. 

n 23)  

P value 

(<0.05)  

Age (years)  72,7 ± 10,8  73,9 ± 12  P>0,74  

M-F (%)  9 - 8 (52,94% - 47,06%)  13 - 10 (56,52% - 43,48%).  P> 0,99  

OD-OS (%)  7 - 10 (41,18% - 58,82%)  12 -11 (52,17% - 47,83%)  P> 0,53  

Systemic 

Comorbidities  

11 (64,71%)  13 (56,52%).  P> 0,74  

  

 

Analysis of sP2X7R concentrations in aqueous humour  

The datasets describing the aqueous humour and vitreous humour samples are given in 

Appendix A e B, each table has 16 columns and the same number of rows as the aqueous 

humour and vitreous humour samples taken, respectively. The measured value of the 

P2X7r receptor is reported in column 14 (P2X7r_pg_ml) in pg/ml. Columns 1-7 identify 

the subject who participated in the study with ID, date of birth, age, sex, right or left eye 

(OD/OS), type and date of surgery; columns 8-10 describe the sample indicating whether it 

was aqueous or vitreous humour, the total volume taken and the number of samples used 

for analysis. Columns 11-13 were reserved for the indication of the subject's primary 

pathology, secondary ocular pathology and any systemic pathology. Column 14 provides 

the measurement of the P2X7r receptor concentration in the sample taken, column 15 the 

results of any subsequent tests on the same sample, and column 16 the average of the 

values obtained. 

The subjects from whom an aqueous humour sample was taken total 206 and the subjects 

from whom a vitreous humour sample was taken total 48. 

In view of the significant difference between the subjects for whom a sample of a limiting 

volume for analysis (0.05 ml) was collected - especially for the aqueous humour samples - 

we decided to carry out a preliminary analysis to compare the distribution of P2X7r values 

in samples of different volumes.  
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Figure 16 shows, in box-whisker plot form, the distribution of P2X7r values (pg/ml) 

detected in samples extracted from aqueous humour. The numbers associated with each 

box plot show that of the 161 values available, approximately 55% are from a sample 

volume of 0.05 ml and 27% and 12% respectively are samples with volumes of 0.1ml and 

0.2ml; samples with volumes of 0.15ml and above 0.2ml are reduced to a few. The 

presence of very high outliers in the 0.05ml category makes the graph difficult to read, but 

it seems clear that in the most representative categories (0.05ml, 0.1ml and 0.2ml), the 

distribution of values is asymmetrical towards high values. As there was no reason related 

to the sampling technique to exclude the outliers highlighted for the 0.05 ml category, it 

was decided to preserve those subjects for whom a value above 100 pg/ml was observed. 

In the description of the sample, we will mainly refer to these three categories. On visual 

inspection the median value of the 0.1ml and 0.2ml groups appears to be of equal value, 

whereas the median value of the 0.05 group appears to be higher. For the completeness of 

the description we have shown in Table 7 the percentile values of each category of 

'material taken' for the percentile values between the minimum value (0%) and the 

maximum value (100%) where next to the quartiles (25%, 50% and 75%) the percentiles 

10% and 90% are taken. For the sampling categories with only one case, the percentile 

Figure 16. Box‐plot of P2X7r concentration values (pg/ml) detected in aqueous humour samples 
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values are the same and for the other categories, the median value was chosen as the 

representative value for the group. The 50% column of Table 7 shows that for the groups 

with a significant number of subjects (0.05ml, 0.1ml, 0.15 and 0.2ml) the median value is 

between 9 and 13 pg/ml and the Kruskal-Wallis chi-square test (chi-squared = 7.6279, df = 

7, p-value = 0.3665) shows that the differences observed in do not depend on the available 

sample volume and the limitations of the sampling technique. 

Table 7. Percentiles of the distribution of P2X7 values (pg/ml) detected in the aqueous humour samples. 

Materiale 
Prelevato 

Soggetti Media 0% 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% 100% 

0,05 ml 88 26.77 3.90 5.54 7.67 13.32 36.17 64.49 277.05 

0,1 ml 43 17.57 3.90 4.29 5.93 8.68 17.31 47.18 79.24 

0,15 ml 5 11.46 6.27 7.22 8.64 10.06 11.09 17.18 21.23 

0,2 ml 20 18.95 3.56 4.51 5.51 9.69 22.29 32.78 97.43 

0,25 ml 1 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.31 

0,3 ml 2 20.23 8.98 11.23 14.61 20.23 25.85 29.22 31.47 

0,5 ml 1 9.89 9.89 9.89 9.89 9.89 9.89 9.89 9.89 

0,6 ml 1 13.40 13.40 13.40 13.40 13.40 13.40 13.40 13.40 

 

The subjects for whom aqueous humour was taken were separated into healthy patients 

(control sample) and patients with disease (pathology samples), as depicted in Appendix B 

and listed in Table 8. Appendix B lists the patients for whom the appropriate attribute was 

assigned in the 'control/pathology' column; the number of patients belonging to the control 

group and the groups associated with the individual diseases is listed in Table 8, where the 

acronym used for the analysis is also indicated. Some non-specific pathologies causing a 

possible inflammatory state are indicated by the acronym MISC; these grouped pathologies 

account for approximately 0.018% of the sample examined. In this table not analysed 

samples are yet removed respect to the bulch collection. 

Column M in Appendix B shows the P2X7r concentration values detected in the serum of 

the patients for whom an aqueous humour sample was taken. For a significant proportion 

of patients (approximately 60%), P2X7r could be detected in both samples, aqueous 

humour and plasma serum. 
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Table 8 Groups characteristics: description of the different groups, number of patients enrolled and sampled 
in each group, percentage of total. 

Group 
definition 

N of 
patients 

% details 

CONT 69 0,411 No concomitant ocular pathology 

G 17 0,101 Glaucoma 

E 17 0,101 Endothelial dystrophy (Fuch’s disease, guttae, low endotelial count) 

M 16 0,095 Myopia 

RDP 11 0,065 Proliferative diabetic retinopathy 

DDRR 11 0,065 Regmatogenous retinal detachment 

AMD 10 0,060 Age related macular degeneration, atrophic and/or exudative 

PEX 7 0,042 Pseudoexfoliative syndrome 

MP 5 0,030 Macular pucker 

MISC 3 0,018 Miscellaneous (pathologies with inflammatory activation) 

OVR 2 0,012 Retinal vascular occlusion 

Tot 168 1 
 

 

The P2X7r values measured in the subjects belonging to the controls category (CONT) and 

the categories representing the pathologies listed in Table 8 are represented in the box-

whisker plot in Figure 17 and are summarised in Table 9, where the mean value and 

percentiles between the minimum value (0%) and the maximum value (100%) are 

indicated; the 50% percentile or median of P2X7r is the reference value used to compare 

the controls and pathologies groups. 
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Figure 27. Box‐plot of P2X7r concentration values (pg/ml) found in the Control (CONT) and disease groups in 
acqueous humour 

 

Table 9. Percentiles of the distribution of P2X7r values (pg/ml) detected in aqueous humour samples 

Group 
definition 

N of 
pz 

media  0%  10%  25%  50%  75%  100% 

CONT  69  21,35  3,9  5,25  7,31  13,4  23,77  93,88 

G  17  18,37  4,22  4,74  6,14  9,32  21,78  67,91 

M  17  17,19  5,93  7,3  8,34  11,7  16,26  55,92 

E  16  11,55  3,9  3,9  5,59  7,38  11,37  36,69 

RDP  11  47,01  5,25  5,93  7,31  17,99  46,37  277,05 

DDRR  11  53,4  10,06  12,04  16,63  27,05  78,23  178,69 

AMD  10  17,67  3,9  3,95  10,87  12,12  17,58  44,68 

PEX  7  46,08  3,9  4,71  5,25  12,81  65,08  165,21 

MP  5  37,12  7,97  8,24  8,64  29,05  65,86  74,09 

MISC  3  26,5  3,56  5,26  7,8  12,04  37,97  63,9 

OVR  2  8,07  7,31  7,46  7,69  8,07  8,45  8,83 

 

 

From the graph in Figure 17, it is evident that for each group, the distribution of P2X7r 

values is asymmetrical towards high concentration values. In 8 of the 11 groups shown in 

Figure 17, outliers are evident (dots indicate the outliers). The control group (CONT) 

shows outliers of values approximately equal to and above the 90% percentile (53 pg/ml) 

shown in Table 9. The highest value outliers belong to the DDRR, PEX and RDP 

categories and are well above the maximum value of CONT (94 pg/ml). The graph and 

the values in Table 9 show that the 75 per centile of the DDRR, PEX and RDP categories 

have values greater than the 3rd quartile of CONT (24 pg/ml), indicating that, even with 

a limited number of observations, the P2X7r concentration for these diseases (108, 65 and 

46 pg/ml respectively) tends to be greater than the receptor concentration values in the 

control group.  Other pathologies such as Macular Pucker, AMD and the pathologies 

enclosed in the MISC category show values that are 75% higher than the control group, 

while other pathologies such as myopia (M) and glaucoma (G) the 3rd quartile (75%) have 

values similar to or lower than the control value. The Kruskal-Wallis Chi-squared on the 

equality of the medians of the groups listed in Figure 17 and Table 9 (Kruskal-Wallis chi-

squared = 18.254, df = 10, p-value = 0.05082) estimates a p-value slightly above the test 

reliability limit (p=0.05), confirming that the median value of the P2X7r concentration 

measured in the groups listed in Table 8 is not the same. 
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Table 10. Kruskal‐Wallis chi‐squared test result  

concentrazione  n  statistic  df  p‐
value 

method  alpha 

p2x7r_pg_ml  168  18,3  10  0,0508  Kruskal‐Wallis  0,05 

 

 

Table 11 shows the paired hypothesis testing between controls and each disease group. 

The Dunn-test between the paired groups allows to control the type of correction to be 

introduced to account for repeated testing.  

We ran the test twice. Firstly, the Dunn-test was run with no correction and the test results 

indicate a significance (p < 0.05) between the P2X7r values found in the endothelial 

dystrophy group and the rhegmatogenous retinal detachment group compared to the 

control. Secondly we decided to apply the Bonferroni’s correction factor to to counteract 

the multiple comparisons problem. 

 

Table 11. Dunn‐test with no correction 

concentrazione group1 group2 n1 n2 statistic p p.adj p.adj.signif 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT G 69 17 -1,0631 0,2877 0,2877 ns 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT E 69 16 -2,3297 0,0198 0,0198 * 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT M 69 17 -0,1363 0,8916 0,8916 ns 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT RDP 69 11 0,6754 0,4994 0,4994 ns 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT PEX 69 7 -0,3021 0,7626 0,7626 ns 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT AMD 69 10 -0,1228 0,9023 0,9023 ns 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT DDRR 69 11 2,5495 0,0108 0,0108 * 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT MISC 69 3 -0,2721 0,7856 0,7856 ns 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT MP 69 5 1,0179 0,3087 0,3087 ns 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT OVR 69 2 -0,9451 0,3446 0,3446 ns 

 

 

In Table 12, we show the results of the Dunn-test in which we applied Bonferroni's 

correction factor, which takes into account repeated testing. Following the application of 

this factor, the probability of the test is greater than 0.05, therefore not significant in the 

groups analysed 

 

Table 12. Dunn‐test with Bonferroni’s correction factor 

concentrazione group1 group2 n1 n2 statistic p p.adj p.adj.signif 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT G 69 17 -1,0631 0,2877 1 ns 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT E 69 16 -2,3297 0,0198 1 ns* 
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p2x7r_pg_ml CONT M 69 17 -0,1363 0,8916 1 ns 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT RDP 69 11 0,6754 0,4994 1 ns 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT PEX 69 7 -0,3021 0,7626 1 ns 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT AMD 69 10 -0,1228 0,9023 1 ns 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT DDRR 69 11 2,5495 0,0108 0,5934 ns* 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT MISC 69 3 -0,2721 0,7856 1 ns 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT MP 69 5 1,0179 0,3087 1 ns 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT OVR 69 2 -0,9451 0,3446 1 ns 

 

 

Acqueous and serum analysis of sP2X7R concentrations  

Of 206 patients enrolled for aqueous humour analysis, 34 serum samples were not taken 

or could not be analysed. Of the 170 samples taken and analysed, only 142 could be 

correlated with the respective aqueous samples. 

Sperman's non-parametric test shows significant correlations (p-value <0.05) for sP2X7r 

concentration values in aqueous humour and serum in the control group, in the glaucoma 

and PEX group, as shown in table 13 and in Figure 18.. 

 

Table 13. sP2X7r acqueous/serum correlation 

gruppo sample r p-value 

CONT 61 0,3946 0,0017* 

G 14 0,5385 0,0500* 

M 14 0,3187 0,2665 

E 14 0,3050 0,2890 

RDP 9 0,0837 0,8305 

DDRR 5 0,4 0,5167 

AMD 9 0,2427 0,5292 

PEX 7 0,7857 0,048* 

MP 5 0,6 0,35 

MISC 2 -1 1,00 

OVR 2 1 1,00 

Tot 142 
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Figure 18.Scatter-plot representation of sP2X7r acqueous/serum correlation 
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Analysis of sP2X7R concentrations in vitreous humour  

The dataset in which the P2X7r concentration values are collected is reproduced in the 

table in Appendix C. There are a total of 50 cases in this table, and the classification of the 

data set is the same as that used for the aqueous humour samples. The diagram in Figure 1 

shows the P2X7r concentration values related to the volume of vitreous extracted for 

eachsample (min 0.2ml – max 2ml volume samples). It was decided to represent the 

individual concentration values by means of a dot plot due to the small size (one or two 

subjects) of many samples, instead of the box-plot representation used to describe the 

aqueous humour sample. In the diagram in Figure 19, the segment connecting the 

maximum and minimum values indicates the presence of at least two values. The category 

NA represents two samples in which the amount of material taken was not reported in the 

dataset and since the samples belong to two different subjects, it was considered 

appropriate to exclude them from the analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19. Dot-plot representation of sP2X7r values in vitreous humor in relation to the volume of vitreous 
extracted 
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Figure 19 also shows that for many categories of sampled material the P2X7r values are 

very limited in number. In order to summarise the values of the different categories it was 

considered appropriate to simplify the percentile representation by summarising in Table 

14 the sequences of the categories of sampled material with the minimum (0%), maximum 

(100%), mean and median (50%) values. The hypothesis test performed for the categories 

with at least two observations (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 7.0209, df = 10, p-value = 

0.7235) supports the initial assumption of equality of the median value in the different 

groups. 

 

Table 14. Percentiles of the distribution of P2X7 values (pg/ml) detected in the vitreous humour samples 

tot_material_sampled N. of 
patient 

Media 0% 50% 100% 

0,2 ml 3 43.90 23.16 54.10 54.45 

0,3 ml 1 16.78 16.78 16.78 16.78 

0,4 ml 7 29.68 19.71 23.51 75.32 

0,5 ml 9 32.80 7.99 22.09 94.74 

0,6 ml 11 37.65 4.95 22.13 122.57 

0,7 ml 3 23.69 4.22 16.78 50.08 

0,8 ml 8 33.51 12.03 22.82 102.76 

0,9 ml 2 10.75 10.75 10.75 10.75 

1,0 ml 1 22.47 22.47 22.47 22.47 

1,5 ml 2 20.23 18.33 20.23 22.13 

2,0 ml 2 17.47 10.92 17.47 24.03 

 

The limited number of subjects from whom the vitreous humour sample was taken shows 

fewer pathologies than observed in Appendix B where aqueous humour samples are 

collected. Table 15 lists the number of patients in the control (no pathology) categories and 

the ocular pathologies found in the anamnestic-diagnostic (DDRR – rhegmatogenous 

retinal detachment; RDP – proliferative diabetic retinopathy; MISC- miscellaneous: 

subluxed IOL (intraocular lens), cortical lens residues, intraocular foreign body). 

 

Table 15. Groups characteristics: description of the different groups, number of patients enrolled and 
sampled in each group, percentage of total. 

Group 
definition 

N.  of 
samples 

%  Details 

CONT  19  0,396  assenza di patologie 

DDRR  22  0,458  distacco di retina regmatogeno 

RDP  4  0,083  retinopatia diabetica proliferante 

MISC  3  0,062  miscellanea di patologie con attivazione infiammatoria 

Total  48  1 
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The blox-plox diagram in Figure 20 shows that the distribution of receptor concentration 

values in the control group (CONT) have a lower median value and a limited dispersion. In 

Table 16 the median (50%) is 20 pg/ml and the interquartile range at IQR = 75%-25% = 

21.8 pg/ml. The different pathology groups have a greater dispersion and a slightly higher 

median in DDRR and MISC; in the RDP group median and dispersion are much higher 

than in the control group.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20. Blox-plot of the P2X7r values distribution detected in healthy patients (CONT) and the pathology 
groups. Values superimposed on the box-plot indicate sample size. 

 

Table 16. Percentiles of the distribution of P2X7r values (pg/ml) detected in vitreous humour samples 

gruppo soggetti media 0% 10% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

CONT 19 28,02 4,22 6,84 12,73 20,23 34,53 76,92 

DDRR 22 42,35 10,75 17,31 19,23 25,93 64,17 105,28 

RDP 4 110,91 16,95 17,73 18,91 71,07 163,07 284,57 

MISC 3 45,65 22,13 22,2 22,3 22,47 57,41 92,34 

 

The non-parametric hypothesis test performed with the Kruskal-Wallis Test on the equality 

of the median of the groups in Figure 20 (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 4.6481, df = 3, p-

value = 0.1995) does not allow the initial hypothesis to be rejected with probability p-value 
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= 0.1999 (Talbe 17). The test result therefore does not allow the assertion that there is a 

significant difference between the P2X7r content in the vitreous of healthy patients and 

patients with the studied eye diseases. The difference between the sample size with healthy 

subjects (CONT) and subjects with DDRR (Regmatogenous Retinal Detachment) - 19 and 

22 cases, respectively - and the size of the RDP (4 subjects) and MISC (3 subjects) groups 

suggested us to use Dunn's Test to perform the pairwise comparison of the groups shown 

in Table 16. 

 

Table 17. Kruskal‐Wallis chi‐squared test result 

concentrazione n statistic df p method 

p2x7r_pg_ml 48 4,648084 3 0,1991 Kruskal-Wallis 

 

Table 18 shows the result of the Dunn-Test between the control group (CONT) and the 

pathology and between the pathologies: the p-value obtained in the presence of the 

Bonferroni correction (p.adj.signif) proves that the Test is non-significant for any pair of 

groups. 

Table 18. Dunn‐test results without and with Bonferroni’s correction 

concetrazione gruppo1 gruppo2 n1 n2 statistic p(1) p.adj(2) p.adj.signif(3) 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT DDRR 19 22 1.8648 0.0622 0.3732 ns 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT RDP 19 4 1.4010 0.1612 0.9672 ns 

p2x7r_pg_ml CONT MISC 19 3 1.1831 0.2368 1 ns 

p2x7r_pg_ml DDRR RDP 22 4 0.3435 0.7312 1 ns 

p2x7r_pg_ml DDRR MISC 22 3 0.2453 0.8062 1 ns 

p2x7r_pg_ml RDP MISC 4 3 -0.0468 0.9627 1 ns 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

(1) p-value of the pairwise test without correction factor  
(2) p-value of the pairwise test with Bonferroni correction factor 
(3) degree of significance of the test in the presence of correction (ns, <0.1, <0.05, <0.01)    
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Vitreous and serum analysis of sP2X7R concentrations  

 

Sperman's non-parametric test shows no significant correlations (p-value <0.05) for 

P2X7r concentration values in vitreous humour and plasma serum, Table 19 and Figure 

21. 

Table 19. sP2X7r viteou/serum correlation 

gruppo  sample  r  pvalue 

CONT  14  0,0857  0,7732 

DDRR  18  0,2714  0,2749 

RPD  3  ‐0,5  1 

MISC  3  0,5  1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21. Scatter-plot representation of sP2X7r viterous/serum correlation 

. 
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS  

This study provided a fair amount of data on the presence of the soluble form of the P2X7 

receptor (sP2X7R) in aqueous humour and vitreous humour and its involvement in 

inflammatory eye disease.  

Analysis of sP2X7R concentrations was only possible in 168 samples compared to the 

206 aqueous samples initially collected due to the small amount of biological fluid 

(<0.05ml) that could sometimes be taken from the anterior chamber of the eye, in order 

to ensure the subsequent planned surgery could be performed safely for the patient. A 

further obstacle encountered during the study was the relatively low number of vitrectomy 

procedures performed on patients meeting the inclusion criteria, which allowed only 50 

samples to be collected. Finally, limitations also included the number of patients who 

denied their consent, but above all the shutdown of surgical turnover related to the 

COVID-19 pandemic, with a total restriction of surgeries scheduled in the period 

February - September 2020 and occasional lockdown periods between February 2021-

February 2022.  

  

- Check for the presence of the soluble form of the P2X7 receptor (sP2X7R) in 

aqueous humour and vitreous humour.  

In this study, the soluble form of the P2X7 receptor was identified for the first time in 

aqueous humour and vitreous humour and was measurable using a specific ELISA kit.   

The range of sP2X7R concentrations in the aqueous humour samples from the control 

group was 3.89 to 93.87 pg/ml; in the aqueous humour samples from the pathological 

groups the concentrations ranged from 3.55 to 277.04 pg/ml. In the vitreous humour, 

the range of sP2X7R concentrations in the control group was 4.21-76.92 pg/ml and in 

the group of cases with pathological conditions the range of concentrations was 28.52-

284.57 pg/ml. Within the rhegmatogenous retinal detachment group, the range was 

28.52-105.28 pg/ml. Within the proliferative diabetic retinopathy group, the range was 

6.94 – 284.57 pg/ml. 

From the data collected and considering that the sensitivity limit of the kit used with 

regard to sP2X7R concentrations is 7pg/ml, it is possible to state that the soluble form 

of the P2X7 receptor (sP2X7R) is released into ocular fluids both in the presence of 

ocular pathogenic inflammatory diseases and in their absence, but with different 

amount. In addition, concentrations of the soluble form of this receptor are measurable 
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by the ELISA kit used, defining a scientific and repeatable way of assessing 

concentrations of this analyte. 

By performing the Kruskal-Wallis test on the sP2X7r concentration values (expressed 

in pg/ml) detected in the aqueous and vitreous humour samples in relation to the relative 

amount of material collected, we also showed that the median value of the detected 

concentration of sP2X7r does not depend on the amount of material collected in the 

sample, the difference in the median not being significant. This is especially important 

in aqueous samples, where sampling is limited by the small amount of aqueous that can 

be taken from the anterior chamber, so that the following steps of the surgery can then 

be carried out safely. 

Further studies are needed to find the cellular source of the soluble form of this receptor, 

bearing in mind that the P2X7 receptor has been found on the membrane of many cells 

in the tissues of the eyeball and ocular adnexa, and some of them, such as corneal 

epithelial cells, retinal Müller cells, cells of the retinal pigment epithelium and 

photoreceptors, actively participate in ocular inflammatory processes [85]. In the search 

for sources, we should also build on the results of the study conducted at the University 

of Ferrara, which identified peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) isolated from 

peripheral blood as a possible source of the plasma-soluble form of the receptor. PBMCs 

isolated from healthy subjects release sP2X7R into the culture medium after stimulation 

with BzATP [2',3'-O-(4benzoylbenzoyl)-ATP], an ATP analogue, and to a greater 

extent after pre-stimulation with LPS, simulating an inflammatory condition on an 

infectious basis in vitro. Furthermore, plasma sP2X7R is present to a large extent 

associated with microvesicles/microparticles (MVs/MPs), i.e. heterogeneous 

populations of particles of different sizes and cellular origins [84].  

 

- Compare sP2X7R levels in healthy conditions and in the presence of different 

ocular pathological conditions.  

In the second part of the study, a statistical analysis of the sP2X7R concentration values 

was carried out, comparing each individual group of patients with the ocular disease 

conditions under investigation with the control group for aqueous humour and vitreous 

humour.  

The Kruskal-Wallis Chi-squared on the equality of the medians of the groups, both 

control and pathology groups of the acqueous samples, (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 

18.254, df = 10, p-value = 0.05082) estimates a p-value slightly above the test reliability 
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limit (p=0.05), confirming that the median value of the sP2X7r concentration measured 

in the pathology groups, when all the data are considered together, is significantly 

different from the control group. Despite the finding of high maximum concentrations 

of P2X7r in its soluble form in the disease groups, analysing each pathology group 

compared to the control group, statistical analysis using Dunn's Test to perform the 

pairwise comparison of the groups with the Bonferroni's correction factor, failed to 

confirm a statistically significant difference. It is interesting to note that by not applying 

Bonferroni's correction factor to the statistical analysis, the concentrations of the soluble 

P2X7 receptor in the rhegmatogenous retinal detachment and endothelial dystrophy 

groups were significantly different (p=0.01 in both groups). This is probably due to the 

fact that the Dunn Test takes into account the representativeness of the sample for each 

group. In fact, the sample size reflects on both the median and the sample dispersion. It 

should be noted that in our analysis, the control group consists of 69 aqueous samples, 

while the pathological groups have a range of 2 (i.e. retinal vascular occlusion) to 17 

(i.e. glaucoma and myopia) aqueous samples. 

The non-parametric hypothesis test performed with the Kruskal-Wallis Test on the equality 

of the median of the groups, both control and pathology groups of the vitreous samples 

(Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 4.6481, df = 3, p-value = 0.1995) does not allow the initial 

hypothesis to be rejected with probability p-value = 0.1999 (Table 17). The test result 

therefore does not allow the assertion that there is a significant difference between the 

P2X7r concentration in the vitreous of healthy patients and patients with the studied eye 

diseases. The difference between the sample size with healthy subjects (CONT) and 

subjects with DDRR (Regmatogenous Retinal Detachment) - 19 and 22 cases, respectively 

- and the size of the RDP (proliferative diabetic retinopathy - 4 subjects) and miscellaneous 

(3 subjects) groups suggested us to use Dunn's Test to perform the pairwise comparison of 

the groups. 

The reason for the lack of significance in these analyses is probably due to the paucity 

of samples collected during the time available for the study. A clarification is however 

necessary: the overall amount of samples taken was relevant, nevertheless when 

stratified by singular diseases an under-reporting situation occurs, which could explain 

the test's drop in significance. 
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Other possible reasons of the loss pf samples to be taken into account were: the 

impossibility of analysing some of the aqueous humour samples (loss of 38 samples out 

of the total of 206 ) due to the fact that the amount of aqueous humour that could be 

taken from the anterior chamber of the eye did not reach the minimum necessary for 

analysis using the ELISA kit (minimum sample quantity 0.05 ml); the limited number 

of vitrectomy operations carried out on patients compatible with the inclusion criteria 

during the data collection period; finally, the selected patients who refused to give 

consent. From this we can deduce that, in order to obtain reliable and statistically 

significant results, it would be necessary to continue collecting samples in order to 

enlarge the above-mentioned single pathology groups. 

Although no satistically significant difference emerged, it is interesting to note that 

sP2X7r concentration values are elevated in the vitreous humor of proliferating diabetic 

retinopathy patients. A great deal of evidence from in vitro studies using cell cultures 

and in vivo studies using mouse models of diabetes has revealed an important role for 

P2X7R in the pathogenesis of diabetic retinopathy, one of the main microangiopathic 

complications of diabetes mellitus. Exposure of pericytes to high concentrations of 

glucose induces the activation of a P2X7Rmediated signalling pathway that promotes 

the acquisition by these cells of an inflammatory phenotype, as evidenced by the 

secretion of TNF-α and IL-1β. In the same study that demonstrated this phenomenon, it 

was also found that hyperglycaemia-induced damage in retinal pericytes leads to cell 

lysis, accompanied by the release of ATP into the extracellular environment, which in 

turn binds P2X7R on neighbouring cells, activating the inflammasome and taking on 

the function of an inflammatory damage signalling device via an autocrinoparacrine 

mechanism [122]. Moreover, P2X7R activation is a powerful trigger for VEGF release. 

Indeed, the expression of the NLRP3 inflammasome, the activation of which can occur 

through P2X7R stimulation, is increased in the vitreous fibrovascular membrane of 

patients with diabetic retinopathy and dysregulation of NLRP3 in hyperglycaemic 

transgenic mice leads to vascular leakeage and retinal neovascularisation [120]. These 

results support the hypothesis that the P2X7 receptor is a key factor in the onset of 

diabetic retinopathy.  

It would therefore be interesting to further expand the data collection and include both 

diabetic patients without ocular complications and patients with diabetic retinopathy in 
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the analysis, in order to highlight possible different level of P2X7r expression in the 

different disease’s stage. 

- Compare the levels of sP2X7R in aqueous humour and vitreous humour with those 

in serum.  

This comparison was conducted in an attempt to compare the concetration of the P2X7r 

receptor in its aqueous or vitreous soluble form and in serum. However, no statistically 

significant correlation between local and systemic concentration was found in the 

analysis. This confirms that the eye is a site of immunological privilege. 

In conclusion, it is possible to extrapolate from this study intersting data that reflect a 

local and time-limited reality, but which could lay the foundations for further 

investigations. The presence of the soluble form of the P2X7 receptor in aqueous 

humour and vitreous humour was tested and confirmed, and the ELISA kit used proved 

to be a reliable tool. Due to the limited number of samples tested, it cannot be said that 

sP2X7R is a marker of ocular inflammation in general, but in our opinion still remain a 

field that deserves a deeper investigation.   
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ID DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO INTERVENTO DATA INTERVENTO MATERIALE PRELEVATO TOT materiale prelevato num di campioni PATOLOGIA PRINCIPALE ALTRE PATO OCULARI PATO SISTEMICHE P2X7r pg/ml II analisi [P2X7r] medie

A1 02/12/54 64 M OD FACO+IOL 27/03/19 Acqueo 0,1 ml 2 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare /

Diabete NID, 

ipercolesterolemia

A2 18/08/44 74 M OD FACO+IOL 27/03/19 Acqueo 0,1 ml 2 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare /

Epatite (HBV/HCV?), 

tifo, ipert.art., IPB

A3 13/12/60 58 M OS FACO+IOL 27/03/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml)

Cataratta sottocapsulare 

posteriore

Ciclite eterocromica di 

Fuchs /

A4 02/09/42 76 M OS ICCE+FS+VVPP 28/03/19 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml) Sublussazione cristallino

OS PEX, iridofacodonesi, 

scarsa midriasi, ipertono; 

OD ambliopia

BPCO, OSAS in CPAP, 

bioprotesi aortica, 

cardiopatia ischemica 

cronica, NSTEMI 2005 

PTC+BMS, NSTEMI 

2012 PTCA+DES, 

PTCA+stent ramo 

circonflesso medio‐

distale, ipert.art., IPB, 

IRC IIIA, iperuricemia

A5 22/02/63 56 M OS FACO+IOL 02/04/19 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml)

Cataratta corticonucleare e 

sottocapsulare posteriore scarsa midriasi ipert. art., tp ASA 20,11826

A6 18/10/63 55 M OS Rimozione PDMS 02/04/19 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml)

Esiti di DDR, PDMS pesante 

dalla CV Pseudofachia 23,40733

A7 06/09/51 67 M OS Vitrectomia 03/04/19 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml)

Emovitreo in retinopatia 

diabetica

retinopatia diabetica, 

trazione vitreo‐retinica 

inferiore, impianto 

Desametasone ivt in OO 

nel 2017, 

FACO+IOL+VVPP+PEELING 

MER+TAIOFTAL in OD 

5/2018 in OS 12/2018, tp 

Combigan coll OO 2 

vv/die

diabete ID, ipert.art., 

ritenzione urinaria, 

IPB in tp Omnic, tp 

ASA

A8 20/09/45 73 F OS FACO+IOL 04/04/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta nucleare

Glaucoma oo, tp Cosopt 

coll ipert.art. 4,562467

A9 27/06/30 88 F OS FACO+IOL 04/04/19 Acqueo 0,1 ml 2 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta ambroide

PEX OO, scarsa midriasi, 

iridotomie OO

ipert.art., tremore 

senile

A10 09/01/38 81 F OD FACO+IOL 04/04/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

guttae endoteliali e scarsa 

conta endoteliale

ipert.art., FA in tp 

coumadin 6,12129
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A11 09/12/46 72 M OS FACO+IOL 04/04/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta nucleare

Trabeculectomia OO ( 

circa 30 aa fa), glaucoma 

OO, non tp 

antiglaucomatosa in atto

fumatore, 

iperuricemia in tp 4,855588

A12 05/09/45 73 M OD FACO+IOL+VVPP+ 04/04/19 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta+pucker maculare

retinopatia diabetica, 

pregresso intervento 

FACO+IOL+VVPP+PEELING 

MER in OS  9/2018

DMID, pregresso IMA 

(2014) PTCA+STENT, 

TEA carotide dx, 

ipert.art., tp ASA, 

BPCO di grado 

moderato

A13 22/04/39 80 F OS FACO+IOL 10/04/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta nucleare

pregressa uveite OD, 

qualche gutta endoteliale, 

cornea verticillata da 

amiodarone

pacemaker, ipert.art., 

FA con bradi‐

tachicardia in tp 

Eliquis (NAO), artrite 

reumatoide

A14 21/12/72 46 F OD FACO+IOL 11/04/19 Acqueo 0,1 ml 2 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta nucleare

miopia elevata(‐20 D), 

monocola funzionale per 

ambliopia OS, in OD esiti 

di trattamento laser 

periferia inferiore / 9,765372

A15 01/11/37 82 F OD FACO+IOL 11/04/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta nucleare distrofia maculare

FA in tp TAO 

(coumadin), ipert.art., 

pregresso CA 

mammario asportato 

e in tp Tamoxifene 3,950411

A16 08/07/44 74 F OS FACO+IOL 11/04/19 Acqueo 0,1 ml 2 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta nucleare

Monocola funzionale 

(ambliopia OD),  

ipotiroidismo in tp, 

fumatrice 6,054463

A17 05/05/30 88 F OS FACO+IOL 11/04/19 Acqueo 0,1 ml 2 (x 0,05 ml)

Cataratta corticonucleare e 

sottocapsulare posteriore /

ipert.art., FA in tp 

NAO (Apixaban), 

decadimento 

cognitivo,ermia gastro‐

iatale 6,9523

A18 21/07/40 79 M OD FACO+IOL 10/09/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta in PEX PEX, scarsa midriasi

DMID, ipert. Art., tp 

ASA 6,12129 324,2988 165,21

A19 03/01/31 88 F OD Vitrectomia 10/09/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) IOL sub lussata PEX,  scarsa midriasi 5,661329 226,4818 116,0716

A20 01/12/47 71 F OD FACO+IOL 10/09/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta media midriasi ipert.art. tp ASA HCV+ 49,95423
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A21 27/03/40 69 M OD FACO+IOL 10/09/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta in glaucoma+ EMD EMD, glaucoma DMID, tp ASA 277,04715

A22 13/04/37 82 M OS FACO+IOL 26/09/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta

DMID pregresso IMA, 

BPCO, tp ASA 7,52952

A23 23/01/39 80 F OD FACO+IOL 26/09/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta

PEX, Atrofia orletto 

pupillare

A24 07/08/41 78 F OS FACO+IOL 26/09/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta

miopia, conta 

endoteliale<2000, 

monocolo funzionale FA in NAO 4,216871 20,70853 12,4627

A25 06/08/53 66 M OS FACO+IOL 26/09/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta 8,339797 9,834711 9,09

A26 06/05/48 71 M OD FACO+IOL 26/09/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta

plavix (tp ASA), ipert. 

Art. 14,19096

A27 25/12/37 81 F OD FACO+IOL 02/10/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta Esiti di MBL OD 63,90051

A28 20/12/31 87 F OS FACO+IOL 02/10/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta

HBV+, pm in 

coumadin 7,3085

A29 15/10/46 73 M OD Vitrectomia 15/10/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Foro maculare 7,685823 129,0907 68,38826

A30 13/02/74 45 M OS Vitrectomia 15/10/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Distacco di retina  DDR/cataratta 81,72063 122,3045 102,0126

A31 11/08/52 67 M OS FACO+IOL 06/11/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta OVP, Ozurdex 8,833663

A32 19/05/39 80 M OS FACO+IOL 06/11/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta miopia elevata  36,77348

A33 07/12/37 81 M OD FACO+IOL 20/11/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta

DMID, ipert. Art., tp 

ASA 5,219639

A34 12/08/50 69 F OD FACO+IOL 20/11/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta DMID + oha, tp asa 36,84541

A35 23/07/37 82 M OS FACO+IOL 26/11/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta

DMID, tp asa, tp 

ominic per IPB

A36 22/11/47 72 M OD FACO+IOL 26/11/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta PEX, scarsa midriasi

A37 23/10/40 79 M OS FACO+IOL 27/11/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta

DMNID, preg 

ima(ptca+stent), ipta, 

tp NAO, Ateromasia 

tsa 38,99443

A38 26/10/36 83 M OS FACO+IOL 27/11/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta

iridotomia, guttae in OD, 

media midriasi PM, tp NAO, ipta

A39 11/07/41 78 M OD FACO+IOL 27/11/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta

pregr tia, pregr ima, 

ipta, tp asa, 

cardiopatia ischemica, 

tp alfa litico 13,24029 19,05258 16,14644

A40 18/04/45 74 F OD FACO+IOL 27/11/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta ipta 10,68009 15,81643 13,24826

A41 27/03/36 83 M OD FACO+IOL 28/11/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta 52,75389

A42 01/12/44 74 M OD FACO+IOL 28/11/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta

DMID, Coumadin, sost 

valv aortica, Ipta, 

cardura 37,35612
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A43 29/08/34 85 F OD FACO+IOL 28/11/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta

Glaucoma, monocola, 

pregressa 

trabeculectomia DMID 9,18481 3,093247 6,139029

A44 21/06/43 76 M OS FACO+IOL 28/11/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x 0,05 ml) Cataratta IPTA 25,06091

A45 12/09/36 83 F OS FACO 03/12/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta Cataratta in dmle os

tp asa allergia 

penicilline 44,36212

A46 18/05/38 81 F OD FACO+IOL 04/12/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta

Distrofia endoteliale di 

Fuchs 11,38823

A47 11/09/78 41 M OS FACO+IOL 05/12/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta totale 23,7706

A48 20/05/35 84 M OD FACO+IOL 05/12/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta PEX, ca ipoprofonda

A49 07/03/42 77 F OS FACO+IOL 05/12/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta

ca ipoprofonda, scarsa 

midriasi tp asa

A50 25/12/38 80 F OD FACO+IOL 10/12/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta DMLE e glaucoma od 13,09409 16,84752 14,97081

A51 04/10/40 79 F OS FACO+IOL 10/12/19 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta

ipt art, esiti 

mastectomia 35,72396 32,01065 33,86731

A52 11/06/54 65 F OS FACO+IOL 09/01/20 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta

Retinopatia diabetica, 

media midriasi DMID, favismo

A53 17/06/50 69 M OD FACO+IOL 22/01/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta nucleare densa

PEX, distrofia maculare, 

scarsa  midriasi tp clopidogrel

A54 23/09/31 88 F OS FACO+IOL 22/01/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml)

Cataratta nucleare densa con 

riflessi ambroidi

distrofia maculare, 

angiosclerosi DMNID

A55 08/08/46 73 F OD FACO+IOL 24/01/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml)

Cataratta corticonucleare 

densa evoluta

Glaucoma, 

angiosclerosi,iridotomia

DMNID ipert. Arta. 

PM, clopidogrel

A56 14/11/65 54 F OD FACO+IOL 24/01/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml)

Cataratta nucleare e 

sottocapsulare posteriore 46,45323233

A57 28/04/41 78 F OS FACO+IOL 24/01/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

atrofia orletto, 

angiosclerosi 31,81802442

A58 12/10/37 82 F OS FACO+IOL 28/01/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

distrofia maculare oo, 

angiosclerosi

A59 27/07/58 61  F OD FACO+IOL 28/01/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta nucleare

Glaucoma oo , miope 

elevata, corioretinosi 

miopica  40,15172506

A60 08/03/42 77 M OS FACO+IOL 30/01/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml)

Cataratta corticonucleare 

sottocapsulare posteriore monocolo DMNID 72,36782492

A61 18/07/48 71 M OS FACO+IOL 30/01/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml)

Cataratta nucleare 

posteriore

Retinopatia diabetica, 

ipermetrope ipert. art., tp ASA 67,2295357

A62 17/07/40 79 F OD FACO+IOL 31/01/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare iridotomia OO ipert 44,41988866

A63 17/06/44 75 M OS FACO+IOL 31/01/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta nucleare angiosclerosi 70,99646881
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A64 03/03/58 61 F OS FACO+IOL 04/02/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml)

Cataratta nucleare e 

sottocapsulare posteriore

Glaucoma (tp Saflutan, 

Qualid ofta, 

Droptimol),Retinopatia 

diabetica, Edema 

maculare diabetico (tp 

con ivt)  DMNID

A65 22/04/47 72 F OS FACO+IOL 04/02/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

DMLE, Glaucoma in tp con 

Saflutan e timololo ipta, cardioasa

A66 13/07/56 63 M OD FACO+IOL 05/02/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

Cheratouveite erpetica 

recidivante,conta < 2000 DMNID, tp asa

A67 12/02/39 80 F OS FACO+IOL 05/02/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml)

Cataratta nucleare e 

posteriore PEX

A68 17/10/56 63 M OS Vitrectomia 18/02/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) PDMS  esiti di DDR 178,6917

A69 02/10/54 65 F OS FACO+IOL 18/02/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare tp asa 14,41937

A70 15/04/45 74 F OS FACO+IOL 18/02/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare  guttae

DMNID, tp asa, ipert. 

art.

A71 19/02/61 58 F OS FACO+IOL 21/02/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml)

Cataratta sottocapsulare 

posteriore miopia 13,3992

A72 14/01/43 77 M OS FACO+IOL 21/02/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta nucleare

scarsa midriasi, 

angiosclerosi

DMNID, ipert. art., tea 

carotidea, ptca+stent, 

tp asa 15,43996

A73 27/06/45 74 F OS FACO+IOL 21/02/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml)

Cataratta nucleare e 

sottocapsulare posteriore

Monocola (ambiopia OD), 

angiosclerosi 16,8014

A74 22/02/35 84 M OD FACO+IOL 21/02/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml)

Cataratta corticonucleare e 

sottocapsulare posteriore

angiosclerosi, scarsa 

midriasi tp omnic 14,75952

A75 25/03/42 77 M OS FACO+IOL 25/02/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta DMNID, tp omnic 13,3992

A76 26/06/38 82 F OD FACO+IOL 23/09/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta

DMNID ‐ non RD, 

ipert.art 70,22121939

A77 19/04/48 72 F OD FACO+IOL 23/09/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta complicata totale  RD trattata con PRP DMID, tp ASA 65,8612996

A78 30/04/05 73 M OS FACO+IOL 23/09/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta iniziale pucker maculare / 35,96707084

A79 17/12/55 64 M OD Rimozione PDMS 23/09/20 Acqueo 0,5 mL 2(x0,2 ml) + 1(x0,1 ml)PDMS in CV esiti di DDR

poliallergie (FANS), 

ipert.art. 9,887455351 205,9245015 107,906

A80 03/01/47 73 M OS FACO+IOL 24/09/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta

DMNID, tp OMNIC, 

ipert.art

A81 11/09/47 73 F OS VVP+peeling MER 24/09/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta+pucker maculare pucker maculare

MBL tratto con adrotp 

in OD

A82 04/12/49 77 F OS FACO+IOL 29/09/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta Non RD DMNID 66,545314

A83 11/12/51 68 M OD FACO+IOL 29/09/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta

RDNP ed EMD, scarsa 

conta endoteliale

DMID, ipert. art, 

ipertrofia ventr sn
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A84 22/05/55 65 F OS FACO+IOL 29/09/20 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta 

RDNP, non EMD, 

pregressa IVT Ozurdex DMNID 26,87295848

A85 06/04/46 74 M OS VVP+peeling MER 29/09/20 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Pucker maculare OS Pseudofachia

Ipert. art, tp 

Clopidogrel 74,09103186

A86 18/05/59 61 F OS VVP x DDR totale 01/10/20 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) DDR totale Pseudofachia 54,44646638

A87 04/08/49 71 F OS VVP+peeling MER 06/10/20 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml) Pucker maculare Pseudofachia / 29,04564537

A88 15/07/48 72 F OD FACO+IOL 06/10/20 Acqueo 0,05 mL 1(x0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare / ipert.art, diabete NID

A89 08/05/40 80 F OS FACO+IOL 08/10/20 Acqueo Cataratta corticonucleare /

ipert.art, diabete NID, 

ateromasia TSA 93,87692683

A90 06/08/46 74 F OD FACO+IOL 08/10/20 Acqueo Cataratta corticonucleare cornea guttata (Fuchs) tp ASA 48,51044508 24,85692889 36,68369

A91 29/03/33 87 M OD FACO+IOL 09/10/20 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml)

Cataratta corticonucleare 

avanzata /

Diabete NID, ipert.art, 

2 IMA, cardiopatia 

ischemica, ateromasia 

TSA

A92 02/10/35 85 M OS FACO+IOL 09/10/20 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare / diabete NID, tpASA 21,43574221

A93 13/03/40 80 M OD FACO+IOL 15/10/20 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare Glaucoma, scarsa midriasi

Diabete NID, 

ipert.art., IPB in tp, tp 

coumadin 47,80980376

A94 27/08/38 82 F OD FACO+IOL 15/10/20 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare glaucoma tp ASA

A95 19/03/43 77 M OS FACO+IOL 15/10/20 Acqueo Cataratta corticonucleare / tp ASA

A96 FACO+IOL Acqueo Cataratta corticonucleare

A97 FACO+IOL Acqueo Cataratta corticonucleare

A98 05/05/48 72 F OD FACO+IOL 20/10/20 Acqueo 0,15 ml 1 (x 0,15 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

Distacco di retina operato 

contestualmente / 10,05946948

A99 27/08/35 85 M OD FACO+IOL 27/10/20 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare glaucoma, scarsa midriasi

diabete ID, IPB in tp 

alfalitici, BPCO 67,91396488

A100 21/08/50 70 F OS FACO+IOL 09/10/20 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare /

diabete ID, ipert.art., 

lieve irc 55,28544387

A101 22/05/39 81 M OD FACO+IOL 09/10/20 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare CNV peripapillare

ipert.art., IPB in tp 

alfalitici, sndr 

depressiva 44,67624498

A102 07/08/53 67 M OS FACO+IOL 03/11/20 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

pucker maculare operato 

contestualmente

allergia tachipirina, 

ipert. art. tp ASA 7,965342

A103 07/09/47 73 M OD FACO+IOL 05/11/20 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta bianca glaucoma / 7,62612

A104 12/07/42 78 F OS FACO+IOL 05/11/20 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

pucker maculare non 

operato / 8,643926

A105 02/02/52 68 F OD FACO+IOL 05/11/20 Acqueo 0,2 ml 1 (x 0,2 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare miopia elevata / 97,42522914 14,41937 55,9223
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A106 07/02/61 59 M OS FACO+IOL 10/11/20 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

retinopatia diabetica con 

edema maculare  diabete NID, tp ASA 5,930702

A107 10/12/31 89 M OS FACO+IOL 10/12/20 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare /

Diabete ID, tp ASA, 

ipert.art., pucker 

maculare

A108 09/09/46 74 F OS FACO+IOL 10/12/20 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare glaucoma ipert.art., sndr ansiosa 10,68079

A109 18/05/29 91 M OS FACO+IOL 10/12/20 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

DMLE essudativa trattata 

con IVT antiVEGF tp ASA 24,1853117 12,71932 18,45232

A110 16/02/89 31 F OS FACO+IOL 10/12/20 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

retinopatia diabetica 

proliferante, laser 

trattamento PRP, edema 

maculare diabetico in tp 

IVT Ozurdex Diabete ID 12,03962

A111 M OD FACO+IOL 17/12/20 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare racidiva di DDR 41,03500642 13,05924 27,04712

A112 14/09/62 58 F OD FACO+IOL 28/12/20 Acqueo NON PRELEVATO NON PRELEVATO Glaucoma acuto facomorfico

sinechie iridolenticolari, 

glaukom fleken, ipertono /

A113 30/05/30 90 F OS FACO+IOL 05/01/21 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

cornea verticillata per 

cordarone tp cordarone, ipert.art 12,03962

A114 20/12/40 80 F OD FACO+IOL 05/01/21 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

DMLE essudativa trattata 

con IVT antiVEGF ipert.art. 10,68079

A115 12/05/75 45 F OS FACO+IOL 05/01/21 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare miopia elevata / 79,23717027 8,983288 44,11023

A116 29/01/68 53 F OS FACO+IOL 05/01/21 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

DDR operato 

contestualmente 66,35683671 10,68079 38,51881

A117 08/05/54 66 F OD FACO+IOL 07/01/21 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml)

Cataratta corticonucleare 

con riflessi ambroidi

retinopatia diabetica, 

laser trattamento PRPR, 

edema maculare 

diabetico in tp IVT, 

glaucoma diabete ID 5,930702

A118 08/03/59 61 M OS FACO+IOL 07/01/21 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare scarsa midriasi

diabete ID,ipert.art., 

tp ASA, stent cardiaci 14,88014

A119 27/03/40 80 F OS FACO+IOL 07/01/21 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

DMLE essudativa trattata 

con IVT antiVEGF HBV+ 12,12446

A120 10/11/46 74 M OS FACO+IOL 12/01/21 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare / tp ASA 9,700651
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A121 06/05/41 79 M OS FACO+IOL 12/01/21 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

guttae endoteliali (Fuchs), 

iridofacodonesi ipert.art. 10,05947

A122 09/05/54 66 F OS FACO+IOL 14/01/21 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare miopia elevata / 16,25899

A123 16/09/52 68 M OS FACO+IOL 14/01/21 Acqueo Cataratta corticonucleare

edema maculare 

diabetico, retinopatia 

diabetica, glaucoma, 

scarsa midriasi pregresso TIA, diabete 24,54638 11,43596 17,99117

A124 07/11/52 68 M OS FACO+IOL 19/01/21 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare scarsa midriasi Diabete NID, ipert.art

A125 21/01/48 72 F OS FACO+IOL 19/01/21 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare miopia elevata

ipert.art., ateromasia 

TSA 8,339797

A126 17/02/57 63 M OS FACO+IOL 21/01/21 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

miopia elevata, (pregresso 

DDR in occhio 

controlaterale) / 8,339797

A127 25/04/38 82 M OS FACO+IOL 26/01/21 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare scarsa midriasi Diabete NID, ipert.art. 18,32855

A128 09/03/37 83 M OS FACO+IOL 26/01/21 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare PEX, scarsa midriasi

ipert.art. IPB in tp 

Alfuzosina, tp ASA 12,81312

A129 20/08/56 64 F OS FACO+IOL 02/02/21 Acqueo 0,3 ml 2 (x 0,15 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare miopia elevata / 31,47132654 7,652225 19,56178

A130 22/04/46 74 F OS FACO+IOL 02/02/21 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare bassa  conta endoteliale

Diabete, ipert.art, tp 

ASA 8,683647

A131 27/09/54 66 M OS FACO+IOL 02/02/21 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare glaucoma, scarsa midriasi

IPB in tp amsulosina, 

ipert.art., tp ASA, 

bypass AC 21,7812

A132 17/03/47 73 M OS FACO+IOL 04/02/21 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare non retinopatia diabetica

diabete ID, 

ossigenoterapia 19,7091

A133 26/06/36 84 M OD FACO+IOL 04/02/21 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

glaucoma, DMLE 

(essudativa?), non segni di 

retinopatia diabetica Diabete ID 4,216871

A134 27/03/33 87 M OS FACO+IOL 09/02/21 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

DMLE essudativa trattata 

con IVT antiVEGF

diabete NID, ipert.art., 

FA, tp Eliquis, 

scompenso cardiaco 11,43596

A135 28/06/37 83 F OS FACO+IOL 09/02/21 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

glaucoma, tp 

ipotonizzante topica, 

pregresse iridotomie ipert.art., FA in tp 43,97969

A136 30/09/37 83 F OD FACO+IOL 09/02/21 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

DMLE essudativa trattata 

con IVT antiVEGF ipert.art. 12,12446

A137 05/10/46 74 M OS FACO+IOL 16/02/21 Acqueo 0,15 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) + 1(x 0,05  Cataratta corticonucleare scarsa midriasi Diabete NID 11,09177
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A138 28/11/35 85 M OS FACO+IOL 16/02/21 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare PEX, glaucoma, DMLE / 5,247038

A139 06/06/54 66 F OD FACO+IOL 16/02/21 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare miopia elevata / 7,3085

A140 FACO+IOL Acqueo Cataratta corticonucleare

A141 08/08/34 86 M OS FACO+IOL 23/02/21 Acqueo 0,25 ml 1 (x0,1 ml) + 1 (x 0,15  Cataratta corticonucleare

esiti di occlusione venosa 

centrale della retina Diabete NID, IRC 7,3085

A142 07/05/49 71 F OS FACO+IOL 23/02/21 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

edema maculare 

diabetico in tp Ozurdex 

IVT

diabete ID, PTCA 

cardiaco 9,371472 7,99599 8,683731

A143 01/11/39 82 M OD FACO+IOL 10/02/22 Acqueo Cataratta corticonucleare / tp ASA 7,965342566

A144 09/11/35 86 M OS FACO+IOL 10/02/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

scarsa midriasi, bassa 

conta endoteliale ipert.art., tp Eliquis 11,36011169

A145 05/09/40 81 F OS FACO+IOL 10/02/22 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare / / 8,643926015

A146 01/02/42 80 F OD FACO+IOL 10/02/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare scarsa midriasi ipert.art. 19,52652957

A147 05/01/47 75 M OS FACO+IOL 10/02/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare miopia elevata

tp clopidogrel, IPB in 

tp Omnic 11,36011169

A148 24/09/47 74 M OD FACO+IOL 10/02/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare / / 16,80140367

A149 20/10/53 68 F OD FACO+IOL 10/02/22 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare miopia elevata, glaucoma / 11,69984354

A150 23/04/48 73 M OD FACO+IOL 10/02/22 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare bassa  conta endoteliale

ipert.art., tp Xarelto, 

FA 21,91347513

A151 15/06/44 77 F OD FACO+IOL 10/02/22 Acqueo 0,2 ml 1 (x 0,2 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare / ipert.art. 5,252856109

A152 03/08/57 64 M OD FACO+IOL 10/02/22 Acqueo 0,6 ml  1 (x 0,6 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

pregresso DDR, olio di 

silicone in CV asportato 

contestualmente / 13,39919966

A153 17/01/38 84 M OD FACO+IOL 11/02/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml)

Cataratta corticonucleare 

evoluta ambroide bassa  conta endoteliale

CA orofaringeo, tp 

ASA 35,94062917

A154 13/06/35 86 F OD FACO+IOL 11/02/22 Acqueo 0,15 ml 1 (x 0,15 ml)

Cataratta corticonucleare 

evoluta / pacemaker 21,23125594

A155 14/06/40 81 M OS FACO+IOL 11/02/22 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare scarsa midriasi

diabete NID, IPB in tp 

Omnic, ipert.art. 6,608730172

A156 23/01/38 84 F OD FACO+IOL 11/02/22 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml)

Cataratta corticonucleare 

evoluta diabete NID; tp ASA 10,68078718

A157 02/03/44 77 F OD FACO+IOL 15/02/22 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

PEX, glaucoma, esiti di 

occlusione venosa retinica

favismo, sndr 

ansionsa in tp xanax 3,897719173

A158 24/04/50 71 M OD FACO+IOL 15/02/22 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

retinopatia diabetica con 

edema maculare in tp 

Ozurdex IVT, trattamento 

laser PRP

ipert.art, pregressa 

PCA, tp Xarelto 5,252856109
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A159 30/04/37 84 F OD FACO+IOL 16/02/22 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare retinopatia diabetica

diabete ID, 

ipert.art,cardiopatia 

ischemica, bypass AC, 

tp ASA e inhixa 24,30272402

A160 11/08/39 82 M OD FACO+IOL 16/02/22 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

glaucoma, bassa conta 

endoteliale

diabete NID, ipert.art., 

FA, tp pradaxa 12,03962183

A161 10/03/38 83 F OD FACO+IOL 16/02/22 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare bassa  conta endoteliale

ipert.art., embolia 

polmonare, TVP, tp 

xarelto, sndr 

depressiva in tp 3,897719173

A162 05/11/39 82 F OD FACO+IOL 17/02/22 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare ipert.art. 5,930700924

A163 12/11/48 73 F OD FACO+IOL 17/02/22 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare scarsa conta endoteliale ipert.art. 4,575195575

A164 07/02/47 75 M OS FACO+IOL 17/02/22 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare ipert.art. 8,304611171

A165 13/01/37 85 M OS FACO+IOL 17/02/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare glaucoma ipert.art., tp Xarelto

A166 16/08/49 72 F OS FACO+IOL 17/02/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare glaucoma 6,608730172

A167 30/07/42 79 M OS FACO+IOL 17/02/22 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare pterigio

ipert.art., tp 

Tamsulosina 23,61984606

A168 06/08/49 72 F OS FACO+IOL 17/02/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

iridotomia, ca 

ipoprofonda, pregressa 

OVBR ipert.art., tp ASA

A169 19/11/39 82 M OD FACO+IOL 23/02/22 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml)

Cataratta corticonucleare 

evoluta scarsa conta endoteliale 5,930700924

A170 23/11/73 78 F OD FACO+IOL 23/02/22 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare  scarsa conta endoteliale ipert. arteriosa in tp 3,897719173

A171 20/12/42 79 M OS FACO+IOL 23/02/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare /

ipert. arteriosa in tp, 

tp Asa 5,930700924

A172 26/11/62 59 M OD FACO+IOL 23/02/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare / / 5,930700924

A173 16/07/66 55 M OS FACO+IOL 23/02/22 Acqueo Cataratta corticonucleare

scarsa midriasi, ambliopia 

relativa in OS / 3,897719173

A174 25/01/39 83 F OD FACO+IOL 24/02/22 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare ipotalamia, iridotomia / 4,575195575

A175 07/03/51 70 F OS FACO+IOL 24/02/22 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare / / 5,591755472

A176 27/10/52 69 F OD FACO+IOL 24/02/22 Acqueo Cataratta corticonucleare

intervento per strabismo 

OD / 6,608730172

A177 25/04/58 63 F OS FACO+IOL 24/02/22 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare / / 4,914002816

A178 01/02/46 76 M OD FACO+IOL 24/02/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare / /

A179 03/05/59 62 F OS FACO+IOL 01/03/22 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

Miopia elevata, 

corioretinosi miopica allergia ASA 5,930700924
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A180 09/03/39 82 F OD FACO+IOL 01/03/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

glaucoma, tp AZARGA e 

GANFORT; distrofia EPR 

maculare

Diabete ID, tp ASA, 

ipert.art, vasculopatia 

AAII

A181 24/10/41 80 M OD FACO+IOL 01/03/22 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare leucomi corneali

tp TAMSULOSIN, tp 

ASA, ipert.art, 

pregressi PCA 3,897719173

A182 10/03/54 67 M OD FACO+IOL 01/03/22 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare / ipert.art, asma 5,252856109

A183 03/03/38 83 F OD FACO+IOL 01/03/22 Acqueo Cataratta corticonucleare / tp ASA 8,643926015

A184 20/07/41 80 M OS FACO+IOL 03/03/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

pterigio, iridotomia per ca 

ipoprofonda, bassa conta 

endoteliale

ipert.art, ateromasia 

TSA 12,03962183

A185 31/05/58 63 F OD FACO+IOL 03/03/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare / ipert.art, alleriga ASA 5,252856109

A186 24/05/33 88 M OD FACO+IOL 03/03/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare /

ipert.art., FA, tp 

coumadin, tp 

terazosina 10,00164817

A187 22/02/46 76 F OD FACO+IOL 03/03/22 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

glaucoma in tp Cosopt e 

Acamba coll, bassa conta 

endoteliale, distrofia epr 

maculare

ipert.art, tp ASA, 

exfumatore,  13,39919966

A188 19/01/45 77 M OD FACO+IOL 08/03/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

distrofia Fuchs (guttae 

endoteliali e bassa conta), 

scarsa midriasi

tp TAMSULOSIN, tp 

ASA 3,897719173

A189 13/03/54 67 F OD FACO+IOL 08/03/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

guttae endoteliali, 

sinechie iridolenticolari, 

distrofia maculare ipert.art. 8,643926015

A190 22/01/44 78 M OS FACO+IOL 08/03/22 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare scarsa midriasi tp Silodyx, tp ASA 10,00164817

A191 24/06/42 79 F OD FACO+IOL 08/03/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare /

Diabete iD, ipert.art, 

FA in NAO 7,286944002

A192 18/09/43 78 F OS FACO+IOL 08/03/22 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

distrofia Fuchs (guttae 

endoteliali e bassa conta)

ipert. art, allergia 

chinoloni, pregresso 

H.Zoster emivolto dx 5,930700924

A193 21/05/48 73 M OS FACO+IOL 09/03/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare glaucoma, scarsa midriasi / 9,3226945

A194 19/01/48 74 M OS FACO+IOL 09/03/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare miopia elevata ipert.art.  7,286944002

A195 15/12/43 78 F OD FACO+IOL 09/03/22 Acqueo 0,15 ml 1 (x 0,15 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare glaucoma diabete NID, tp ASA 6,269692484

A196 29/04/69 52 M OD FACO+IOL 09/03/22 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml)

Cataratta corticonucleare 

densa pregressa uveite

tp anticoagulante 

orale 3,559049975
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A197 26/11/38 83 F OS FACO+IOL 15/03/22 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare /

ipert. art., pregresse 

trombosi, embolie, 

aneurisma cerebrale, 

scompenso cardiaco, 

tp eliquis (NAO), 

pacemaker 11,02042624

A198 07/06/51 70 F OD FACO+IOL 15/03/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

guttae endotelieli e bassa 

conta (Fuchs?) fumatore, ipert. art. 5,930700924

A199 08/01/59 63 F OD FACO+IOL 15/03/22 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare distrofia EPR maculare / 3,897719173

A200 19/12/46 75 F OS FACO+IOL 15/03/22 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

glaucoma tp Azarga, 

drusen maculari 

ipert.art., FA in tp 

Xarelto (NAO), ex 

fumatore, 

microcitemia  4,914002816

A201 18/01/41 81 M OD FACO+IOL 15/03/22 Acqueo 0,3 ml 2 (x 0,15 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

diplopia verticale (paresi 

muscolare)

tachiFA in tp Lixiana 

(NAO), ipert.art., 

bronchite cronica 8,983287119

A202 07/06/44 77 M OD FACO+IOL 17/03/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare PEX ipert.art, diabete NID 14,07926765

A203 01/12/63 58 F OS FACO+IOL 24/03/22 Acqueo 0,2 ml 2 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare /

sndr depressiva in tp 

sertralina 8,983287119

A204 09/04/48 73 M OD FACO+IOL 24/03/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare pterigio OD

innesto aortico, 

ateromasia iliaca, Ca 

polmonare, tp ASA

A205 22/08/52 69 M OS FACO+IOL 24/03/22 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1 (x 0,1 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare /

ipert.art., pregresso 

IMA, tp ASA 14,75952189

A206 04/07/60 61 F OS FACO+IOL 24/03/22 Acqueo 0,2 ml 1 (x 0,2 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

Miopia elevata, 

corioretinosi miopica / 15,09971891

A207 24/07/45 76 F OD FACO+IOL 06/04/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare PEX / 5,252856109

A208 20/11/53 68 F OS FACO+IOL 06/04/22 Acqueo 0,15 ml 1 (x 0,15 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

miopia elevata, scarsa 

conta endoteliale / 8,643926015

A209 18/08/58 63 M OD FACO+IOL 26/04/22 Acqueo 0,05 ml 1 (x 0,05 ml) Cataratta corticonucleare

distacco di retina operato 

contestualmente / 12,03962183

A210 21/01/40 82 F OS FACO+IOL 06/05/22 Acqueo 0,1 ml 1(x 0,1 ml) cataratta nucleare

distacco di retina operato 

contestualmente, bassa 

conta endoteliale

splenectomia, stato 

ansioso 19,86738103
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C1 A1 Controllo 02/12/54 64 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare /

Diabete NID, 

ipercolesterole

mia

C2 A2 Controllo 18/08/44 74 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare /

Epatite 

(HBV/HCV?), 

tifo, ipert.art., 

IPB

C3 A5 Controllo 22/02/63 56 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare e 

sottocapsulare 

posteriore scarsa midriasi

ipert. art., tp 

ASA 20,11826

C4 A16 Controllo 08/07/44 74 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare e 

sottocapsulare 

posteriore

Monocola 

funzionale 

(ambliopia OD),  

ipotiroidismo in 

tp, fumatrice 6,054463
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C5 A17 Controllo 05/05/30 88 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare e 

sottocapsulare 

posteriore /

ipert.art., FA in 

tp NAO 

(Apixaban), 

decadimento 

cognitivo,ermia 

gastro‐iatale 6,9523 192,8109879

C6 A20 Controllo 01/12/47 71 F OD Cataratta media midriasi

ipert.art. tp ASA 

HCV+ 49,95423

C7 A22 Controllo 13/04/37 82 M OS Cataratta /

DMID pregresso 

IMA, BPCO, tp 

ASA 7,52952 244,6419

C8 A25 Controllo 06/08/53 66 M OS Cataratta / / 9,09 40,26004

C9 A26 Controllo 06/05/48 71 M OD Cataratta /

plavix (tp ASA), 

ipert. Art. 14,19096 67,095005

C10 A28 Controllo 20/12/31 87 F OS Cataratta /

HBV+, pm in 

coumadin 7,3085

C11 A29 Controllo 15/10/46 73 M OD Foro maculare / / 68,38826

C12 A33 Controllo 07/12/37 81 M OD Cataratta

DMID, ipert. 

Art., tp ASA 5,219639 89,224905
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C13 A34 Controllo 12/08/50 69 F OD Cataratta

DMID + oha, tp 

asa 36,84541 173,8561

C14 A35 Controllo 23/07/37 82 M OS Cataratta

DMID, tp asa, tp 

ominic per IPB 126,65744

C15 A37 Controllo 23/10/40 79 M OS Cataratta

DMNID, preg 

ima(ptca+stent), 

ipta, tp NAO, 

Ateromasia tsa 38,99443 201,3628

C16 A38 Controllo 26/10/36 83 M OS Cataratta

iridotomia, 

media midriasi

PM, tp NAO, 

ipta 123,0683

C17 A39 Controllo 11/07/41 78 M OD Cataratta

pregr tia, pregr 

ima, ipta, tp asa, 

cardiopatia 

ischemica, tp 

alfa litico 16,14644 99,640925

C18 A40 Controllo 18/04/45 74 F OD Cataratta ipta 13,24826 37,22281

C19 A41 Controllo 27/03/36 83 M OD Cataratta 52,75389 67,777825
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C20 A42 Controllo 01/12/44 74 M OD Cataratta

DMID, 

Coumadin, sost 

valv aortica, 

Ipta, cardura 37,35612 21,74928

C21 A44 Controllo 21/06/43 76 M OS Cataratta IPTA 25,06091 70,06812

C22 A47 Controllo 11/09/78 41 M OS Cataratta totale 23,7706 315,20115

C23 A49 Controllo 07/03/42 77 F OS Cataratta

ca ipoprofonda, 

scarsa midriasi tp asa 40,69356

C24 A51 Controllo 04/10/40 79 F OS Cataratta

ipt art, esiti 

mastectomia 33,8673 15,4414888

C25 A56 Controllo 14/11/65 54 F OD

Cataratta 

nucleare e 

sottocapsulare 

posteriore 46,45323233 86,841035

C26 A57 Controllo 28/04/41 78 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

atrofia orletto, 

angiosclerosi 31,81802442 131,291935
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C27 A60 Controllo 08/03/42 77 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare 

sottocapsulare 

posteriore monocolo DMNID 72,36782492 125,84319

C28 A62 Controllo 17/07/40 79 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare iridotomia OO ipert 44,41988866 93,96401

C29 A63 Controllo 17/06/44 75 M OS

Cataratta 

nucleare angiosclerosi 70,99646881 133,33802

C30 A69 Controllo 02/10/54 65 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare tp asa 14,41937 70,1386

C31 A72 Controllo 14/01/43 77 M OS

Cataratta 

nucleare

scarsa midriasi, 

angiosclerosi

DMNID, ipert. 

art., tea 

carotidea, 

ptca+stent, tp 

asa 15,43996 196,9584

C32 A73 Controllo 27/06/45 74 F OS

Cataratta 

nucleare e 

sottocapsulare 

posteriore

Monocola 

(ambiopia OD), 

angiosclerosi 16,8014 86,619525
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C33 A74 Controllo 22/02/35 84 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare e 

sottocapsulare 

posteriore

angiosclerosi, 

scarsa midriasi tp omnic 14,75952 162,0301

C34 A75 Controllo 25/03/42 77 M OS Cataratta

DMNID, tp 

omnic 13,3992 96,487025

C35 A76 Controllo 26/06/38 82 F OD Cataratta

DMNID ‐ non 

RD, ipert.art 70,22121939

C36 A80 Controllo 03/01/47 73 M OS Cataratta

DMNID, tp 

OMNIC, ipert.art 202,7317064

C37 A82 Controllo 04/12/49 77 F OS Cataratta DMNID 66,545314 127,8829993

C38 A88 Controllo 15/07/48 72 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare /

ipert.art, 

diabete NID 60,61188796

C39 A89 Controllo 08/05/40 80 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare /

ipert.art, 

diabete NID, 

ateromasia TSA 93,87692683 85,19055419
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C40 A91 Controllo 29/03/33 87 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare 

avanzata /

Diabete NID, 

ipert.art, 2 IMA, 

cardiopatia 

ischemica, 

ateromasia TSA 116,8145664

C41 A92 Controllo 02/10/35 85 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare /

diabete NID, 

tpASA 21,43574221 177,7122458

C42 A95 Controllo 19/03/43 77 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare / tp ASA 124,6481097

C43 A100 Controllo 21/08/50 70 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare /

diabete ID, 

ipert.art., lieve 

irc 55,28544387 141,6538571

C44 A107 Controllo 10/12/31 89 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare /

Diabete ID, tp 

ASA, ipert.art., 

pucker maculare 92,97992774
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C45 A118 Controllo 08/03/59 61 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare scarsa midriasi

diabete 

ID,ipert.art., tp 

ASA, stent 

cardiaci 14,88014 102,3276389

C46 A120 Controllo 10/11/46 74 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare / tp ASA 9,700651

C47 A124 Controllo 07/11/52 68 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare scarsa midriasi

Diabete NID, 

ipert.art 231,1972104

C48 A127 Controllo 25/04/38 82 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare scarsa midriasi

Diabete NID, 

ipert.art. 18,32855 231,1972104

C49 A132 Controllo 17/03/47 73 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

diabete ID, 

ossigenoterapia 19,7091 220,5972652

C50 A137 Controllo 05/10/46 74 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare scarsa midriasi Diabete NID 11,09177 98,66647418

C51 A143 Controllo 01/11/39 82 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare / tp ASA 7,965342566 47,6362994

C52 A145 Controllo 05/09/40 81 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare / / 8,643926015

C53 A146 Controllo 01/02/42 80 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare scarsa midriasi ipert.art. 19,52652957 91,07041798
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C54 A148 Controllo 24/09/47 74 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare / / 16,80140367 36,88144244

C55 A151 Controllo 15/06/44 77 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare / ipert.art. 5,252856109 45,27877296

C56 A154 Controllo 13/06/35 86 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare 

evoluta / pacemaker 21,23125594 40,57196963

C57 A155 Controllo 14/06/40 81 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare scarsa midriasi

diabete NID, IPB 

in tp Omnic, 

ipert.art. 6,608730172 58,27949832

C58 A156 Controllo 23/01/38 84 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare 

evoluta

diabete NID; tp 

ASA 10,68078718 37,88728245

C59 A162 Controllo 05/11/39 82 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare ipert.art. 5,930700924 52,86638222

C60 A164 Controllo 07/02/47 75 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare ipert.art. 8,304611171 69,83121256

C61 A167 Controllo 30/07/42 79 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare pterigio

ipert.art., tp 

Tamsulosina 23,61984606 123,5406153
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C62 A168 Controllo 06/08/49 72 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

iridotomia, ca 

ipoprofonda, 

pregressa OVBR ipert.art., tp ASA 70,00159058

C63 A171 Controllo 20/12/42 79 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare /

ipert. arteriosa 

in tp, tp Asa 5,930700924 46,12043015

C64 A172 Controllo 26/11/62 59 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare / / 5,930700924 66,59679451

C65 A173 Controllo 16/07/66 55 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

scarsa midriasi, 

ambliopia 

relativa in OS / 3,897719173 45,44707629

C66 A174 Controllo 25/01/39 83 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

ipotalamia, 

iridotomia / 4,575195575 88,83299799

C67 A175 Controllo 07/03/51 70 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare / / 5,591755472 34,53642325

C68 A176 Controllo 27/10/52 69 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

intervento per 

strabismo OD / 6,608730172 37,38429998

C69 A177 Controllo 25/04/58 63 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare / / 4,914002816 23,68417903
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C70 A178 Controllo 01/02/46 76 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare / / 70,34239037

C71 A181 Controllo 24/10/41 80 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare leucomi corneali

tp TAMSULOSIN, 

tp ASA, ipert.art, 

pregressi PCA 3,897719173 59,12661943

C72 A182 Controllo 10/03/54 67 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare / ipert.art, asma 5,252856109 127,5719207

C73 A183 Controllo 03/03/38 83 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare / tp ASA 8,643926015 30,52268895

C74 A184 Controllo 20/07/41 80 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

pterigio, 

iridotomia per ca 

ipoprofonda, 

bassa conta 

endoteliale

ipert.art, 

ateromasia TSA 12,03962183 131,611646

C75 A185 Controllo 31/05/58 63 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare /

ipert.art, alleriga 

ASA 5,252856109 36,71385102
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NUM ID CONTROLL DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE [P2X7r] pg/ml

 SIERO[P2X7r] 

pg/ml

C76 A186 Controllo 24/05/33 88 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare /

ipert.art., FA, tp 

coumadin, tp 

terazosina 10,00164817 41,24369881

C77 A190 Controllo 22/01/44 78 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare scarsa midriasi

tp Silodyx, tp 

ASA 10,00164817 63,14354774

C78 A191 Controllo 24/06/42 79 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare /

Diabete iD, 

ipert.art, FA in 

NAO 7,286944002 86,76603567

C79 A197 Controllo 26/11/38 83 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare /

ipert. art., 

pregresse 

trombosi, 

embolie, 

aneurisma 

cerebrale, 

scompenso 

cardiaco, tp 

eliquis (NAO), 

pacemaker 11,02042624 56,72059158
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NUM ID CONTROLL DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE [P2X7r] pg/ml

 SIERO[P2X7r] 

pg/ml

C80 A201 Controllo 18/01/41 81 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

diplopia verticale 

(paresi 

muscolare)

tachiFA in tp 

Lixiana (NAO), 

ipert.art., 

bronchite 

cronica 8,983287119 118,0789499

C81 A203 Controllo 01/12/63 58 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare /

sndr depressiva 

in tp sertralina 8,983287119 71,72047674

C82 A204 Controllo 09/04/48 73 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare pterigio OD

innesto aortico, 

ateromasia 

iliaca, Ca 

polmonare, tp 

ASA 73,15141275

C83 A205 Controllo 22/08/52 69 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare /

ipert.art., 

pregresso IMA, 

tp ASA 14,75952189 111,584003
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NUM ID CONTROLL DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO

PATOLOGIA 
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ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE [P2X7r] pg/ml

 SIERO[P2X7r] 

pg/ml

P1 A4 PEX 02/09/42 76 M OS

Sublussazione 

cristallino

PEX, 

iridofacodonesi, 

scarsa midriasi, 

ipertono; OD 

ambliopia

BPCO, OSAS in 

CPAP, bioprotesi 

aortica, 

cardiopatia 

ischemica 

cronica, NSTEMI 

2005 PTC+BMS, 

NSTEMI 2012 

PTCA+DES, 

PTCA+stent 

ramo 

circonflesso 

medio‐distale, 

ipert.art., IPB, 

IRC IIIA, 

iperuricemia

P2 A9 PEX 27/06/30 88 F OS

Cataratta 

ambroide

PEX OO, scarsa 

midriasi, 

iridotomie OO

ipert.art., 

tremore senile
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NUM ID CONTROLL DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE [P2X7r] pg/ml

 SIERO[P2X7r] 

pg/ml

P3 A18 PEX 21/07/40 79 M OD Cataratta in PEX

PEX, scarsa 

midriasi

DMID, ipert. 

Art., tp ASA 165,21 166,8218

P4 A19 PEX 03/01/31 88 F OD IOL sub lussata

PEX,  scarsa 

midriasi 116,072 131,3557

P5 A23 PEX 23/01/39 80 F OD Cataratta

PEX, Atrofia 

orletto pupillare 129,484

P6 A36 PEX 22/11/47 72 M OD Cataratta

PEX, scarsa 

midriasi 144,0371

P7 A48 PEX 20/05/35 84 M OD Cataratta

PEX, ca 

ipoprofonda 5,721301

P8 A53 PEX 17/06/50 69 M OD

Cataratta 

nucleare densa

PEX, distrofia 

maculare, scarsa  

midriasi tp clopidogrel 138,40395

P9 A67 PEX 12/02/39 80 F OS

Cataratta 

nucleare e 

posteriore PEX 42,89123

P10 A128 PEX 09/03/37 83 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

PEX, scarsa 

midriasi

ipert.art. IPB in 

tp Alfuzosina, tp 

ASA 12,81312 43,46110109
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NUM ID CONTROLL DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE [P2X7r] pg/ml

 SIERO[P2X7r] 

pg/ml

P11 A138 PEX 28/11/35 85 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

PEX, glaucoma, 

DMLE / 5,247038 10,67917749

P12 A157 PEX 02/03/44 77 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

PEX, glaucoma, 

esiti di occlusione 

venosa retinica

favismo, sndr 

ansionsa in tp 

xanax 3,897719173 68,46871264

P13 A202 PEX 07/06/44 77 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare PEX

ipert.art, 

diabete NID 14,07926765 155,7753622

P14 A207 PEX 24/07/45 76 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare PEX / 5,252856109 99,33919378

G1 A8 Glaucoma 20/09/45 73 F OS

Cataratta 

nucleare

Glaucoma oo, tp 

Cosopt coll ipert.art. 4,562467

G2 A11 Glaucoma 09/12/46 72 M OS

Cataratta 

nucleare

glaucoma OO, 

non tp 

antiglaucomatos

a in atto, 

pregressa 

trabeculectomia 

OO

fumatore, 

iperuricemia in 

tp 4,855588
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NUM ID CONTROLL DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE [P2X7r] pg/ml

 SIERO[P2X7r] 

pg/ml

G3 A43 Glaucoma 29/08/34 85 F OD Cataratta

Glaucoma, 

monocola, 

pregressa 

trabeculectomia DMID 6,139029 34,50804

G4 A55 Glaucoma 08/08/46 73 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare 

densa evoluta

Glaucoma, 

angiosclerosi,irid

otomia

DMNID ipert. 

Arta. PM, 

clopidogrel 71,47639

G5 A59 Glaucoma 27/07/58 61  F OD

Cataratta 

nucleare

Glaucoma oo , 

miope elevata, 

corioretinosi 

miopica  40,15172506 50,983325
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NUM ID CONTROLL DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE [P2X7r] pg/ml

 SIERO[P2X7r] 

pg/ml

G6 A64 Glaucoma 03/03/58 61 F OS

Cataratta 

nucleare e 

sottocapsulare 

posteriore

Glaucoma (tp 

Saflutan, Qualid 

ofta, 

Droptimol),Retin

opatia diabetica, 

Edema maculare 

diabetico (tp con 

ivt)  DMNID 56,41976

G7 A93 Glaucoma 13/03/40 80 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

Glaucoma, scarsa 

midriasi

Diabete NID, 

ipert.art., IPB in 

tp, tp coumadin 47,80980376 172,338097

G8 A94 Glaucoma 27/08/38 82 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare glaucoma tp ASA 104,5904291

G9 A99 Glaucoma 27/08/35 85 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

glaucoma, scarsa 

midriasi

diabete ID, IPB 

in tp alfalitici, 

BPCO 67,91396488 976,81983

G10 A103 Glaucoma 07/09/47 73 M OD Cataratta bianca glaucoma / 7,62612 77,59736381
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NUM ID CONTROLL DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE [P2X7r] pg/ml

 SIERO[P2X7r] 

pg/ml

G11 A108 Glaucoma 09/09/46 74 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare glaucoma

ipert.art., sndr 

ansiosa 10,68079

G12 A131 Glaucoma 27/09/54 66 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

glaucoma, scarsa 

midriasi

IPB in tp 

amsulosina, 

ipert.art., tp 

ASA, bypass AC 21,7812 100,4965145

G13 A133 Glaucoma 26/06/36 84 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

glaucoma, DMLE 

(essudativa?), 

non segni di 

retinopatia 

diabetica Diabete ID 4,216871 41,06545892

G14 A135 Glaucoma 28/06/37 83 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

glaucoma, tp 

ipotonizzante 

topica, pregresse 

iridotomie

ipert.art., FA in 

tp 43,97969 73,76358179

G15 A160 Glaucoma 11/08/39 82 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

glaucoma, bassa 

conta endoteliale

diabete NID, 

ipert.art., FA, tp 

pradaxa 12,03962183 72,55901215
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NUM ID CONTROLL DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE [P2X7r] pg/ml

 SIERO[P2X7r] 

pg/ml

G16 A165 Glaucoma 13/01/37 85 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare glaucoma

ipert.art., tp 

Xarelto 75,11972593

G17 A166 Glaucoma 16/08/49 72 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare glaucoma 6,608730172 52,52854669

G18 A180 Glaucoma 09/03/39 82 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

glaucoma, tp 

AZARGA e 

GANFORT; 

distrofia EPR 

maculare

Diabete ID, tp 

ASA, ipert.art, 

vasculopatia 

AAII 85,05236432

G19 A187 Glaucoma 22/02/46 76 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

glaucoma in tp 

Cosopt e Acamba 

coll, bassa conta 

endoteliale, 

distrofia epr 

maculare

ipert.art, tp ASA, 

exfumatore,  13,39919966 44,10104274

G20 A193 Glaucoma 21/05/48 73 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

glaucoma, scarsa 

midriasi / 9,3226945 54,93791377

G21 A195 Glaucoma 15/12/43 78 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare glaucoma

diabete NID, tp 

ASA 6,269692484 66,00087178
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PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE [P2X7r] pg/ml

 SIERO[P2X7r] 

pg/ml

G22 A200 Glaucoma 19/12/46 75 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

glaucoma tp 

Azarga, drusen 

maculari 

ipert.art., FA in 

tp Xarelto 

(NAO), ex 

fumatore, 

microcitemia  4,914002816 97,54105928

D1 A7 RDP 06/09/51 67 M OS

Emovitreo in 

retinopatia 

diabetica

retinopatia 

diabetica, 

trazione vitreo‐

retinica inferiore, 

impianto 

Desametasone 

ivt in OO nel 

2017, 

FACO+IOL+VVPP

+PEELING 

MER+TAIOFTAL 

in OD 5/2018 in 

OS 12/2018, tp 

Combigan coll 

OO 2 vv/die

diabete ID, 

ipert.art., 

ritenzione 

urinaria, IPB in 

tp Omnic, tp 

ASA
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D2 A12 RDP 05/09/45 73 M OD

Cataratta+pucker 

maculare

retinopatia 

diabetica, 

pregresso 

intervento 

FACO+IOL+VVPP

+PEELING MER in 

OS  9/2018

DMID, 

pregresso IMA, 

PTCA+STENT, 

TEA carotide dx, 

ipert.art., tp 

ASA, BPCO di 

grado moderato

D3 A21 RDP 27/03/40 69 M OD Cataratta in EMD EMD, glaucoma DMID, tp ASA 277,04715

D4 A52 RDP 11/06/54 65 F OS Cataratta

Retinopatia 

diabetica, media 

midriasi DMID, favismo 60,155155

D5 A61 RDP 18/07/48 71 M OS

Cataratta 

nucleare 

posteriore

Retinopatia 

diabetica, 

ipermetrope

ipert. art., tp 

ASA 67,2295357 74,11609

D6 A77 RDP 19/04/48 72 F OD

Cataratta 

complicata totale 

RD trattata con 

PRP DMID, tp ASA 65,8612996
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D7 A83 RDP 11/12/51 68 M OD Cataratta

RDNP ed EMD, 

scarsa conta 

endoteliale

DMID, ipert. art, 

ipertrofia ventr 

sn 703,6069652

D8 A84 RDP 22/05/55 65 F OS Cataratta 

RDNP, non EMD, 

pregressa IVT 

Ozurdex DMNID 26,87295848 148,0314036

D9 A106 RDP 07/02/61 59 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

retinopatia 

diabetica con 

edema maculare 

diabete NID, tp 

ASA 5,930702 136,9159181

D10 A110 RDP 16/02/89 31 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

retinopatia 

diabetica 

proliferante, 

laser trattamento 

PRP, edema 

maculare 

diabetico in tp 

IVT Ozurdex Diabete ID 12,03962 131,7746662
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D11 A117 RDP 08/05/54 66 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare 

con riflessi 

ambroidi

retinopatia 

diabetica, laser 

trattamento 

PRPR, edema 

maculare 

diabetico in tp 

IVT, glaucoma diabete ID 5,930702 105,3819275

D12 A123 RDP 16/09/52 68 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

edema maculare 

diabetico, 

retinopatia 

diabetica, 

glaucoma, scarsa 

midriasi

pregresso TIA, 

diabete 17,99117 208,3485156

D13 A142 RDP 07/05/49 71 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

edema maculare 

diabetico in tp 

Ozurdex IVT

diabete ID, PTCA 

cardiaco 8,683731 75,57899579
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D14 A158 RDP 24/04/50 71 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

retinopatia 

diabetica con 

edema maculare 

in tp Ozurdex 

IVT, trattamento 

laser PRP

ipert.art, 

pregressa PCA, 

tp Xarelto 5,252856109 51,34656941

D15 A159 RDP 30/04/37 84 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

retinopatia 

diabetica

diabete ID, 

ipert.art,cardiop

atia ischemica, 

bypass AC, tp 

ASA e inhixa 24,30272402 46,6255932

R1 A6 DDRR 18/10/63 55 M OS

Esiti di DDR, 

PDMS pesante 

dalla CV Pseudofachia 23,40733

R2 A30 DDRR 13/02/74 45 M OS Distacco di retina  DDR/cataratta 102,0126

R3 A68 DDRR 17/10/56 63 M OS

Esiti di DDR, 

PDMS pesante 

dalla CV

PDMS in camera 

vitrea 178,6917 237,04515
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R4 A86 DDRR 18/05/59 61 F OS DDR totale Pseudofachia 54,44646638

R5 A79 DDRR 17/12/55 64 M OD

Esiti di DDR, 

PDMS pesante 

dalla CV

PDMS in camera 

vitrea

poliallergie 

(FANS), ipert.art. 107,906 126,0338225

R6 A98 DDRR 05/05/48 72 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

Distacco di retina 

operato 

contestualmente / 10,05946948 131,2634

R7 A111 DDRR M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare racidiva di DDR 27,04712 39,86832073

R8 A116 DDRR 29/01/68 53 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

DDR operato 

contestualmente 38,51881 95,21268258

R9 A152 DDRR 03/08/57 64 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

pregresso DDR, 

olio di silicone in 

CV asportato 

contestualmente 13,39919966
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R10 A209 DDRR 18/08/58 63 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

distacco di retina 

operato 

contestualmente / 12,03962183

R11 A210 DDRR 21/01/40 82 F OS

cataratta 

nucleare

distacco di retina 

operato 

contestualmente, 

bassa conta 

endoteliale

splenectomia, 

stato ansioso 19,86738103

M1 A14 M 21/12/72 46 F OD

Cataratta 

nucleare

miopia elevata(‐

20 D), monocola 

funzionale per 

ambliopia OS, in 

OD esiti di 

trattamento laser 

periferia 

inferiore / 9,765372
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M2 A24 M 07/08/41 78 F OS Cataratta

miopia, conta 

endoteliale<2000

, monocolo 

funzionale FA in NAO 12,4627

M3 A32 M 19/05/39 80 M OS Cataratta miopia elevata  36,77348 104,7874

M4 A71 M 19/02/61 58 F OS

Cataratta 

sottocapsulare 

posteriore miopia 13,3992 174,0952

M5 A105 M 02/02/52 68 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare miopia elevata / 55,9223 76,58801632

M6 A115 M 12/05/75 45 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare miopia elevata / 44,11023 123,7715186

M7 A122 M 09/05/54 66 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare miopia elevata / 16,25899 23,94971233

M8 A125 M 21/01/48 72 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare miopia elevata

ipert.art., 

ateromasia TSA 8,339797 115,7891959

M9 A126 M 17/02/57 63 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

miopia elevata, 

(pregresso DDR 

in occhio 

controlaterale) / 8,339797
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M10 A129 M 20/08/56 64 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare miopia elevata / 19,56178 127,4626814

M11 A139 M 06/06/54 66 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare miopia elevata / 7,3085 61,68773255

M12 A147 M 05/01/47 75 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare miopia elevata

tp clopidogrel, 

IPB in tp Omnic 11,36011169 25,34999077

M13 A149 M 20/10/53 68 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

miopia elevata, 

glaucoma / 11,69984354 91,07041798

M14 A179 M 03/05/59 62 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

Miopia elevata, 

corioretinosi 

miopica allergia ASA 5,930700924 35,70859357

M15 A194 M 19/01/48 74 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare miopia elevata ipert.art.  7,286944002 87,84247722

M16 A206 M 04/07/60 61 F Cataratta c

Miopia elevata, 

corioretinosi 

miopica / 15,09971891 47,10173421

M17 A208 M 20/11/53 68 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

miopia elevata, 

scarsa conta 

endoteliale 8,643926015 42,83266197
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E1 A10 E 09/01/38 81 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

guttae endoteliali 

e scarsa conta 

endoteliale

ipert.art., FA in 

tp coumadin 6,12129

E2 A46 E 18/05/38 81 F OD Cataratta

Distrofia 

endoteliale di 

Fuchs 11,38823 45,44748

E3 A70 E 15/04/45 74 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare  guttae

DMNID, tp asa, 

ipert. art. 93,88194

E4 A90 E 06/08/46 74 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

cornea guttata 

(Fuchs) tp ASA 36,6869 116,8145664

E5 A121 E 06/05/41 79 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

guttae endoteliali 

(Fuchs), 

iridofacodonesi ipert.art. 10,05947 91,55992107

E6 A130 E 22/04/46 74 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

bassa  conta 

endoteliale

Diabete, 

ipert.art, tp ASA 8,683647 56,26877526
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NUM ID CONTROLL DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE [P2X7r] pg/ml

 SIERO[P2X7r] 

pg/ml

E7 A144 E 09/11/35 86 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

scarsa midriasi, 

bassa conta 

endoteliale

ipert.art., tp 

Eliquis 11,36011169 57,60205925

E8 A150 E 23/04/48 73 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

bassa  conta 

endoteliale

ipert.art., tp 

Xarelto, FA 21,91347513 77,51270702

E9 A153 E 17/01/38 84 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare 

evoluta ambroide

bassa  conta 

endoteliale

CA orofaringeo, 

tp ASA 35,94062917 32,86306898

E10 A161 E 10/03/38 83 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

bassa  conta 

endoteliale

ipert.art., 

embolia 

polmonare, TVP, 

tp xarelto, sndr 

depressiva in tp 3,897719173

E11 A163 E 12/11/48 73 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

scarsa conta 

endoteliale ipert.art. 4,575195575 57,43273525

E12 A169 E 19/11/39 82 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare 

evoluta

scarsa conta 

endoteliale 5,930700924 66,93701261
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NUM ID CONTROLL DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE [P2X7r] pg/ml

 SIERO[P2X7r] 

pg/ml

E13 A170 E 23/11/73 78 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare 

scarsa conta 

endoteliale

ipert. arteriosa 

in tp 3,897719173 69,3201659

E14 A188 E 19/01/45 77 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

distrofia Fuchs 

(guttae 

endoteliali e 

bassa conta), 

scarsa midriasi

tp TAMSULOSIN, 

tp ASA 3,897719173 31,82116011

E15 A189 E 13/03/54 67 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

guttae 

endoteliali, 

sinechie 

iridolenticolari, 

distrofia 

maculare ipert.art. 8,643926015 74,5827634

E16 A192 E 18/09/43 78 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

distrofia Fuchs 

(guttae 

endoteliali e 

bassa conta)

ipert. art, 

allergia 

chinoloni, 

pregresso 

H.Zoster 

emivolto dx 5,930700924 19,4180034
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NUM ID CONTROLL DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE [P2X7r] pg/ml

 SIERO[P2X7r] 

pg/ml

E17 A198 E 07/06/51 70 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

guttae endotelieli 

e bassa conta 

(Fuchs?)

fumatore, ipert. 

art. 5,930700924 69,57484936

Am1 A15 AMD 01/11/37 82 F OD

Cataratta 

nucleare

distrofia 

maculare

FA in tp TAO 

(coumadin), 

ipert.art., 

pregresso CA 

mammario 

asportato e in tp 

Tamoxifene 3,950411

Am2 A45 AMD 12/09/36 83 F OS Cataratta

Cataratta in dmle 

os

tp asa allergia 

penicilline 44,36212 55,25615

Am3 A50 AMD 25/12/38 80 F OD Cataratta

DMLE e 

glaucoma od 14,97081 23,418005

Am4 A54 AMD 23/09/31 88 F OS

Cataratta 

nucleare densa 

con riflessi 

ambroidi

distrofia 

maculare, 

angiosclerosi DMNID 87,472195
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NUM ID CONTROLL DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE [P2X7r] pg/ml

 SIERO[P2X7r] 

pg/ml

Am5 A58 AMD 12/10/37 82 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

distrofia 

maculare oo, 

angiosclerosi 26,45273

Am6 A65 AMD 22/04/47 72 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

DMLE, Glaucoma 

in tp con Saflutan 

e timololo ipta, cardioasa 56,354235

Am7 A101 AMD 22/05/39 81 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare CNV peripapillare

ipert.art., IPB in 

tp alfalitici, sndr 

depressiva 44,67624498 184,0546641

Am8 A109 AMD 18/05/29 91 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

DMLE essudativa 

trattata con IVT 

antiVEGF tp ASA 18,45232 64,70232249

Am9 A114 AMD 20/12/40 80 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

DMLE essudativa 

trattata con IVT 

antiVEGF ipert.art. 10,68079 108,8471129
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NUM ID CONTROLL DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE [P2X7r] pg/ml

 SIERO[P2X7r] 

pg/ml

Am10 A119 AMD 27/03/40 80 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

DMLE essudativa 

trattata con IVT 

antiVEGF HBV+ 12,12446 76,58801632

Am11 A134 AMD 27/03/33 87 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

DMLE essudativa 

trattata con IVT 

antiVEGF

diabete NID, 

ipert.art., FA, tp 

Eliquis, 

scompenso 

cardiaco 11,43596 41,06545892

Am12 A136 AMD 30/09/37 83 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

DMLE essudativa 

trattata con IVT 

antiVEGF ipert.art. 12,12446 74,97374029

Am13 A199 AMD 08/01/59 63 F OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

distrofia EPR 

maculare / 3,897719173 31,46635564

Mp1 A78 MP 30/04/05 73 M OS

Cataratta 

complicata totale 

RD trattata con 

PRP DMID, tp ASA 65,8612996 388,4270993

Mp2 A81 MP 11/09/47 73 F OS

Cataratta+pucker 

maculare pucker maculare

MBL tratto con 

adrotp in OD 188,3480573
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PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE [P2X7r] pg/ml

 SIERO[P2X7r] 

pg/ml

Mp3 A85 MP 06/04/46 74 M OS

Pucker maculare 

OS Pseudofachia

Ipert. art, tp 

Clopidogrel 74,09103186 126,9581878

Mp4 A87 MP 04/08/49 71 F OS Pucker maculare Pseudofachia / 29,04564537 47,69610679

Mp5 A102 MP 07/08/53 67 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

pucker maculare 

operato 

contestualmente

allergia 

tachipirina, 

ipert. art. tp ASA 7,965342 68,72630275

Mp6 A104 MP 12/07/42 78 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

pucker maculare 

non operato / 8,643926 13,24972471

Ov1 A31 OVR 11/08/52 67 M OS Cataratta OVP, Ozurdex 8,833663 154,3553

Ov2 A141 OVR 08/08/34 86 M OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

esiti di occlusione 

venosa centrale 

della retina Diabete NID, IRC 7,3085 84,8743467

M1 A3 Uveite 13/12/60 58 M OS

Cataratta 

sottocapsulare 

posteriore

Ciclite 

eterocromica di 

Fuchs /
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NUM ID CONTROLL DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE [P2X7r] pg/ml

 SIERO[P2X7r] 

pg/ml

M2 A13 Uveite 22/04/39 80 F OS

Cataratta 

nucleare

pregressa uveite 

OD, qualche 

gutta endoteliale, 

cornea 

verticillata da 

amiodarone

pacemaker, 

ipert.art., FA con 

bradi‐

tachicardia in tp 

Eliquis (NAO), 

artrite 

reumatoide

M3 A27 MBL 25/12/37 81 F OD Cataratta Esiti di MBL OD 63,90051

M4 A66 Uveite 13/07/56 63 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

Cheratouveite 

erpetica 

recidivante,conta 

< 2000 DMNID, tp asa 101,259995

M5 A113 Chertopatia 30/05/30 90 F OS

Cataratta 

corticonucleare

cornea 

verticillata per 

cordarone

tp cordarone, 

ipert.art 12,03962 66,71366487

M6 A196 Uveite 29/04/69 52 M OD

Cataratta 

corticonucleare 

densa pregressa uveite

tp 

anticoagulante 

orale 3,559049975 126,3906117
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ID DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO INTERVENTO

DATA 

INTERVENTO MATERIALE PR

TOT materiale 

prelevato

num di 

campioni

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE

P2X7r 

pg/ml

II analisi 

[P2X7r] media

V1 02/12/41 77 M OS

Vitrectomia+pe

eling MER 27/03/19 Vitreo 0,6 ml 3 (x 0,2 ml)

Pucker 

maculare pseudofachia OS ipert.art. 4,949202

V2 20/07/42 76 M OD

Vitrectomia+en

dolaser+densiro

n 03/04/19 Vitreo 0,6 ml 3 (x 0,2 ml)

Distacco di 

retina

pseudofachia 

OO (2017), 

iniziale PVR 

superiore

ipert.art., 

prostatectomia 

(2017) in tp 

Bicalutamide 28,52198

V3 23/03/43 76 M OS

Vitrectomia+en

dolaser+densiro

n 11/04/19 Vitreo 0,8 ml 4 (x 0,2 ml)

Distacco di 

retina, macula 

OFF, rotture 

multiple inf, 

temp e nasali 

in periferia

pseudofachia 

OO (9 aa fa)

pregresso 

IMA+STENT 

(2011), tp ASA, 

DMNID 12,02505 198,539 105,282

V4 03/02/36 83 F OD Vitrectomia 02/10/19 Vitreo 0,5 ml 1 (x 0,5 ml)

Pucker 

maculare

tp ASA, Ipert. 

Art

V5 10/03/43 76 F OS Vitrectomia 08/10/19 Vitreo 0,5 ml 1 (x 0,5 ml)

Pucker 

maculare+ foro 

lamellare ticlopidina 7,986313 9,82101 8,903662

V6 11/03/49 70 M OD Vitrectomia 06/11/19 Vitreo 0,5 ml 1 (x 0,5 ml)

Pucker 

maculare 14,28002 16,78426 15,53214

V7 04/01/43 76 F OD

Vitrectomia+FA

CO 20/11/19 Vitreo 0,5 ml 1 (x 0,5 ml)

Pucker 

maculare

Cataratta CN 

operata 

contestualment

e ipert. Art 8,282802 11,55426 9,918531

V8 02/10/39 80 M OS Vitrectomia 27/11/19 Vitreo 0,5 ml 1 (x 0,5 ml)

Distacco di 

retina 94,7421 95,53115 95,13663
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ID DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO INTERVENTO

DATA 

INTERVENTO MATERIALE PR

TOT materiale 

prelevato

num di 

campioni

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE

P2X7r 

pg/ml

II analisi 

[P2X7r] media

V9 19/10/62 57 F OD

Vitrectomia+FA

CO 27/11/19 Vitreo 0,5 ml 1 (x 0,5 ml)

Pucker 

maculare+ foro 

lamellare cataratta

tiroidectomia 

totale, allergia: 

potassio 

bicromato, 

cafezolina 23,26482 24,61351 23,93917

V10 02/12/37 82 M OD Vitrectomia 28/01/20 Vitreo 0,5 ml 1 (x 0,5 ml)

Distacco di 

retina 20,91764

V11 22/01/49 71 F OD Vitrectomia 04/02/20 Vitreo 0,5 ml 1 (x 0,5 ml)

Distacco di 

retina 33,3787 31,12467 32,25168

V12 17/01/48 72 M OS Vitrectomia 05/02/20 Vitreo 0,5 ml 2 (x 0,5 ml)

Pucker in esiti 

di ddr pregresso DDR 59,51961 68,99106 64,25533

V13 06/04/46 74 M OS

VVP+peeling 

MER 29/09/20 Vitreo 0,6 ml 3 (x 0,2 ml)

Pucker 

maculare OS Pseudofachia

Ipert. art, tp 

Clopidogrel 89,80207 49,0337 69,41789

V14 28/11/44 75 F OD

VVP+peeling 

MER+FACO+IOL 29/09/20 Vitreo

Pucker 

maculare OD

Cataratta CN 

operata 

contestualment

e 69,16676 84,67285 76,9198

V15 20/06/39 81 M OD

VVP+peeling 

MER+FACO+IOL 30/09/20 Vitreo 0,2 ML 1 (x 0,2 ml)

Pucker 

maculare OD

Cataratta CN 

operata 

contestualment

e 23,16345

V16 18/05/59 61 F OS Vitrectomia 01/10/20 Vitreo 0,4 ml 2 (x 0,2 ml) DDR totale Pseudofachia 75,32348 212,0329 143,6782

V17 02/10/35 85 M OS FACO+IOL 09/10/20 Vitreo

Pucker 

maculare

Cataratta 

operata 

contestualment

e

Diabete NID, tp 

ASA 42,76113 98,13544 70,44829
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DATA 

INTERVENTO MATERIALE PR

TOT materiale 

prelevato

num di 

campioni

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE

P2X7r 

pg/ml

II analisi 

[P2X7r] media

V18 19/08/47 73 F OD

Vitrectomia+FA

CO+IOL 13/10/20 Vitreo 0,6 ml 3 (x 0,2 ml) Foro maculare

Cataratta CN 

operata 

contestualment

e / 45,02459

V19 09/12/50 69 F OD

Vitrectomia+FA

CO+IOL 13/10/20 Vitreo 0,8 nml 4 (x0,2 ml)

emovitreo in 

retinopatia 

diabetica 

proliferante

Cataratta 

operata 

contestualment

e, pregresso 

laser 

trattamento PRP 

per retinopatia 

diabetica

Diabete ID, 

ipert.art. 16,94868

V20 M OS Vitrectomia 13/10/20 Vitreo 0,8 nml 4 (x0,2 ml)

Distacco di 

retina 

regmatogeno Pseudofachia ipert.art. 44,32794 143,2582 93,79308

V21 06/08/59 61 F OS

Vitrectomia+FA

CO+IOL 15/10/20 Vitreo 0,3 ml

1 (x 0,2 ml) + 1 

(0,1 ml)

Distacco di 

retina 

regmatogeno

Cataratta CN 

operata 

contestualment

e / 16,77624 123,4691 70,12265

V22 05/05/48 72 F OD FACO+IOL 20/10/20 Vitreo 0,9 ml

3 (x 0,2 ml) + 1 

(0,3 ml)

Distacco 

diretina 

regmatogeno

Cataratta CN 

operata 

contestualment

e / 10,74763
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DATA 

INTERVENTO MATERIALE PR

TOT materiale 

prelevato

num di 

campioni

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 
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P2X7r 

pg/ml

II analisi 

[P2X7r] media

V22 bis 16/03/39 81 M OS Vitrectomia 22/10/20 Vitreo 0,9 ml

3 (x 0,2 ml) + 1 

(0,3 ml)

emovitreo in 

retinopatia 

diabetica 

proliferante, 

edema 

maculare 

diabetico

Retinopatia 

diabetica ? / 284,5732

V23 28/06/33 87 M OS

Vitrectomia e 

FS 27/10/20 Vitreo 2 ml 4 (x 0,5 ml) IOL sublussata /

ipert.art., tp 

clopidogrel 10,9197 173,7668 92,34324

V24 07/08/53 67 M OS

Vitrectomia+FA

CO+IOL 03/11/20 Vitreo 0,7 ml

2 (x 0,2 ml) + 1 

( x 0,1 ml)

pucker 

maculare

Cataratta CN 

operata 

contestualment

e

allergia 

tachipirina, 

ipert.art., tp 

ASA 4,216871

V25 27/03/50 70 M OS Vitrectomia 03/11/20 Vitreo 0,8 nml 4 (x0,2 ml)

emovitreo in 

retinopatia 

diabetica 

proliferante, 

edema 

maculare 

diabetico pseudofachia 

Diabete ID, tp 

clopidogrel, 

ipert.art. 30,77806 8,339797 19,55893

V26 04/03/51 69 M OS Vitrectomia 05/11/20 Vitreo 0,2 ml 1 (x 0,2 ml)

DDR con 

emovitreo pseudofachia  ipert.art., IPB 54,09694 14,19096 34,14395

V27 29/01/68 53 F OS

Vitrectomia+FA

CO+IOL 05/01/21 Vitreo 0,7 ml

2 (x 0,2 ml) + 1 

( x 0,1 ml)

DDR  e pucker 

maculare

Catarattna CN 

operata 

contestualment

e 50,08051 254,633 63,90051

V28 07/08/46 74 M OS

Vitrectomia+FA

CO+IOL 14/01/21 Vitreo 0,8 nml 4 (x0,2 ml) Foro maculare

Cataratta CN 

operata 

contestualment

e ipert.art. 24,7193 237,3591 7,3085
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ID DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO INTERVENTO

DATA 

INTERVENTO MATERIALE PR

TOT materiale 

prelevato

num di 

campioni

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE

P2X7r 

pg/ml

II analisi 

[P2X7r] media

V29 23/04/41 80 M OD Vitrectomia 10/02/22 Vitreo 1,5 ml 3 (x0,5ml)

DDR temporale 

e inferiore 

recidivato

pseudofachia, 

pregresso 

piombaggio 

radiale+ laser / 22,1267

V30 29/04/43 78 F OS

Vitrectomia+FA

CO+IOL 10/02/22 Vitreo 0,6 ml 2  (x 0,3 ml)

DDR 

regmatogeno 

macula OFF

Cataratta CN 

operata 

contestualment

e ipert.art. 27,83359

V31 17/03/32 89 F OS Vitrectomia+FS 16/02/22 Vitreo 1 ml 5 (x 0,2 ml)

Residui 

lenticolari

Afachia, bassa 

conta 

endoteliale

ipert.art., tp 

clopidogrel, 

cardiopatia 

ipertensiva, 

decadimento 

cognitivo 22,47224

V32 25/04/41 80 M OS

Vitrectomia+FA

CO+IOL 17/02/22 Vitreo 0,4 ml 2  (x 0,2 ml)

Pucker e foro 

maculare OS Cataratta CN tp ticlodipina 21,09033

V33 01/02/44 78 M OD

Vitrectomia+FA

CO+IOL 17/02/22 Vitreo 0,2 ml 1 (x 0,2 ml)

Pucker 

maculare OD Cataratta CN

allergia 

amoxicillina 54,44647

V34 13/12/56 65 M OD

Vitrectomia+FA

CO+IOL 22/02/22 Vitreo 0,8 ml 4 (x 0,2 ml)

Pucker 

maculare OD Cataratta

Diabete NID, 

ipert.art,tp 

ASA, IMA con 

stent 20,91764

V35 05/08/48 73 M OD

Vitrectomia+FA

CO+IOL 24/02/22 Vitreo 0,6 ml 3 (x 0,2 ml)

DDR trazionale 

in RD

Cataratta, 

retinopatia 

diabetica 

proliferante Diabete  122,573
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ID DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO INTERVENTO

DATA 

INTERVENTO MATERIALE PR

TOT materiale 

prelevato

num di 

campioni

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE

P2X7r 

pg/ml

II analisi 

[P2X7r] media

V36 02/06/63 59 F OD Vitrectomia 04/03/22 Vitreo 1,5 ml 3 (x 0,5 ml)

DDR con corda 

sottoretinica, 

pieghe 

retiniche rigide /

Fibromialgia, 

ipert. art. 18,32855

V37 27/01/71 51 M OD Vitrectomia 08/03/22 Vitreo 0,4 ml 1 (x 0,4 ml)

Pucker 

maculare OD / pseudofachia microcitemia 19,7091

V38 23/04/46 75 M OS

Vitrectomia+FA

CO+IOL 08/03/22 Vitreo 0,4 ml 2  (x 0,2 ml)

Pucker 

maculare OS

Cataratta, 

glaucoma tp 

Imolast

ipert.art., tp 

ASA, pregresso 

TIA 24,0277

V39 31/05/53 68 M OS

Vitrectomia+FA

CO+IOL 09/03/22 Vitreo 0,4 ml 2  (x 0,2 ml)

Pucker 

maculare OS

Cataratta, 

glaucoma, 

ambliopia OS ipert.art. 20,22698

V40 09/03/44 78 F OS

Vitrectomia+FA

CO+IOL 15/03/22 Vitreo 0,6 ml 2  (x 0,3 ml)

Pucker 

maculare OS Cataratta ipert.art. 19,88171

V41 09/02/68 54 F OD

Vitrectomia+FA

CO+IOL ‐ 

CONTROLLARE 15/03/22 Vitreo 0,8 ml 4 (x 0,2 ml)

Pucker 

maculare OD Cataratta ipert.art. 15,56948

V42 17/12/48 73 F OD Vitrectomia 16/03/22 Vitreo 0,4 ml 2  (x 0,2 ml)

DDR 

regmatogeno 

macula OFF Pseudofachia / 23,50912

V43 19/06/67 55 M OS Vitrectomia 19/03/22 Vitreo 0,6 ml 3 (x 0,2 ml)

DDR 

regmatogeno 

macula OFF

Pseudofachia 

OS, pregresse 

cheratotomie 

radiali OO, 

pregresso DDR 

OD con ftisi 

bulbare, 

nistagmo ipert.art. 18,67362
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ID DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO INTERVENTO

DATA 

INTERVENTO MATERIALE PR

TOT materiale 

prelevato

num di 

campioni

PATOLOGIA 

PRINCIPALE

ALTRE PATO 

OCULARI

PATO 

SISTEMICHE

P2X7r 

pg/ml

II analisi 

[P2X7r] media

V44 28/10/48 73 M OS Vitrectomia 08/04/22 Vitreo 0,8 ml 4 (x 0,2 ml)

DDR post‐

traumatico + 

emovitreo /

Diabete NID, 

ipert.art,tp ASA 102,7564

V45 21/11/32 89 M OS Vitrectomia 09/04/22 Vitreo 2 ml 4 (x 0,5 ml)

DDR 

regmatogeno 

macula OFF

Pseudofachia 

OO (da circa 20 

aa)

ipert.art., 

ateromasia TSA 24,0277

V46 18/08/58 63 M OD Vitrectomia 26/04/22 Vitreo 0,4 ml 2  (x 0,2 ml)

DDR 

regmatogeno 

macula OFF

Cataratta 

nucleare

no tp 

farmacologica 23,85483

V47 05/03/77 45 M Vitrectomia 27/04/22 Vitreo 0,6 ml 3(x0,2 ml)

DDR 

regmatogeno 

macula OFF Pseudofachia

no tp 

farmacologica 17,29358

V48 02/08/59 62 M OS Vitrectomia 28/04/22 Vitreo 0,6 ml 3(x0,2 ml)

DDR 

regmatogeno 

macula OFF 17,46605

V49 21/01/40 82 F OS Vitrectomia 06/05/22 Vitreo 0,7 ml

2(x 0,2 ml) + 1 

(x 0,3 ml)

DDR 

regmatogeno, 

schisi‐distacco 

inferiore con 

foro

Cataratta 

operata 

contestualment

e, conta 

endoteliale 

bassa

splenectomia, 

stato ansioso,  16,77624

V50 01/11/03 19 M OD Vitrectomia 06/05/22 Vitreo 0,6 ml 3(x 0,2 ml)

CE 

endobulbare / / 22,1267
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NUM ID CONTROLLI/PATOLOGIE DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO PATOLOGIA PRINCIPALE ALTRE PATO OCULARI PATO SISTEMICHE [P2X7r] pg/ml  SIERO[P2X7r] pg/ml

C1 V1 Controllo 02/12/41 77 M OS Pucker maculare pseudofachia OS ipert.art. 4,95

C2 V4 Controllo 03/02/36 83 F OD Pucker maculare tp ASA, Ipert. Art

C3 V5 Controllo 10/03/43 76 F OS Pucker maculare+ foro lamellare ticlopidina 8,90 209,10645

C4 V6 Controllo 11/03/49 70 M OD Pucker maculare 15,53 268,047

C5 V7 Controllo 04/01/43 76 F OD Pucker maculare Cataratta CN operata conteipert. Art 9,92 73,09391

C6 V9 Controllo 19/10/62 57 F OD Pucker maculare+ foro lamell cataratta tiroidectomia totale, a 23,94 71,6349

C7 V13 Controllo 06/04/46 74 M OS Pucker maculare OS Pseudofachia Ipert. art, tp Clopidogre 69,42 126,9581878

C8 V14 Controllo 28/11/44 75 F OD Pucker maculare OD Cataratta CN operata contestualmente 76,92

C9 V15 Controllo 20/06/39 81 M OD Pucker maculare OD Cataratta CN operata contestualmente

C10 V17 Controllo 02/10/35 85 M OS Cataratta operata contestuDiabete NID, tp ASA 70,45 130,5057269

C11 V18 Controllo 19/08/47 73 F OD Foro maculare Cataratta CN operata conte/ 45,02459006

C12 V24 Controllo 07/08/53 67 M OS pucker maculare Cataratta CN operata conteallergia tachipirina, ipe 4,216871

C13 V28 Controllo 07/08/46 74 M OS Foro maculare Cataratta CN operata conteipert.art. 7,3085 35,68191337

C14 V32 Controllo 25/04/41 80 M OS Pucker e foro maculare OS Cataratta CN tp ticlodipina 21,09032837 42,2630522

C15 V33 Controllo 01/02/44 78 M OD Pucker maculare OD Cataratta CN allergia amoxicillina 54,44646638 55,26629218

C16 V34 Controllo 13/12/56 65 M OD Pucker maculare OD Cataratta Diabete NID, ipert.art,t 20,91763741

C17 V37 Controllo 27/01/71 51 M OD Pucker maculare OD / pseudofachia microcitemia 19,7090984 114,4695829

C18 V38 Controllo 23/04/46 75 M OS Pucker maculare OS Cataratta, glaucoma tp Imoipert.art., tp ASA, preg 24,0277041 130,3707559

C19 V39 Controllo 31/05/53 68 M OS Pucker maculare OS Cataratta, glaucoma, ambl ipert.art. 20,22697991 64,57200352

C20 V40 Controllo 09/03/44 78 F OS Pucker maculare OS Cataratta ipert.art. 19,88171494 78,52111855

C21 V41 Controllo 09/02/68 54 F OD Pucker maculare OD Cataratta ipert.art. 15,5694838 59,93102851

R1 V2 DDRR 20/07/42 76 M OD Distacco di retina pseudofachia OO (2017), inipert.art., prostatectom 28,52198

R2 V3 DDRR 23/03/43 76 M OS Distacco di retina, macula OF pseudofachia OO (9 aa fa) pregresso IMA+STENT, 105,28

R3 V8 DDRR 02/10/39 80 M OS Distacco di retina 95,14 135,3573

R4 V10 DDRR 02/12/37 82 M OD Distacco di retina 20,91763741 94,97764

R5 V11 DDRR 22/01/49 71 F OD Distacco di retina 32,25 48,50898

R6 V12 DDRR 17/01/48 72 M OS Pucker in esiti di ddr pregresso DDR 64,26 63,87126

R7 V20 DDRR M OS Distacco di retina regmatogenPseudofachia ipert.art. 93,79 117,274481

R8 V21 DDRR 06/08/59 61 F OS Distacco di retina regmatogenCataratta CN operata conte/ 70,12 171,8646485

R9 V22 DDRR 05/05/48 72 F OD Distacco diretina regmatogenCataratta CN operata conte/ 10,74763117 131,2634

R10 V26 DDRR 04/03/51 69 M OS DDR con emovitreo pseudofachia  ipert.art., IPB 34,14 18,991528
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NUM ID CONTROLLI/PATOLOGIE DoB Età SESSO OCCHIO PATOLOGIA PRINCIPALE ALTRE PATO OCULARI PATO SISTEMICHE [P2X7r] pg/ml  SIERO[P2X7r] pg/ml

R11 V27 DDRR 29/01/68 53 F OS DDR  e pucker maculare Cataratta CN operata contestualmente 63,90

R12 V29 DDRR 23/04/41 80 M OD DDR temporale e inferiore recpseudofachia, pregresso p / 22,12669763 18,00082074

R13 V30 DDRR 29/04/43 78 F OS DDR regmatogeno macula OFCataratta CN operata conteipert.art. 27,83359379 52,4610428

R14 V36 DDRR 02/06/63 59 F OD DDR con corda sottoretinica,  / Fibromialgia, ipert. art. 18,32854831 34,53642325

R15 V42 DDRR 17/12/48 73 F OD DDR regmatogeno macula OFPseudofachia / 23,50911983 39,98864982

R16 V43 DDRR 19/06/67 55 M OS DDR regmatogeno macula OFPseudofachia OS, pregress ipert.art. 18,67362215 121,3296574

R17 V44 DDRR 28/10/48 73 M OS DDR post‐traumatico + emovi/ Diabete NID, ipert.art,t 102,7563565 NO PRELIEVO EMATICO

R18 V45 DDRR 21/11/32 89 M OS DDR regmatogeno macula OFPseudofachia OO (da circa ipert.art., ateromasia T 24,0277041 42,47707145

R19 V46 DDRR 18/08/58 63 M OD DDR regmatogeno macula OFCataratta nucleare no tp farmacologica 23,85483201 68,50238483

R20 V47 DDRR 05/03/77 45 M DDR regmatogeno macula OFPseudofachia no tp farmacologica 17,29358132 17,6486379

R21 V48 DDRR 02/08/59 62 M OS DDR regmatogeno macula OFF 17,46604932 128,5611974

R22 V49 DDRR 21/01/40 82 F OS DDR regmatogeno, schisi‐dist Cataratta operata contestusplenectomia, stato an 16,7762409 28,27425182

D1 V19 RDP 09/12/50 69 F OD retinopatia diabetica proliferaCataratta operata contestuDiabete ID, ipert.art. 16,94867711 155,3687565

D2 V22 bis RDP 16/03/39 81 M OS emovitreo in retinopatia diab Retinopatia diabetica ? / 284,5732323

D3 V25 RDP 27/03/50 70 M OS retinopatia diabetica proliferapseudofachia  Diabete ID, tp clopidog 19,56 31,30210168

D4 V35 RDP 05/08/48 73 M OD retinopatia diabetica con DDRCataratta, retinopatia diabDiabete  122,5729914 36,88144244

M1 V23 Miscellanea 28/06/33 87 M OS IOL sublussata / ipert.art., tp clopidogre 92,34 196,1652632

M2 V31 Miscellanea 17/03/32 89 F OS Residui lenticolari Afachia, bassa conta endotipert.art., tp clopidogre 22,47223924 46,25832321

M3 V50 Miscellanea 01/11/03 19 M OD trauma penetrante con CE en/ / 22,12669763 81,74574871
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